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Foreword

IX years ago appeared the first Annual of our School,
and as one has been Issued each year this is the seventh.

Seven is an interesting number. We have heard of the
Seven Deadly Sins; the Seven Gods of Happiness; the Seven
Hills of Rome; the Seven Wise Men of Greece; the Seven Car¬
dinal Virtues; the Seven Wonders of the World; the Seven
Years War. Sometimes it is called the perfect number.

So we think that our seventh Annual must in some way
stand apart from all the others—the best we hope in its portrayal
of the life of our school and of the beauty of our buildings and
surroundings.

We are grateful for the skill, intelligence and business
acumen of Mr. Clyde Fieger, a real craftsman, to whose interest
and zeal is due this beautiful book.

E. D. Lyon
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The Spirit of Youth
A PAGEANT

Interpreting the year s activities at Withrow High School.

FRONTISPIECE "The Youth of Withrow”

ISettings

"To thy bowers we were led
In the bloom of our youth.”

INSERT—OUR SCHOOL (facing) 4
VIEWS 5

IICharacters

(a) Youth

'IIow beautiful is Youth! How bright it gleams
With its illusions, aspirations, dreams!
Book of Beginnings—Story without End,
Each maid a heroine, and each man a Jriend.”

INSERT—"POSSIBILITIES” (facing) 12
SENIORS : 13

CLASS HISTORY 45
CLASS SONG 46

WHEN WE WERE YOUNG 47

POPULARITY CONTEST, "PAGEANT OF 1926” 50
PROPHECY 54

DIRECTORY 59

JUNIORS 63
SOPHOMORES 71
FRESHMEN 75

(b) The Never-Old
"They who can let the spirit shine
And keep the heart a lighted shrine, * * *
Their eyes will sec the gates unfold
To glad roads of the Never-Old.”

FACULTY 78

ALUMNI 84IIIThe Pageant of the Year

"Where Youth and Pleasure meet
To chase the glowing hours with flying feet.”

INSERT—"DREAMS” (facing) 86
CALENDAR 87

THE SPIRIT OF YOUTH EXPRESSED IN ACTIVITIES 95

THE SPIRIT OF YOUTH EXPRESSED IN MUSIC 117

INSERT—"ASPIRATIONS” (facing) 126
THE SPIRIT-OF YOUTH EXPRESSED IN ATHLETICS 127

THE SPIRIT OF YOUTH EXPRESSED IN HUMOR 145

“Youth with swijt jeet walks onward in the way)
The land of joy lies all bejore his eyes - - - ”.
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"cA mild celestial softness seems to reign”
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"CThe woods of Autumn, all around our uale
Haue put their glonj on."
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"Loftij trees, clad udth summer's pride."
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“Qolden inilh sunshine "
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‘And creeping iuij flings its graces.
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SENIORS

HE class of ’26 extends its most hearty greetings to Withrow. For
^ J four years this, our school, has been the center of all our interest.

We have studied at Withrow, we have attended assemblies and clubs
at Withrow, we have enjoyed the social activities at Withrow, we have thrilled
in the athletics of Withrow, and when we have taken pleasure elsewhere, it
was usually with friends from Withrow. Our feet have walked miles along
the corridors of Withrow. And now we are fast approaching the day when
we must bid farewell to Withrow.

Thus it is that the state of being seniors brings with it varied emotions. As individuals we are happy
to have successfully completed our four years’ course of study. We are grateful for the pleasures and
recreations we have enjoyed. We are glad for the hardships and failures which have helped shape our
characters and stimulated our ambitions. We rejoice in the many warm friendships we have made with
both students and teachers.

As a class we have striven to expand and carry on the precedents of strength, honor, and integrity
which the former classes have established. Our class has seen the Dramatic Club formed, and has witnessed
its debut. We had the satisfaction of watching our athletes win the Cornell Cup, although through a

technicality we could not receive it. We have taken an active interest in the clubs and other activities of
the school. We are leaving behind us a high standard of scholarship.

For the past few years we have had a definite and tangible aim in life—to be seniors. Beyond that
the vague and unfathomable future loomed. The time has now come when we must spread our wings and
fly. Some of us will go on to other schools to further our education. Others will enter the business world.
It is to be hoped that we shall make the most of the opportunities which come our way, and that when
opportunities are too long approaching, we may make them for ourselves, so that the class of ’26 may

produce some men and women to whom the world will owe a debt.
And so wherever we go and whatever we do, we most earnestly desire so to conduct ourselves and so

to regulate our lives that Withrow may always be proud to be our first Alma Mater.
Albert E. Bollinger.
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DAVID (. ALLEN, "Dave" '
Track Team. ’23, ’2U

Dependability—a trait o'er-shadowing all the
rest. "Dave" is an earnest, ambitious fellow
and a wonderful friend to those who know him.

WILLIAM AMMERMAN, "Bill"
Tkalian, Hi-Y, Philologia, Camera Club, Special

Chorus

Bill is'our old reliable, and in addition to possess¬
ing a boundless surplus of energy and pep, is well
liked for his splendid camaraderie.

HENRY ANDRES, "Andy"
Band, Special Chorus, Baseball ’2U, ’25, ’26
He does well who does his best. Henry is a good
all-round athlete. He specializes in base-ball.

IRENE M. AREND, "Rene"
Kalidasa

Irene is the type of girl we all admire and love,
for "Rene" is always ready to join in fun with
her friends, and more than this, is always ready
with her sympathy and understanding for those
about her.

TORRE D’CAROL ATKINSON, "Pete"
Annual Staff, Thalian, Kalidasa, Tower News
This attractive maid has become quite famous
throughout the school because of her artistic
ability. But, Torre, it doesn't seem fair,—it
really doesn't—that a girl so skillful in art should
also be so bewitchingly pretty.

MARY KATHRYN BAKER, "Bake"
Kalidasa, Batin Club, Special Chorus
Mary is very quiet and reserved. She has many
friends, because to have friends you must be one,
and Mary is one.

LUELLA MAY BARNES, "Low"
French Club, Kalidasa
Did you ever see a frown or a scowl on Luella's
face? No! No one ever did. Because of this,
Luella has many admirers.

CARL BAUMGARTNER, "Red"
Baseball ’23, ’25, ’25, Basket Ball ’25
Of men the happiest. Everyone knows "Red'*
for his ever present smile.

HELEN ELIZABETH BEALL

Special Chorus, Kalidasa
Helen is rather quiet and calm, but you know
they say, "Still water runs deep."

VIRGINIA BELL, "Jinny"
Special Chorus
"Jinny" is not the quiet, shy, little maid one
might believe her to be on first acquaintance,
but a jolly good sport with a keen sense of humor,
and a loving disposition.
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CARL BERNGES, “Demon”
Carl is a jolly good fellow and well-liked by his
many friends.

JAMES A. BING, “Jim” and “Jimmy”
Philologia, Spanish Club, Camera Club, Special

Chorus, Football ’24, ’25
The force of his own merit works his way. “Jim”
is a hard worker, as proved by his success on the
gridiron, and in the class room.

JESSIE J. BINGHAM, “Jess”
Kalidasa, Special Chorus, Hockey ’25, ’26, Base¬

ball ’25, ’26
If you ever happen to feel gloomy and out of
sorts, just hunt this little girl up, for Jessie's
flashing grin and merry eyes are a sure cure for
the “blues”, and make one feel that the world's
all right, after all.

THOMAS W. BINGHAM, “Tom”
Philologia, Annual Stajj
A stalwart form, a massive head, a firm de¬
termined face. “Tom” is always ready to give
assistance. His cheerful willingness has made
many lasting friends.

JOSEPH A. BIONDI, “Joe”
Lunch Room Stajj, Annual Stajj, Football ’24,

’25, Baseball ’25, Track ’22, ’25, Basket Ball ’22
Joe is a sincere friend, an accomplished athlete,
and a formidable student of whom all Withrow
is proud.

ALFRED BLICKENSDEFER, “Al” and “Blick''
Math Club, Astronomy Club
“Al” is a rather unassuming and modest student,
but he certainly knows his “oats” when it comes
to “tri£” or algebra. He is a diligent worker,
altho he has an easy going nature.

VIRGINIA BOIAN, “Ginny”
“Ginny's” charming disposition has won her hosts
of warm friends. We heard that “Ginny” wants
to become a nurse. Oh don't, Virginia, we beg
you, don't! If you do,—well, we'll all just get
sick.

ALBERT E. BOLLINGER, “Al”
President oj Senior Class, Philologia, Thalian,

Tjatin Club, Special Chorus
“Al's” election as the class president was indeed
a popular one, and he has more than surpassed
the confidence placed in him by his classmates.
Al has made a scholastic record that will be
hard to equal.

EDWARD G. BOTT, “Eddie”
“Ed's” greatest asset is his joviality which has
won him a host of friends and wholly absolves
him from his Ananias-like narratives.

DIXIE VIRGINIA BRANT, “Dede”
Special Chorus, Kalidasa
Oh, Dixie! Your Titian locks! They are the
envy of every girl at Withrow. The old saying
that red haired people have red hot tempers is
all wrong, 'cause we can't make Dixie angry—
we've tried and she just won't be!
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STANTON G. BROCK, "Stan”
"Stan,” we believe, will achieve success in news¬

paper work as he has already started his career
as an editor of the Loveland Herald.

EMILY LOVE BROOKE, "Sue”
Kalidasa, Hockey ’2U
At least one future husband is going to be lucky,
for this young miss has taken the Household
Arts Course. But never mind Emily, for it you
made biscuits like rocks, we would still say that
one future husband will be lucky, and simply
because of your own charming self.

GEORGE BERNARD BROSSART, "Berny”
Annual Stajf, Euclidean, Glee Club, Special

Chorus, Thalian, Philologia, Camera Club
Tis not in mortals to command success. But

he’ll do more; he’ll deserve it. George is a cheer¬
ful fellow, on the square with all. It is such as
he that upholds our standards.

CHARLES BROWN, "Charlie”
Spanish Club
Charles is a willing worker, one that makes his
punches count.

MARIE ENELL BROWN, "Shorty”
Kalidasa, French Club, Special Chorus, Swim¬

ming ’25
Whenever one thinks of Marie, one’s thoughts
turn to a Ford Coupe. Marie has personal
charm and many friends.

MYRA BROWN

Myra is a good student and takes an active in¬
terest in school life. Her genial personality has
won her many sincere friends among her class¬
mates.

MARY VIRGINIA BRUCE
Camera Club

Virginia hails from Virginia and we alls are
powahfully glad she’s heah now. She has a
smile for everyone.

JOHN BRUNNER, "Johnny”
Latin Club

Young, valiant, wise, and loyal. John is a broad¬
minded fellow who always sees two sides to a

question.

FRED BUSCH, Jr.
Football, Baseball
Fred has always done his work in a quiet, pre¬
possessing manner, worthy of an individual of
meritorious character such as he has invariably
shown himself to be.

EUNICE MAE CASEY, "Euny”
Special Chorus, Girls’ Glee Club, Girls’ Select

Chorus, Camera Club
Eunice is so little, so unassuming one would
scarcely suspect her of possessing a lovely singing
voice and also artistic talent.
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MILDRED CLEMONS, "Peg," "Peggy"
Kalidasa, French Club, Latin Club, Hockey ’24,

’25, Swimming ’26
“Peggy" has won the hearts of all, for she is well
known as a good sport and a true friend. Her
election as president of Kalidasa bears witness
to her popularity among the students.

MINERVA CLEPHANE
Tower News, Annual Siajj
Minerva is very clever at drawing. She has con¬
tributed much in the way of art to the school, and
is a much valued worker on the Tower News
Staff, as well as on the Annual.

HERSCHEL COHN, “Jimmie"
Special Chorus, Football, Track, Baseball
To set the cause above renown; To love the
game beyond the prize. "Hersh" is of a high
type of character that reveals truth and honesty.
He plays the game square.

BLANCHE COOK, "Cookie," "Shorty"
Kalidasa, Lunch Room Stajj
At a glance Blanche might be taken for a fresh¬
man, but, when she speaks, she speaks with the
knowledge of a senior. Blanche is always there
with a delightful giggle.

ELIZABETH COOK, "Betty"
Annual Stajj, Thalian, Latin Club, Astronomy

Club, Kalidasa
"Betty" is popular with all because of her charm
and personality. She is an active member of
many school organizations and ranks high in
scholarship.

JUDITH LYNE COOPER, "Judy"
Kalidasa, Dancing Club, Latin Club, Center Ball,

Hockey ’24, ’25, Swimming ’24, ’25, Team ’23,
Bakset Ball ’24, ’25, ’26, Baseball, ’23, ’24 ’25,
’26

"Judy" is an A-l girl. She is talented, capable,
and dependable. She takes an active part in all
athletics. "Judy" is so sweet and demure that
she is loved by everyone.

MILDRED CORDES, "Mil"
Kalidasa, Scribblers, Latin Club, Pythagoreans,
Special Chorus, Annual Stajj, Hockey 24, ’25,

Swimming ’26
"Mil" excels in everything she undertakes.
Swimming and hockey especially claim her
attention.

JOHN W. COSBY
Special Chorus, Boys’ Glee Club, Thalian ’

John has only been in our class a year, but his
originality and his songs have made him known
to all.

CARL CRAMER, "Doc"
Carl is very thoughtful and considerate of others.
That is a trait not often found in a joke book, for
Carl is the joke book of our class.

RALPH M. CRAWFORD, "Chip"
You migRt not think so to look at him, but get
him out in a canoe on the river in the moonlight.
Oo—oo— You'd be surprised.
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ROBERT F. CRONE, "Bob"
Boys’ Glee Club, Tower News, Philologia, Special

Chorus, Annual Staff, Aenaedae
"Bob’s" unlimited patience, diligence, and energy
in the class room account for his successes at
Withrow.

EDWARD DALY, "Eddie"
Pythagorean /Hath. Club, Tower News, Special

Chorus, Baseball ’24, ’25, ’26, Football ’2k
The little done vanishes from the sight of him
who looks forward to what is still to do. Ed is
very busy, but always has a little time for his
friends.

ALBERTA DAVIS, "Bert"
Latin Club, Kalidasa
"Bert" is a quiet, little girl who doesn’t talk often,
but when she does, it is sure to be interesting.
"Bert’s" charming ways have won her many
friends.

DOROTHY L. DENKAMP, "Dot"
Kalidasa, Spanish
Sweet, quiet, unassuming is "Dot." We are
sure that success will smile cheerfully upon her.

LOUISE ELLEN DESTLER, "Lee"
Scribblers, Annual Staff: Editor, Kalidasa, Hockey

’24, Swimming ’24, ’26
Louise really needs no introduction. Her radiat¬
ing personal charm has made her one of the most
popular students of our school.

ELEANOR DIBBLE
French Club, Basket Ball ’26, Baseball ’25, ’26
Eleanor is one of those ambitious people who let
nothing interfere with doing a good thing. She
has come with excellent regularity, from far-away
Loveland to Withrow.

MARY LOUISE DOHERTY, "Hallowe’en"
Astronomy, Dancing Club, Basket Ball, Center Ball,

Baseball, Swimming, ’24—’26
We all have a soft spot in our hearts for little,
curly-headed "Hallowe’en". This is because
she is so sweet and pleasant to everyone.

A. PERRY DONNELLY, "Perry"
Special Chorus, Math. Club, Radio Club, Track

Team, ’24
Perry’s outstanding attribute is his keen sense
of humor. He not only appreciates a joke, but
often cracks them humorously.

JOHN FLACH DOUGLAS, "Jack"
Astronomy, French, Annual Staff, Tower Newst

Swimming ’23—Capt., Baseball ’23,-’25, Cheer
Leader ’25, ’26, Basket Ball ’25

Loyalty—is there a finer attribute? "Jack's"
loyalty to his Alma Mater, to his classmates, and
teachers, make him an outstanding figure.

ROBERT DOUGLAS, "Bob"
Annual Staff, Pythagoreans, Tennis Club
"Bob" is a good fellow who makes up in quality
what he lacks in quantity. You can’t help liking
"Bob" when you really know him and we'll say
you ought to know him, too.

\
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MARION DUDLEY
Kalidasa
Marion is very seldom serious. She is always
smiling or laughing at something. She is talka¬
tive like her better half.

MURIEL DUDLEY
Kalidasa

Muriel is the other one of the twins. She also
believes that a smile is always worth while. She
always has something to say.

HELEN DUNN

Orchestra, Kalidasa
Helen makes one of the best friends anyone could
wish for. She is a talented player on the flute.
We are sure we shall hear more from that talent
some day.

MILDRED EBERHARD, "Mil"
Kalidasa, Lunch Room Stajj, Tower News
Her quiet, unassuming, lovable nature has en¬
deared "Mil" to us all. She has one of the highest
averages in her class.

HILDA EBERLE
Circulus Classicus
Hilda is not at all talkative, and usually keeps
her thoughts to herself. When she does speak,
you may be sure it is something worth hearing.

REGINA ENGEL, "Regie"
Regina is just a real nice girl,—modest, friendly,
and cheerful. Her brain does a great deal more
work than her tongue, as we all well know.

VIRGINIA H. ENGELKEN, "Jean"
Camera Club, Kalidasa, Launch Room Staff, Center

Ball ’23, Basket Ball '24
"Jean" surely is a good scout. To argue is her
chief hobby, but she takes her medicine in a good
spirit. We certainly will miss "Jean's" happy
face when she goes.

VIRGINIA E. ERNST, "Jeanne"
Kalidasa, Thalian, Special Chorus, Spanish Club,
Annual Staff, Swimming Team ’25, ’26
"Jeanne" is full of pep and high-school spirit,
which qualities make her one of the most popular
girls in the A grade.

YVONNE R. ESSMAN, "Sandy"
Yvonne is a new member of our class, but we

sincerely admire the competent and zealous
manner in which she treats all her work.

SYLVIA ESTELL
Kalidasa

Sylvia succeeds in everything she aims at. This
accounts for the high scholarship and we think
Sylvia would make an ideal teacher because she
possesses brains plus patience.
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ROBERT FAGIN, "Bob"
Philologia, Spanish Club
Cheerfulness and goodwill make labor light.
Nothing ever seems too difficult for “Bob", yet
somehow when we think of him we think of
eating. Could there be anything more pleasant
to think about?

JOSEPHINE FARRELL, “Jo"
Camera Club

“Jo" is just what the nursery rhyme says a girl is
made of; Sugar and spice and everything nice.
What more can we say?

PAUL J. FERGER
Nowhere was there a man so industrious as he.
Paul has worked and delved until there are but

very few things that he cannot give us pointers
about.

GEORGE H. FETICK

Band, Euclidean
George only came to Withrow this year, but
already he has made a good mark as a member
of the Band and as a hard worker in his studies

DOROTHY B. FISCHER, “Dottie"
Kalidasa, Lunchroom StaJJ
She is always read}r for a good time, but her
serious attitude toward her work may surprise
you. She will make an efficient stenographer
for some business man.

MARIEMAE FORBUS

Marie is a petite, frivolous girl who flits around
here at school. Nothing worries her much, and
life to her is one grand fox-trot.

JEAN FOSTER
Kalidasa, Dancing Club, Scribblers, Annual StaJJ

Latin Club, Special Chorus, Hockey '25, '25,
Captain Basket Ball Team '25, '25, '26, Track
'25, Swimming '25, '25, '26, Baseball '25, '25,
'26, Center Ball '25, All Round W, Jr. Lije
Saver

The faculty regard Jean as an excellent student
and athlete, and her classmates know her as a

friend to all,—a true friend with an ideal character.

BESSIE FAYE FOWLER, “Babs"
Kalidasa
Bessie is a modest and quiet girl who has quite
captivated us all with this combination of char¬
acteristics.

VIRGINIA FOY, “Jinny"
Basket Ball '26, Baseball '26
Even though Virginia's been here only one year,
she's surprisingly well known. “Jinny" is one
of these people who can get good grades and still
be popular.

STANLEY L. FRANZ, “Stan"
Latin Club

Although “Stan" is a new arrival among us, he
has already made many friends by his inclination
for industry and silence.
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KATHERINE FRAZEE

Aenaedac, Jr. Lije Saver
“Kate” is fortunately endowed with the gift of
poetry and she generously dispenses her melo¬
dious, rhythmical verses to our delight.

CORINNE FULLER, “Connie,” “Riney”
Gtee Club, Special Chorus, Select Chorus, Camera

Club
Who doesn’t know this winsome little lass? Ah,
yes! her lively spirit and sweet disposition are
well known. Corinne is quite talented in music,
and we predict a great musical career for her.

EMILIE LOUISE FUSSINGER, “Em,” “Fussie”
Glee Club, Special Chorus
This young miss is just as cheerful and gay as
she looks. Her sunny disposition has made her
loved by all. Her classmates know her as a true
friend even in the dark and stormy weather.

HAROLD B. GARDNER, “Ham”
Euclidean, Astronomy
“Ham” is an earnest student—one of those
essentially important cogs which always do their
work smoothly, capably, and silently.

DOROTHY H. GERDSEN, “Dotty,” “Dash”
Kalidasa

One thing that has always worried us is how
“Dot” could remember all those dates (not
history dates) for “Dot” is quite popular with
the opposite sex; if you’ve noticed, she has a
“frat” pin decorating her dress. However,
“Dot” is as popular with girls as boys, for she
has a friendly disposition which is much admired.

DOROTHY L. GILLETTE, “Dottie Lou”
Kalidasa, Thalian
“Dottie” has a smile for every one; and because
of her sweet personality she has heaps of friends
By the way—have you ever seen “Dottie” the
least bit out of sorts? Neither have we!

MARY REVILLA GILLETTE, “Reno”
Latin Club, Dancing Club, Hockey ’25, ’26, Basket

Ball ’24, ’25, ’26, Swimming Team, ’25, ’26,
Baseball ’24, ’25 ’26, Track ’24, '25, Centerball
’25 {CapL), Sr. Lije Saver, All Round W

For four years Mary has taken an active interest
in all branches of girls’ athletics. Swimming,
center ball, basket ball, and hockey teams claim
her as a star. Mary would make an ideal gym
teacher, lor she is not only capable, but has
patience and tact.

MABEL GNOETH, “Mebs”
Dancing Club, Kalidasa, Spanish Club
One always associates a smile, and a mighty
charming one, too, with Mabel. Mabel enjoys
everything. Her hobby is dancing.

NEVA GORDON, “Dizzy”
Kalidasa
No doubt Neva is often regarded as a lower
classman, but don’t worry, Neva, valuable things
come in small packages.

MIRIAM GRAD
Lahn Club, Kalidasa, Basket Ball ’25
Miriam l^as a charming disposition which has
made her very popular with both students aiid
teachers. She always greets us with a sunny
smile that makes us forget our troubles.
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DOROTHY GRANGER, "Dot"
French Club, Kalidasa
Dot has a delightful smile and isn’t at all selfish
with it, either. Dot is an asset to the Class of '26.

LLOYD W. GRANT, "Lo"
Euclidean, Track Team ’25, ’26
Presence of mind and courage in distress are more
than armies to procure success. Lloyd does his
work thoroughly, and doesn’t shirk when it
comes to fun.

ELMIRA GRASSMANN, "El"
Special Chorus
Some day we will all go to the concert to hear
the Prima Donna, Miss Grassman, sing. She is
a good sport and surely deserves the best of luck.

OSBERN H. GREVER, "Os"
Euclidean

Quiet, studious, and unimposing, "Os" has
proven himself a great friend.

CARL M. GREY

When Carl is mentioned, there immediately
flashes to one’s mind a picture of an ambitious
youth who has in him the three essentials of a
successful business man; appearance, ability,
and personality.

NORMA J. GRIMM
Scribblers, Lunch Room Stajj, Tower News, Math.
Club, Latin Club
Can you imagine Norma with anything below
ninety on her report? Norma is not only one of
our brightest, but one of our sweetest girls.

RUTH GRIMM, "Rufus"
Kalidasa, T^atin Club, Hockey Team ’2U, ’25,

Basket Ball ’25, ’26
"Rufus" is our conception of a true Withrowite.
Not only does she take great interest in many
of our organizations, especially athletics, but she
also ranks high in scholarship. Ruth’s charming
personality is well known and has won her many
friends.

ROSLYN GRIMME, "Ros"
Camera Club, Italidasa
"Ros" is the pretty possessor of an ever-ready
beaming smile which she lavishly scatters with
utter disregard for the safety of our hearts.

RUTH GROSSMAN, "Rufus"
French Club, Kalidasa
Ruth is to be congratulated upon her pleasing
disposition. She is never seen out of patience
with anyone or anything.

WILLIAM GRUPENHOFF, "Bill"
Spanish Club
"Bill’ is a good fellow and always willing to do
his share.
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MARGARET M. HADDEN, "Margie/' "Peg"
"Margie" is considered everyone's friend because
of her cheerful and friendly nature. She possesses
a fun-loving disposition which makes her popular
with all.

J. CLAIR HALL, "J. C."
Band, Orchestra, Glee Club
In spite of his solemn aspect, Clair is a great scout
and also a demon racket swinger.

JOHN WESLEY HALL, "Sport"
Everybody will agree that although "Johnny"
is somewhat pugnacious, he is a mighty fine
fellow to know.

SARA HAMILTON, "Sally"
Kalidasa, Camera Club, Lunch Room Stajj
"Sally" is quiet and studious. She can recite and
speak very well. We shall hear more from her
in the future.

L. WILLIAM HAMMOND, "Bill"
Philologia, Tower News, Lalm Club, Edilor oj

Annual, Tennis Team
"Bill" has the rare characteristic of being around
just when he is needed. Much ol what is good
in this annual is due to his clever phraseology
and faithful attention to tiresome detail.

RAY IRVINE HARDIN
TItalian Club, Jjalin Club, Tower News, Special

Chorus, Orchestra
And still the wonders grew, that one small head
should carry all he knew. Ray is a scholar first,
last, and all the time.

LEONARD HARDING
Basket Ball ’26

A wise head and a silent tongue are companions.
"Lenny" never falls down in his studies, and is a
whiz-bang of a guard on the basket ball team.

GENEVIEVE HARPER, "Genny"
Genevieve is another of the quiet type. Few
have succeeded in getting well acquainted with
her, but those who have will vouch for her.

ELEANOR HATTON, "El" (Unable to graduate
in 1926 because of illness)

Ljunch Room Slajj, Camera Club
One need only glance at Eleanor's picture to
discover her sweet cheerful personality. Her
many friends love and admire her, for she is
always the same jolly friend no matter with
whom, nor where, she is.

SARAH HEBBLE, "Bobby"
Ljalin Club, French Club, Kalidasa
Mt. Holyoke may well be honored when Sarah
signs her name on the dotted line. Sarah is one
of our finest girls.
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CHARLES L. HEEKIN, "Chuck"
Track Team ’23, '24, '25
"Chuck" is the recipient of many admiring
feminine glances because of the remarkable
attributes of his well known physiognomy, and
his athletic powers have engendered a real ad¬
miration in his multitudinous masculine friends.

GEORGE A. HEFFERNON

Special Chorus, Boys’ Glee, Jr. Orchestra
George is an all-round fellow—an apt student
and a skillful athlete.

WILLIAM H. HEGGARTY, ‘Bill"
"Bill" is that big, concentrated bunch of good
cheer that goes laughing heartily through our
midst in his best endeavor to maintain the proper
ratio of joviality in our atmosphere.

MINTO L. HENDERSON, Jr., "Mint"
We sincerely missed "Mint" from our ranks last
year, but we all heartily welcome his return.

PAUL F. HERGET
Thalian, Philologia, Euclidean, Lunch Room, In¬

door Track '25
It is the mind that makes the man. Paul sure

knows his stuff in Math., and as a scholar he is
the owl's knowledge. If you are seeking an
argument, just look for Paul.

ELIZABETH J. HERRNSTEIN, "Lib"
Tjatin Club, Kalidasa, Hockey Team '24—'25
"Lib" has entered into school life with whole¬
heartedness and consequently has reaped great
rewards. She is known as an athlete and as an

excellent student.

JOHN HERRON "Johnny," "Jan"
Basket Ball '25, ’26, Track ’26, Tennis ’25, ’26
Under Johnny's capable leadership our Basket
Ball team tore its way to victory in several
hectic games in which his deadly shots and
strenuous playing had a prominent part.

JOHN HERSCHEDE
Thalian, Debaling ’23, ’25, ’26
John is very jolly and still very serious. You can
see him convulsed with laughter or so sober and
serious that one experiences a shock of surprise.
His personality is most interesting and he him¬
self is worth while knowing.

BETTY HEZLEP, "Hettie Bezlup"
Scribblers, Kalidasa, Annual StajJ, Launch Room

SlaJJ, Lyalin Club, Pythagoreans
It is very seldom, if at all, you see Betty without
a smile. She loves to giggle with everyone, and
is full of pep.

JEAN HILL
French, Kalidasa, Swimming ’25, Baseball’25, 26,

Basket Ball ’25

Jean is quiet, until you know her, but when you
do know' her you will find that she is a mighty
fine person to count as a friend.
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FLORA MAY HOFF, "Flo"
Kalidasa
"Flo" is our elocutionist. When she steps on to a
public platform she holds everyone’s attention
just as a magnet does. Elocution is not the only
thing in which she excels—just look at her report
and you will see that she has other talents.

GERTRUDE HOFFMAN, "Gertie"
Latin Club, Kalidasa
"Gertie" has many lovable characteristics, but
one we admire most is her unfailing willingness
and ability to do her bit. "Gertie" also has
much pep and school spirit which makes her
very popular.

ALMA HOFFMEISTER, "Al"
Latin Club, Kalidasa, Tower News
Alma is our A grade secretary, and a mighty
fine one has she made. She possesses the happy
combination of high grades and a host of friends.
No one could wish for more—now could you?

PAUL HOON, "Deque," "Cupid"
Thalian, Philologia, Annual StaJJ, Special Chorus,

Middletown Debate ’26
Our deeds determine us as much as we determine
our deeds. It is hard to write about Paul.
There are so many qualities that we admire in
him that we hardly know where to start.

WM. FARRIN HOOVER, "Will"
Annual StaJJ, Astronomy Club, Periclean Club,

Camera Club, Boys’ Glee Club, Special Chorus
Farrin, he of the benignant smile, submitted and
arranged our snaps. Let not animosity malign
your friendship for him!

DOROTHY HORMAN, "Dorty"
French Club, Latin Club, Kalidasa, Basket BaU

’26, Baseball ’24, Swimming ’26
"Dot" is a good sport and is lots of fun. She is
in the gym the greatest part of the time and as a
consequence was a formidable member of the
senior basket ball team.

HELEN HUGHES

Special Chorus, Thalians
Helen possesses a gift at which we all marvel, the
ability to write poetry. Withrow’s Class of ’26
will be proud to say, "She graduated with my
class."

VIOLET HULS, "Hulsie," "Dee"
Ka lidasa, Astron omy
Violet lives up to her name of being one of the
modest, quiet seniors. Violet does not make
rash statements, but when she says she will do a
thing we know that it will be done.

FLORENCE MARIE INGRAM, "Flo"
Florence is the kind of a girl who sticks at a thing
until she has accomplished it. Perseverence is a
fine quality, Florence, keep it always.

ARTHUR IRWIN, "Art"
Special Chorus
"Art" is a plugging sort of chap, faithful to his
school, his studies, and his friends. We have
come to admire vou greatly, "Art".
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ETHEL ELIZABETH JACKSON
Kalidasa, Latin Club, Basket Ball, Center Ball

’24, Baseball ’24, ’25, All Round W
The combination of golden hair and blue eyes
has always been an alluring one, and Ethel's
beauty proves quite destructive to the masculine
heart.

WILLIAM JACKSON, "Bill"
Bill is a jolly, amiable little fellow whose good
sportsmanship has gained him a myriad of
friends.

JOHN B. JEWETT, "Johnny"
Philologia, Track team ’24, ’25
When you see John, you see his smile. His
buoyant spirit and the persistence with which
he carries on account for his hosts of friends.

JEAN V. JOHNS
Scribblers, Thalians, Circulus Classicus, French

Club, Annual Staff, Tower News, Special
Chorus, Basket Ball ’24, Hockey ’24, Center
Ball ’23, Junior Life Saver, All Round IV

Jean has starred in all fields of athletics and also
is an active member of many organizations.

SYLVESTER JOHNS
Philologia, Pythagoreans, Debating Captain, ’25,

’26

"Syl" is light-hearted fellow with a big grin and
a big head chuck full of cold facts, both of which
he amply demonstrated in his peroration at
Middletown.

BUEAN F. JOHNSON
Buean has a very pleasing personality. Making
beautiful jewelry seems to be her pet hobby.

MILDRED JONES, "Milly," "Jonsey"
Kalidasa, Camera Club, Basket Ball ’23, ’26
Whenever you hear someone bubbling over with
laughter and giggles, just look around and you
will see "Mil."

THOMAS F. JONES, "Tom"
Philologia, Astronomy Club
"Tom" is one of the select few in this world who
realizes the value of silence and yet he can make
friends.

EVA JUNG, "Eps"
"Eps" is seldom seen idle, being a splendid,
sympathetic listener and one who is far from
garrulous. She is an ideal confidante.

JOHN R. JURGENSEN, "Jurgy," "Johnny"
Euclidean Math. Club, Football ’24
A man who is master of himself, can end sorrow
as easily as he can invent pleasure. John is a
reserved fellow. There are only a few who know
that he is around, but they know him as a friend.
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EDNA KAY, "Eddie”
Kalidasa, Camera Club, Lunch Room StajJ
Edna is reserved at times, but always a good sport.
In the business of life her friendship is a very
valuable asset.

RUTH KEAGY

Scribblers, Accompanist of Special Chorus, -Latin
Club, Orchestra, Tower News
The way Ruth can play the piano is a wonder.
Her steady way of keeping on with such a difficult
task as accompanying the Special Chorus deserves
much praise.

BERNICE KEEGAN, "Bunnie"

Though you have been with us only this year,
your quiet competence and modest manners have
endeared you to all of us.

MARIE KELLERMAN, "Pud"
Kalidasa, Latin Club, Hockey '24, '25
"Pud" is our premiere danseuse. Kalidasa
would not have fared so well without her help in
the Karnival and on programs. Such grace and
wit as yours are sure to be an asset, "Pud",
wherever you go.

MARY ELIZABETH KELLEY

They say, Still waters are the deepest, and we
are sure your quiet manners are only the sur¬
face of other things which are deep.

LOUISE 0. KENNEDY, "Weeze," "Weezer"
Scribblers, French Club, Kalidasa, Annual Staff,

Special Chorus, Lyalin Club, Hockey Team '25,
’26, Center Ball'25, Basket Ball '26

To Louise who does the tasks that bring neither
praise nor reward; to Louise who picks up the
burden that others have let fall, and gloriously
carries on; to Louise the dependable, we take orf
our hats.

JOHN DAVID KIDD, "Dave"
Annual Stajj, Philoloyia, Thalians, Lyatin Club,

Math. Club, Track Team
"Dave" reminds us of a person who is a keen
thinker, and that is just what he is. He thinks
for himself and his frank, straight-forward
manner is certainly commendable. We expect
much from you, "Dave".

RUTH KIDD
Kalidasa

Since Ruth is so demure and calm, few besides
her closest friends have discovered that many
enviable characteristics are embodied in this
small maid.

WILLIAM K. KINDER, "Bill"
Garden Club, Camera Club, Thalians
Bill has demonstrated his inexhaustible energy
in his work in physics lab. If you want Bill you
will find him with Mr. Fliehman or Mr. Regan.

ELLEN KINGSTON, "El"
Kalidasa, Camera Club
Happy will be the man whose stenographer is
Ellen, for her gay disposition will cheer up even
the bluest blue Monday.
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EDWIN J. KIRCHER, "Ed"
Phythagorean
"Ed’s" regularity in attendance, his diligence
and interest displayed in class work, are very
laudable and indicate success.

HARRY E. KIRSCHNER
Lunch Room Staff, Annual Staff, Phythagorian
Harry can make no pretence to being taciturn,
but his trustworthiness and dependability are
amply shown by the fact that he banks the pro¬
ceeds from our lunchroom.

ARTHUR H. KISKER, "Art"
Swimming Team ’24, ’25, ’26, Track ’24
"Art” is always wildly enthusiastic about some¬
thing or other, usually a girl.

CARL KISKER
Annual Staff
With an unusually charming personality, Carl
is also a good student and everyone’s friend.

WM. E. KLEIMAN, "Bill’’
That hefty, elongated person who so obviously
betrays his excellent character by his hearty
handshake and greeting is this particular "Bill’’
featured above.

RUTH KLEIN, "Rufus”
Special Chorus
Ruth is always ready for a good time. She can
see the sunny side of every cloud which comes
along, no matter how dark it is. We hope that
she keeps her optimism all through life.

ELOISE KLOAK, "Pat,” "Kloakey”
Eloise loves sports, tennis, baseball, football,
anything, if it’s sports. She is a genial, hospit¬
able sort of a person who always entertains good¬
will toward everyone.

RUTH KREHNBRINK

Kalidasa, Basket Ball ’23, ’24, ’25, ’26, Center
Ball ’23, ’24, ’25, Baseball ’24, ’25

The word that applies most aptly to Ruth is
refreshing. Her unfailing good humor and
unusual thought and manners make her an

interesting friend.

EDWARD L. KRIEGER, "Ed”
Special Chorus, Philologia
Whose answer is his honest thought and simple
truth his utmost skill. "Ed” is a conscientious
student and has qualities which make a success¬
ful business man. Good luck, "Ed”.

PAUL KUHN

Philologia, Special Chorus
Paul has a high scholastic standing despite the
fact that he has plenty of time for play and friends.
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LESTER B. LAKAMP, “Les,” “Lak”

Nary an enemy, always with friends. We sure
enjoy your company, “Les,” and we sure look
up to you.

HELEN LAMMERS, “Lorrie”
French Club, Kalidasa, Special Chorus
Helen is a mighty sweet girl and is always ready
to help anyone. We hope that she will always
have as many friends as she has now.

ROY LANCE, “Roy”
Pythagorean
Roy is one of our best high-jumpers and, in addi¬
tion, cultivates his mind by playing champion¬
ship chess.

VANCE C. LANG, “Vala”
Philologia, French Club, Special Chorus
Our cheerful classmate, Vance, possesses an im¬
partial and disinterested consideration for all
with whom he comes in contact. This is the
reason for his many friends.

JOHN H. LAUB, “Johnny”
Euclidean, Latin Club, Philologia, Track ’25, ’26
Wealth may seek us—but wisdom must be sought.
John has industriously applied himself to his
school and books besides being an outstanding
figure on the track team.

ELIZABETH LAUDER, “Betty”
Special Chorus, Kalidasa
Elizabeth is a bonnie Scotch lassie who has brains
as well as beauty.

MERRILL R. LEACH
Thahan, Math. Club
We have all probably discovered by now7 w'hat a
good sport Merrill is, and we sincerely hope that
he will advertise it more w'idely in the future.

CHARLES L. LEOPOLD, “Lee”
Football ’25
A true friend is the best friend. Charles came to
us from Milford High and has been with us just
a short year. We wish you had come sooner,
Charles.

FLORENCE M. LINDAHL, “Flossie'*
Latin Club, Astronomy Club, Kalidasa, Swimming

'24, Team ’23
It is said that beauty and brains are seldom found
together, but everyone will admit that “Flossie”
is an exception.

WILLIAM A. LINDEMAN, "Bill”
“Bill” is one of those bluff, rugged chaps that we
all delight in calling our friend.
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T. GEORGE LINSER, "Yatz"
"Yatz" is another good scout who is far too loath
to divulge his personality in full.

GWENDOLYN LOCKARD, "Gwen”
Kalidasa
Vivacious is "Gwen,” to put it briefly. She is
always in good spirits and when she looks at you
she seems to see you through and through.

GLADYS LUCKEY, "Luck"

Although Gladys comes far for her learning, she's
always peppy and in a good humor.

CARLTON A. LUNSFORD, "Luns"
Latin. Club, Glee Club, Special Chorus
They are never alone that have noble thoughts.
Carlton carries with him an unusual supply of
real personality. That is the basis for his suc¬
cessful work at Withrow.

GEORGE A. LUTZ, "Dode"
Football ’25

Quiet, but nevertheless practical. George seldom
disturbs anyone, but nevertheless he's all there.

RUTH LUTZ
Senior Orchestra, Kalidasa, Latin Club, Special

Chorus
Ruth has gained fame because of her talent as a
flutist. However, Ruth has not confined her
ability to music, for she is also a good student.

PAULINE McBETH, "Polly"
Camera Club
Pauline has a sweet graciousness about her that
makes her attractive to all of us.

MARY ALICE McCARTNEY, "Babe"
Kalidasa, Circulus Classicus, French Club, Lunch
Room Stajf, Special Chorus
Mary is the type of student we would all like to
be. Even the faculty wish there were more
Marys in their classes. Nevertheless she is able
to find time for her friends,—and this includes
all who know her.

RAYMOND A. McCARTY, "Ray"
Pythagorean .Math. Club
Those who know "Ray" regret that they have
not known him longer. He is well worth knowing.

joe alice McClain, "joe"
Latin Club, Kalidasa
Who has ever seen "Joe Alice" without her
cheery smile of greeting? Her smile has won
her many friends at Withrow.
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LORNA McCLAIN
Latin Club, Kalidasa
Who has seen Lorna when she wasn’t willing to
help somebody out of a difficulty? It is a fine
characteristic, Lorna, and sure to win you success.

Virginia McDonough, "Mac"
Kalidasa, Tower News
"Mac” is quiet, but, nevertheless, she is every¬
one’s friend. Although always busy, she still has
time to lend a helping hand.

DOUGLAS McFARLAND, "Doug,” "Mac”
"Doug” is a happy-go-lucky fellow. He has lots
of friends and everybody who knows him likes
him.

MAXINE DOLORES MAINS, "Max”
Special Chorus, Circulus Classicus, Secy Civic

and Vocational League
Maxine, in her quiet way, has done much for
Withrow during the last year. It is she who
has been our faithful and almost only representa¬
tive to the Civic and Vocational League.

LUCY MARGARET MARTIN, "Little One”
Special Chorus, Glee Club, Select Chorus, Lunch

Room Stajj
Lucy is one of our most vigorous little workers.
Her help in the lunch room has been invaluable
for the last two years.

RUSSELL MAYER, "Russ”

Although "Russ” is not a whiz at any particular
thing, he is good at many things.

EARL MACKLIN, "Bud”
Euclidean, Basket Ball
By his enthusiastic playing and zealous perserver-
ance, Earl showed us that size is not always a
winning factor in Basket Ball.

RUSSELL J. MADDUX, "Rus,” "Maddy”
"Rus” is neither obtrusive nor bellicose, and his
taciturnity is an asset which many of the more
loquacious and pugnacious will never benefit by.

EUNICE M. MEAKIN, "Uni”
French Club, Kalidasa, Special Chorus, Hockey

’24, ’25, Basket Balt ’26
For such a small person, Eunice can talk a great
deal, but talking is not the only thing she can do.

MARVIN MEERSE, "Marve”
Law Club, Special Chorus, Camera Club, Bank,

Track ’24, ’25
If he goes through life as he did through high
school, changing four years to three, he will get
through life’s journey ahead of the rest of us.
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HOWARD MERKLE, "How”
Math. Club
"How” is a good fellow to know; he is loyal to a
friend. Although he has red hair and a“C'llegiate
fliv” his disposition is sunny. As a member of
the tennis team, he has proved a valuable play7er
and tried hard for Withrow.

ROBERT METZGER, “Bob”
“Bob” is one of those master minds in mathe'
matics who will some day show up Mr. Einstein
and still do it genially.

JOHN A. MEYER, “Jack”
“If it were not for my studies, I should get along
fine in school.” Our class would have been in¬
complete without “Jack” and his love of Nature.

DONALD MICHAEL, “Mike”
“Mike” is small in size, but makes up for it with
his brain. He is a keen student of math, and an

ardent radio fan. His ready smile is one of his
chief characteristics.

PEARL MILES, “Echo”
Special Chorus, Glee Club
Pearl is one of our best-natured seniors. She
can be very witty, but, because she does not care
to hurt anyone's feelings, she does not often in¬
dulge in it.

ETHEL MILLER, “Etts”
Kalidasa, Baseball, ’25, ’26, Track ’23, ’2U, ’25,

’26, Center Ball ’23, ’2h, ’25
A smile will go a long, long way. Her cheery
greeting is more than enough to drive the blues
from anyone. We all like “Etts” immensely.

RUTH MOORE

Astronomy Club, Senior Orchestra, Accompanist oj
Boys’ Glee Club

This winsome miss is quite musically inclined-
being not only an excellent violinist, but also a
pianist. Ruth has gained the friendship of all
because of her charming manners.

EDWIN MORRISON, “Ed”
Plutologia, Lunch Room, Tower News, Annual,

Euclideans
“Ed” is an earnest worker and a studious one.

He is the lad who checks the on-rush of the
hungry ones at the head of the lunch line.

MARY ELIZABETH MYGATT, “Midget”
Kalidasa, Special Chorus
Mary is a very hard working and studious girl,
and deserves everything good that the future
can possibly hold for her.

RODNEY M. NASH, “Doc”
Orchestra, Boys’ Glee Club, Lyalin Club
Rodney makes a strong claim to being our most
distinguished pianist, since he has played over
the radio in an accomplished manner.
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RUTH NASH, "Jim"
Special Chorus, French Club, Kalidasa
Ruth is just one of those girls who doesn't make
much stir, but gets there just the same. In
scholarship and fun she ranks among the very
best.

HELEN C. NAST
Select Chorus, Garden Club, Glee Club, Special

Chorus Girls’
Helen's splendid voice has been a necessary part
of the Girls' Choral Clubs for the last three years,
just as she has been a necessary part of our class.

JOSEPH NEBOLSKY, "Nebs"
French Club, Foolballp 22, ’23, '24, ’25, Track
"Nebs" i/probaoly the mosLmuskv youth of the
class, ffis perfected type of iootball, and his good
sportsmanship, have won for him many friends.

CARL NEUBAUER
Debating, Box/s’ Glee Club, Special Chorus, Astron¬

omy Club
All of us like Carl immensely for just those
qualities that he is so loath to display. We
hope he will some day rival Pasteur in the chem¬
ical field.

DOROTHY NICHOLS, "Dot"
Kalidasa, French Club, Laiin Club, Tower News,

Thalians
If a sunny disposition is the soul of success, we
know "Dot" is bound to be successful. Her
smile in the hall or class room brightens the
whole dav.

CLIFFORD C. PATTEN, "Pat"
Special Chorus, Boxjs Glee Club, Philologia, Track

Team '24, ’25, ’26
The warmth of genial courtesy, the calm of self-
reliance. "Cliff" doesn't make a lot of noise
to let you know he's around, yet he is reliable
and, as a track man, he has a "mean" stride.

LAURA LOUISE PEDDICORD, "Lolly"
Kalidasa, Annual SlaJJ, Hockey Team '24, ’25,

Basket Ball ’26
Laura is as pretty as she is sunny and lovable,
and, like most people with her disposition, has a
host of admiring friends.

DAVID E. PEET, "Bud," "Dave"
Spanish Club, Boys’ Glee Club
"Dave" is an unobtrusive fellow with an amiable
disposition. All who know him like him.

OLIVE LOUISE PERIN, "Ob"
Lialidasa, Spanish Club, Special Chorus
"Ob" is so cheerful, gay, and yet sympathetic,
that she is certainly a friend worth having.
We're all glad to say we know her.

MARGARET PETERSEN, "Peg"
Kalidasa, Camera Club
When we look at Margaret we always think of
the time-worn expression, "Best things come in
small packages." She may grow in size, but
she will never lose her qualitications of being
the best.
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ERWIN PFINGSTAG, “Erve"
Pythagorean
“Erve" is an unobtrusive and quiet fellow. He
doesn't make a lot of noise and goes about his
work in a determined way. If determination
counts in life, Erwin will succeed.

MELBA PHILLIPS, “Bunnie"
Scribblers, Special Chorus, Editor Tower News
Melba is one whom Withrow loves to honor. As
Girl Editor of the Tower News, she reflects the
good old spirit of our Alma Mater.

OWEN PHILLIPS
Dramatic Club, Philologia, French Club, Tower
News, Boys Glee Club, Special Chorus
Owen ranks high both in his studies and in the
eyes of his fellow students. He has a friendly
smile always ready for everyone.

FRANCIS D. PIATES, “Pie"
Francis is full of vigor, enthusiasm and his in¬
domitable humor can always be seen in his
laughing eyes. Francis is well-known among
his many friends as a line sport, possessing the
true Withrow spirit.

NATHAN PINSKY, “Nate"
Nathan is a hard plugger and whatever he does,
he does it wholeheartedly.

RICHARD POCHAT, “Dick"
It is not altogether “Dick's" fault that he is good
looking, but we'll have to concede that his
popularity is well earned.

HARRY L. PORTER, “Bud"
Pythagorean Math. Annual, Tower News
“Bud's" smile and personality are certainly like
a bright light. “Bud" is quiet, but can enjoy
a ripping time. As for character, he's there
one hundred percent.

ANNE E. PRICE
Glee Club, Special Chorus, Astronomy Club
Anne is an independent, self-reliant person and
her crowning glory is her musical talent. Anne,
we enjoy you.

H. CLYDE RAHE, “Ray"
Philologia, Astronomy
Clyde's two hobbies, boxing and wrestling, make
him a wonderful companion and athlete.

HAZEL JACQUELINE RAHN, “Jac" (Ryan)
We are afraid this merry, little maid has used
her beautiful, big, brown eyes too much, for how
else are we to account for the frat pin which
adorns her dress? Never mind, Hazel, we wish
we had some of that mischievous glint in our
eyes, too.
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SHIRLEY VIRGINIA RANKIN, "Ginnie”
When it comes to "Ginnie,” we can’t just seem
to be able to express ourselves. "Ginnie’' is very
sweet and we greatly admire her clothes and her
way of wearing them.

ED READ

French Club, Euclideans
If you don’t know Ed, you are missing a lot of
fun. He always has a good word for everyone
and is willing to help anyone out.

MARY REEVES, "Mez”
Kalidasa, Special Chorus
Mary’s keen sense of humor and her friendly ways
have endeared her to everyone.

WALTER J. REHM, "Walt”
They say silence is a sign of intelligence. Accord¬
ing to this there are a good many of us who show
our brilliancy unconsciously, and Walter is one.

ELMER J. REIMAN, "Elm”
Senior Orchestra, Band
"Elm” is an accomplished musician and military
man, having served a term at Camp Knox.

NAOMI E. REKART, "Na”
Spanish Club, Kalidasa
Naomi is that girl with the pretty, brown, curly
hair who is always so peppy and ready to have a
good time, yet she never shirks when there is
some work to be done.

ELSIE MAE REYNOLDS, "Billie”
Kalidasa, Special Chorus, Baseball ’23, ’2U, ’25,

’26, Basket Ball ’26, Center Ball ’23, Hockey '24
"Billie” is our most boyish girl. The way she
throws a ball would make even some men envious.

STANLEY RHINE, "Stan”
Track Team
"Stan” is an upright fellow whom all regard most
highly. "Stan” doesn't say much, but he adds
variety to the class.

PAULINE RICHEY, "Poll”
Kalidasa
When we think of Pauline we always think of
serenity and peacefulness, for Pauline's nature
is one that simply doesn’t get ruffled no matter
what the weather.

SHEFFIELD C. RICHEY, "Shef”
Dramatic Club, Glee Club, Tower News, Tennis
"Shef” 'is all business. It’s surprising how ver¬
satile he is, and we surely wish there were more

boys like you, "Shef.”
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MARIE M. RODENBERG
Special Chorus, Girls’ Glee Club, Girls' Select

Chorus
Marie is inclined to be rather quiet and this
probably accounts for her thoughtfulness. We
know that Marie has a very congenial and lov¬
able nature which, accounts for her many friends.

DICK ROE, “Dick"
Swimming ’23, ’24, ’25, ’26
The mildest manners with the bravest mind.
Dick is an industrious, honest worker, and one
of the best swimming team captains Withrow
ever developed.

EDWIN ROSE, “Ed"
Euclideans
Ed is not very talkative, but when it comes to a
show-down, he makes good every time.

RUSSELL ROSE, “Russ"
“Russ" is one of our hardest workers and perhaps
that is the reason that more of us have not
discovered and appreciated his sterling qualities.

HAROLD RUSSELL

Harold is a combination of fun and initiative
mixed together. He is one of our optimists.

DOROTHY RUTTERER, “Dot"
Girls’ Glee Club
“Dot" is a mighty sweet girl and she is always
in a good humor. How could she do anything
but succeed with those traits?

IRVIN SCHAEN, “Izzy"
Although Irvin came to Withrow just last Sep¬
tember, he has made himself known among the
upper classmen and is generally considered a
good fellow.

ELEANORA SCHEUMAN, “El," “Pete"
Scribblers, Annual Stajj
Vivacious, exotic, impulsive, with an artist
temperament, and appearance and nature char¬
acteristically Spanish. That's Eleanora.

CLARA SCHNEIDER

WILLIAM C. ROSS, “Bill"
Thalian, Euclidean, Special Chorus, Spanish

William has a fine appreciation for art, drama,
and music. He is a good worker and has con¬
tributed his talents to the school in many ways.

Dancing Club, Kalidasa, Special Chorus, Baseball
’24, ’25, Center Ball ’24, ’25

Clara is perhaps not so well known among us,
but all those familiar with her genial smile are
equally charmed by her terpsichorean grace and
agility.
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ROBERT J. SCHWARZ, “Bob"
Special Chorus, Aenaedae Club, Thalian
The fair ones have quite an attraction for “Bob,"
and help to make his days the brighter. On the
piano, he makes Awanda sound like a mouth
harp.

VERA G. SEAL, “Wearie"
Law Club, Kalidasa, Lunch Room Stajf, School

Savings Bank, Center Ball ’23, ’24, ’25
Vera is one of our most efficient commercial girls.
Vera wants facts and does not believe in “may-
be’s," she says.

VIRGINIA SEAMAN, "Jinny"
Kalidasa, Camera Club
Do we like “Jinny?" Well I should say sol Her
sweet quietness has captured the hearts of all of
us. The crowd would never be complete with¬
out “Jinny."

NORA E. SHANNON
French Club
One needs but to talk with Nora a few minutes
to discover why she is one of Withrow's most
popular girls.

HOWARD K. SHARP, “Dusty"
Annual Staff, Euclidcans, Track ’23, ’24, ’25
“Dusty" is the kind of fellow we all admire—
sincere, friendly, and full of pep. He is one of
the few track men in Ohio who can run the 100

yard dash in “10 flat," therefore—“Dusty".

VIRGINIA SHATTUCK, “Jinny", “Jeanne"
Kalidasa, Lyalin, French, Camera
All of us who know Virginia will agree that she's
mighty sweet, and we predict a bright future
before her.

IDA SILLMAN

Special Chorus, Girls’ Glee Club, Girls’ Special
Group

Ida is as true as steel, and you can be sure that
once vour triend, she is always vour friend. We
are all of us glad to have known Ida.

GLENN C. SLEIGHT

Pythagoreans
Glenn knows his stuff when it comes to lessons
and as a “Tiger" scholar he sure knows how to
growl.

BETTY SMETHURST
French Club, Kalidasa, Tower News, Hockey ’25,

’26, Baseball’23, ’24, ’25, Basket Balt’24, ’25 ’26,
Center Ball ’24, ’25, Swimming ’25, ’26,
Track ’25

Betty is a fine student and it is an honor and a
privilege to know her, for she represents the
finest type of Withrow girl.

FLORENCE ELLEN SMITH
Kalidasa, Camera Club
Florence has very little to say, but when she says
something you may be sure that it is worth while
listening to.
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LOUISE HARRIET SMITH, "Hat"
Aenaedae, Kalidasa, Camera Club
Retiring, quiet, earnest, and obliging, all this can
be said of Harriet. She is always ready to help
her friends and the teachers, and her sincerity
is true blue.

RUBY B. SMITH, "Rube"
Kalidasa, Special Chorus, Asironomy Club
Things we shall never forget about you, Ruby,
are your cheerful disposition and your delightful
giggles.

LOUIS E. SNYDER, "Louie," "Bo"
Football, Track
Louis is a big fellow, but he will never be too big
to accommodate the size his jolly old heart
seems to be.

JOHN SPARLING, "Johnny"
Latin Club
Football ’23, '24, Baseball '22, ’23, '24, Track ’23,

'24

John is one of the few fellows who can always
smile. That smile traveled the length of the
gridiron, around the bases on the diamond, and
at the finish of the race over the tape.

GEORGE A. STALEY, "Yatz," "Yobb," "Dooner"
Football '24, ’25
When the team found itself in a hole, it was

"Yatz" who came to the front with his staunch
dependability and brilliant football tactics.

MARGARET ELEANOR STANLEY, "Marg"
Orchestra, Kalidasa, Special Chorus
Margaret is one of a few who has still retained
her crowning glory, but who can blame her.
Margaret's pleasant disposition is much admired
by her many friends.

FLORENCE STANSBURY, "Flossie"
Special Chorus, Latin Club, Kalidasa, Center Balt

’23
All the classmates and teachers are proud to
claim Florence as a friend. Florence keeps her
thoughts to herself, and makes an ideal friend.

ROBERT C. STEGNER, "Bob," "King Bobo"
Tennis Club
The longer we know Bob, the better we like him.
His easy, care-free manner is refreshing, and
those of us who have tested his friendship, find
that it rings true.

CHARLES L. STEVENSON

Editor, Tower News, Dramatic Club, Special
Chorus, Tennis Club

Charlie is an intellectual chap of extraordinary
musical ability, who has a propensity for poly¬
syllabic words, probably acquired in his position
as Editor of the Tower News.

RICHARD N. STEVES, "Dick," "Stevo," "Steve
himself"

Dick is well known at Withrow. His frankness
and genuine personality have won him many
friends.
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GEORGE E. STRAWSERKATHRYN ANNE STEWART, "Catty
Kathryn is another girl who keeps most of her
thoughts to herself. This, however, does not
keep her from having lots of friends.

George's dogged tenacity and determination,
coupled with his exceeding ability when in action,
have agreeably impressed most of us.

HELEN STOCKER, "Midge"
Spanish Club, Kalidasa, Hockey '24, '25
Tiny, but, oh my 1 We sure hope that "Midge"
will have as many friends in the future as she
has at Withrow.

FLORENCE C. STOECKLIN, "Fliz"
Lost and Found, Spanish Club, Kalidasa, Hockey

'24

Florence is the one whom many of us want to
thank, for she is the "Lost and Found Depart¬
ment." She never loses herself, however, nor
her interest in her studies and friends.

DOROTHY MANNERS STRUBLE, "Dot"
Kalidasa
One cannot think of “Dot" without also thinking
of her pleasing and attractive ways. "Dot"
has undisputed talent in dramatics, and we feel
sure that she has a calling for the footlights.

LAWRENCE B. SWARTZ, "Larry"
One look at this countenance assures us that he
is a line fellow. Studious? Yes. Ambitious?
Yes. Courteous? Yes. Interesting? Yes. Good-
looking? Yes. What more can one ask for?

ARTHUR STOLLMAIER, Jr., "Art," "Stolly"
Euclidean
"Art" is an attractive young man who in many
respects is similar to King Arthur of The Round
Table, although good old King Arthur could not
play the Sax, as our friend can.

DOROTHY L. STORCH, "Dot"
Latin Club, Tower Sews, Lunch Room SlajJ
Dorothy's literary ability has meant much to the
Tower News. Her work as a member of that
staff has been exceptionally good, and we are
proud of her for it.

DOROTHY CATHERINE SWICK, "Dot"
Scribblers, French Club, Annual Stajj
"Dot" always has a beaming smile for everyone
in addition to possessing the distinction of being
our only authentic French linguist.

EUNICE TAYLOR

That something that "Eunie" wears on the third
finger of her left hand must account for her
sweet and happy expression. That's all right,
Eunice, your charming ways have captivated
more than one heart.
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HERMAN TEICHMAN, "Bo"

Herman is a quiet fellow until you know him.
We have a suspicion that there’s lots of pep
underneath his mask of dignity.

MARGARET EVELINE TERRY, "Peggy"
Dramatic Club, Special Chorus, Girls’ Glee Club,

Swimming ’26, Baseball '26, Jr. Life Saving
Margaret came to Withrow just this year and
we are all glad that we have had her with us at
least while we are seniors.

THELMA A. THAUBALD, "Tat"
Scribblers, Kalidasa, Tower News, Lunch Room

Stajj, Special Chorus '25, ’26, Hockey Team ’2U
’25, Baseball ’24, ’25, Center Ball Team ’25

"Tat" surely is a good sport and worthy to be
called a true Withrowite. She also is quite
literary and has high ambitions.

STEPHEN THIEL, "Steve"
Tower News, Latin Club
"Steve" is a quiet, modest fellow, and quite an
industrious worker. "Steve" makes a sincere
friend, and is’sure to make his mark in the world.

ELSIE LOUISE THOMPSON, "Tommy’’
Spanish Club, Kalidasa, Lunch Room Stajj,

Annual Stajj
To have good friends you must be one. This
saying must hold a high place in Elsie’s mind, for
she has many lasting friendships.

DOROTHY M. TIEMAN, "Do," "Dot"
Kalidasa
"Dot" is rather quiet and studious, and we don’t
know her quite as well as we would like.

FRED TOWER, "Freddy"
Pythagoreans, Baseball ’25, '26
Fred is another of our optimists—always looking
for the sunlight. It you are downhearted, $ee
Fred. Thanks, Fred.

BERNICE L. TROSKY, "Bee"
Latin, French, Basket Ball '23, ’24, '25, Center

Ball '23, '24, '25
If more of us had the pleasing personality of
Bernice, or even the half of it, what wonderful
persons we would be.

WESLEY A. TSCHAN, "Shorty," "Wes"
Philo log la, Spanish Club
"Wes" never guesses, but always makes sure.
Perseverance is his middle name. Stick to it,
"Wes," and you will always succeed.

GEORGE TUTTLE, "Tut"
"Tut" is earnest and industrious and always
clarities the atmosphere with his hearty greeting.
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JOHN LEWIS UNDERCOFFER, “Johnny,I'
“Red”

PericLean, Bank, Special Chorus, Law Club
“Johnny” always has a smile and is a jolly good
fellow, as most red headed people. Girls, maybe
he will tell you his trick of keeping his hair so
curly.

VIRGINIA UPDEGROVE, “Jinny”
Kalidasa

ROBERT L. WAGNER, “Bob”

“Bob” is a real sport and he can laugh at a joke
even if it is played at his expense.

GEORGIANA WAITE, “GEORGE”
Scribblers, Kalidasa
Georgiana has a remarkable tendency for sheer
efficiency and business skill, accompanied by the
rarer ability to perform her work with an en¬
trancing smile.

Although “Jinny” seems rather quiet in some
classes, she is very peppy and gay. She possesses MARY ELIZABETH WALLACE, “Mary Liz,”
a sunny disposition, which we surely admire. “Mary Lou”

Girls’ Select Chorus, Glee Club
FRANK VINE

Tower News, Pythagorean
Frank is a conscientious, business-like worker.
He ranks high in his studies and as a News
Editor of Tower News has done some fine work.

“Mary Liz” came to us last year and we wish
we had known her sooner. She not only sings
with unusual ability, but she plays both piano
and violin skillfully. Her sunny disposition has
made her many friends.

BOB VOSMER
Pythagoreans, Swimming ’24, ’25, ’26
Bob always has a greeting for everyone. His
chief accomplishments are Spanish and plung¬
ing. Ask him anything about either and he will
produce the answer.

STANLEY WEINSTEIN, “Bill”
Debating ’24, ’25, ’26, Boys’ Glee Club, Special
Chorus

“Stan” is a hard, sincere worker. His work is
more than satisfactory, and, when you know him,
you can't help saying that he is a dandy good
fellow.

HOWARD WADE
Spanish Club
Wade makes you feel small while near him, no
matter how big or important you think you are.
He is one of Longfellow's rivals.

MARVIN WEISSMANN, “Marv”
Acnaedae, Astronomy Club
Although, Marvin doesn't mix as some, he is
considered a regular fellow by those who know
him best.
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BERNARD N. WEST, "Bernie"
Annual Stajj, Jr. Track ’23, '24, Sr. Track '25,

Captain ’26, Football ’25
"Bernie" is as fast on the football field as the
wind his last name suggests. We shall never
forget how he twisted his way through the lines
for a gain almost every time.

CORINNE WEST

Astronomy Club, Latin Club
Corinne has an individuality which is very
charming. She never lacks boy friends—if it
isn't one, it's another.

RUTH FLORA WHITACRE
French Club
Ruth has been one of the silent partners of the
senior class. She doesn't talk much, but when
she does, you'd better listen, for it's always worth
while.

STANLEY W. WHITEHOUSE, "Stan"
Pythagoreans
We sometimes wonder how many times a day
"Stan" winds up. But those who talk a great
deal are more entertaining than those who seldom
open their mouths.

CATHERINE WICKS, "Kay"
Kalidasa
Did you ever see Catherine when she wasn't as
neat and happy as a bird? No, of course, we
know you haven't. Such a smile as yours will
take you a long way, Catherine. Don't lose it.

OLIVE WILLIAMS, "Willy," "Ola"
Kalidasa
"Ola" holds a mighty big place in our hearts.
We often wonder what we would have done
around exam, time if it hadn't been for her un¬

lading wit.

ADA HELENE WILSON, "Ade"
Kalidasa, Camera Club
"Ada" is one of those fortunate people who
seems able to win and hold everyone's friendship.

MARIE ELIZABETH WILSON, "Sug"
"Sug" is a jolly, good-natured sport and a true
friend possessing plenty of that much wanted
substance called personal magnetism.

DONALD NORTON WINGET, Jr., "Don"
Camera Club
"Don" is our engineer. What he doesn't know
about physics, chemistry and radio isn't worth
knowing. The college that claims "Don" next
year will surely add an invaluable student to its
roster.

HELEN BETTY WINKLER, "Winky"
Kalidasa, Special Chorus
"Winky" is so full of fun, it just bubbles over
lots of times in the most contagious giggle imag¬
inable. She is always so happy she has not yet
learned how to frown.
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VIOLET A. WIRWILLE, "Vi," "Willie"
Camera Club, Kalidasa
Did you ever see Violet when she wasn't talking?
It has often been stated that violets are demure
spring flowers, but this little Violet is quite active
all during the year.

ELVERA J. WOHLWENDER, "Wooley"
Special Chorus, Baseball '25
Elvera is very athletic; in fact, she can do almost
anything in the line of athletics. She is very
peppy and a nice person to have around.

HENRY WURSTER, "Tiny"
Euclidean, Math. Club, Baseball '23, '24, '25,

Football'24, '25, Track '23, '24, '25
"Heine" is a very likable chap and his numerous
friends all take advantage of his jolly, amicable
disposition.

WALTER L. ZIEGLER, "Wally"
Basket Ball
If "Walt's" happy personality always rivals his
huge height, his large circle of friends is bound to
increase in proportion.

HELEN M. ZIMMERMAN

Kalidasa, French Club
Helen is one of those girls who always seems to
have plenty of friends. It is a fine quality and
one which will bring her happiness all the rest of
her life.
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CLASS HISTORY
Reminiscences of Our Tower

“Backward, turn backward, 0 Tunc, in your jlightX*

H
H! here they come, my companions of the last four years. How

well they look, coming over the bridge, two by two. The girls
in their white dresses, each with a bouquet of yellow roses, and

the boys in their light trousers and dark coats make a beautiful sight.
There must be almost three hundred of them. They arepassing by me

now. The strains of the org£ n, playing the march, are heard in the distance. The first ones are

entering the building. How often they have done this before, but never with such solemnity as possesses
them to-night, their graduation night. Each one walks with the dignity befitting him as a senior. The
last have disappeared into the building, which for four long years has been a second home to them, where
they have worked and played together. Never again will they enter that door feeling as though this were
reallv THEIR school.

It seems but yesterday that they came here as freshmen full of enthusiasm, and ready for the four
years ahead. Little did they realize that before them was toil in the form of night-work, night-mares in
the form of exams, excitement at the games, or grabbing in the lunch room lines.

Poor, little Freshiesl How I pitied them for their ignorance, but how I rejoiced at their innocence.
They did not know what small molecules they were considered to be by the upper-classmen. But they
did know that at last THEY were going to high school, and how they looked forward to “lording it over”
the eighth-graders.

It didn’t take the freshmen more than several months to learn that “gym” isn’t a boy’s name, that
“detention” isn’t a password between teachers, and that at the games the whole school doesn't play drop
the handkerchief. In the course of time they even learned how to salute the flag correctly, and what Mr.
Lyon means when he says, “Excused”. Of course we couldn’t expect too much of them at first. When
five or six girls walked down the hall with their arms entwined about one another, talking so that I might
hear them, when the boys were found wrestling on the stairs, or racing around corners, we considered their
lack of gray matter, and gave them only a week’s detention to make them remember the next time.

There is one thing which I have always noticed about this class all through its high school course.
Each year there were certain of the senior boys who were greatly admired and considered as heroes by the
lower classmen. Of course these boys were not perfect, and little knew of the worship rendered them, but
their influence played a great part in the developing of the characters of my young friends. In ’23 these
heroes were Spike Butterfield, Jim Hand, Dick Bray, Ed. Wolhwender, Dick Glazier, and George Steward.

I mentioned George Steward last because I just happened to remember his orange shirt. The fresh¬
men used to think that he wore it to cheer them up at the games when we were losing, while we all know
now that he wore it to keep himself warm.

During their second year Bill Roe, Jack Chomondeley, Joe Comello, Dwight Brown, Frank Martin,
Ted Brown, and Dave Shannon became the idols of the sophomores.

The juniors looked up “slant-wise” at Bill Ibold, Wyatt McCall, “Pinky” Coleman, “Bugs” Race,
Fred. Wrampelmeier, Bob Roose, and Rich Bauer. No junior could be prevailed upon to say that he
“looked up” to any senior, but my seven years at school would be of no avail if I couldn’t see some things
without being told.
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This year, alas, the seniors have no heroes. They are too old for such foolishness, so I am forced to
resort to the freshmen to learn whom they consider the big men of the class. I find that there are lots of
popular senior boys, but the three best known are Joe Biondi, A1 Bollinger, and Jack Douglas. These
three boys are known for three altogether different things: football captain, president of the senior class,
and head cheerleader, but they enjoy almost equal popularity.

Withrow has made her name in athletics secure in the past four years. In the year '22-'23 she was

champion in everything, football, basket ball, baseball, swimming, and track. The next year as the Hughes
game wasn't played, she carried off the honors in everything except football. In '25 we won only swimming,
indoor track and baseball. This year we are sure of indoor track and are hoping for baseball.

Many other things have happened in the last four years. In '23-'23 the Kalidasa Club, Astronomy,
and Camera clubs were organized. In '24-'25 the Scribblers Club was formed. It was this club which
compiled and published the W Book, a handbook especially useful to the freshmen as a guide.

In '24 the name of our school, East, was changed to Withrow. At first it was hard for us to become
accustomed to this new name, but now, since I see it over the door, I recognize, with the pupils, the ad¬
vantage of having a name all our own, a name so well-known in Cincinnati, and we have grown to love it.

Of course I could go on all night, narrating the events of the past four years, and the merits of this
class, but the graduation exercises are over. The graduates, each proudly carrying his diploma, are coming
out with their parents and friends. They gaze up at me, joy and sorrow mingled in their expressions, joy,
because at last they have graduated, sorrow because of the thought that they are leaving Withrow, perhaps
forever. No matter how often they may return in the coming years, never again will they feel as though
they really belong here.

They have all gone. The moon is just rising over the treetops; everything is silent.
And yet I feel as though they were still with me. I shall always feel that way. They will always

remain my friends, and I shall never forget them.

Class Song of 1926
Withrow High School, name so dear.
Cherished now for many a year,
Class of twenty-six doth meet,
Thee to honor and to greet.
As Freshmen we your greatness feared,
As Sophomores we your rules revered,
As Juniors gave our loyalty,
As Seniors pledge integrity.

Happy memories we'll hold,
As college Freshmen, Oh so bold.
Many times will we recall,
As seniors how we governed all.
Though today we say farewell,
Withrow in our hearts shall dwell,
And always we shall hope to be
Alumni evermore to thee.

Chorus:

We sing to you, sing to you, Withrow,
We laugh for you, sigh for you, Withrow,
For we're leaving you today,
With our hearts both sad and gay;
So we lift our heads, swell our tones, Withrow,
As we sing and cheer to friends so dear, Withrow,
With a rah! rah! rah! let the hall resound
To the words of our own class song!

Words and Music by
Albert E. Bollinger, '26
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OUR BABY SHOW

TOP ROW (left to right): Alberta Davis, Dorothy Granger, Muriel Dudley, Marion Dudley,
Margaret Hadden, Judith Cooper.

SECOND ROW: Merrill Leach, Irene Arend, Mary Alice McCartney {round) above Elsie
Thompson {oval), Eva Jung, Dorothy Tieman.

THIRD ROW: Peg Clemons, Jack Douglas, Perry Donnelly, C. K., Mary Kelley, Mary
Elizabeth Wallace.

FOURTH ROW: Nora Shannon, Ruth Grimm, Roslyn Grimme, Thelma Thaubald, Naomi Rekart,
Dorothy Nichols.

BOTTOM ROW: Joe Biondi, Maxine Mains, Bernie West {in jive poses), Bob Schwarz, Jimmie Bing.
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“WHEN WE WERE VERY YOUNG”
TOP ROW (tejl to right): Edna Kay, Elmer Reiman, Florence Stoecklin, Corrinne Fuller,

Flora May Hoff, Marie Wilson.
SECOND ROW: Pauline McBeth, Eunice Casey, Ida Sillman, Harry Kirschner, Mabel

Gnoeth.
THIRD ROW: Dorothy Horman, Mildred Eberhard, Luella Barnes, Ethel Miller,

Louise Kennedy.
FOURTH ROW: Ruth Krehnbrink, Florence Ellen Smith, Harriet Smith, Anne Price.
FIFTH ROW: Virginia Engelken, Robert Metzger, Betty Cook, Jean Johns, Ruby

Smith.
BOTTOM ROW: George Hefferon, Helen Beall, Jean Foster, Violet Wirwille, Pearl

Miles.
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“WHEN WE WERE RATHER OLDER”

TOP ROW (left to right): Ray Hardin, Ethel Jackson, Laura Peddicord, Virginia Seaman,
Marvin Meerse, Mary Reeves, Frank Vine.

SECOND ROW: Georgia Waite, Ruth Grossman, Bill Ammerman, John Undercoffer,
Betty Smethurst, Paul Hoon.

THIRD ROW: Olive Perin, Gwendolyn Lockard, Helen Stocker, Virginia Shattuck,
Helen Winkler, Torre Atkinson.

FOURTH ROW: Ruth Klein, Carl Neubauer, Neva Gordon, Clara Schneider, Mildred
Cordes, Pauline Richey, Stanton Brock.

BOTTOM ROW: Fred Busch, Margaret Stanley, Jeanne Ernst, Mary Louise Doherty,
Jessie and Tom Bingham, David Kidd.
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Popularity Contest
We sing the praise of days of old
Of high halls, hung with cloth of gold,

Where mighty monarchs walked,
And motley brushed by cassock brown,
Or gleaming mail pressed velvet gown,

And dark magicians stalked.

There was a king so kind and wise
In the brave days of old,
And his people always prospered
And loved him much, we’re told.

A sweet and gracious lady was the queen,
All who saw her proclaimed her very fair;
And for her kindly deeds of charity
She was loved by her people everywhere.

The medieval dancers withftheir graceful step and glide
Were both charming and entrancing as they swayed from side to side
For the maidens lovely gowns and the youths in court-dress bright
Made the dancing picturesque in the stately ball-room s light.

A jester was there, a ga3^ fellow,
His coat was of red and of yellow;
He amused everyone
With his antics and fun;
A right merry chap was Jacquinello.

A knight there was in metal garments clad,
His trusty sword all the fortune that he had;
By his bold deeds he had won great renown:
Well known was he in countrv and in town.

There lived a happy juggler
Who played in court and hall,
He could throw five things into the air
And not let one of them fall.

Hail to thee, sweet singer, with harp of gold,
You are welcome in cottage and hall,
For you sing strange tales of the days of old;
By your songs you have won them all.
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These courtiers are the finest folk
That ever I have seen;

Just see them stroll in silken robes,
And watch them strut and preen.

The best magician ever known
Lived back in the old countree;
He could make it snow, or rain, or shine,
As it happened to please his fancee.

A witch lived down in a hollow
Where the wind howled all night long.
And she danced around a caldron,
While she sang her one weird song.

It was many and many years ago
On an island in the sea,

That a youth there lived that men did know
Was as wise as wise might be;

And this prodigy lived with no other thought
Than to study most earnestly.

This prosperous merchant of long ago
Had stores of silver and gold
And more fine robes of satin,
Than his treasure chests could hold.

A worthy gentleman was there
Who tasted all the royal fare;
He was an epicure indeed,
And a connoisseur on feed.

He was stronger than a lion,
This brawny man of yore,
And was champion of his people
Whene'er they had a war.

Behold him there on the way
Yon solitary Pilgrim all alone;
He does not rest or delay,
But toward his goal keeps trudging on.
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Yet in our own fair halls, I ween,

Sights just as novel may be seen
Between the bells each day.

When champion and lady fair
And clown and student take the air

Along the passage way.

Our President, Albert Bollinger,
Is just a wonder boy,
And if you know him, you’ll agree
He’s Withrow’s pride and joy.

If you want one with dignity
Nora Shannon can't be beat;
For style, and poise, and grace,
She certainly is a treat.

The senior champion is Bernard West,
In dancing the Charleston he is the best;
In that art he has such abilities rare

No other with him can hope to compare.

When it comes to being graceful,
Mabel Gnoeth takes the prize;
In the Charleston some go fast, of course,
But Mabel simply flies.

If you are sad and want some fun
Hunt class cut-up Vine,
’Cause he could keep you laughing
Until the end of time.

We never need to be afraid
When Joe Nebolsky’s near,
For he is so pugnacious,
Villains drop dead from fear.

If you are in an awful scrape,
Get an excuse from Bing;
Jimmy has ready alibis
For almost every thing.

If you will visit the Opera House,
In several years to come,
You'll hear our Johnny Cosby,
Giving the scales a run.
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The girls of school all stare and say,
When Kisker doth appear,
“Oh there's the most collegiate boy,
That I have seen this year."

The best dressed girl in Withrow
Has different clothes each day,
Sure, Torre leads them all in style—
At least that's what they say.

Chuck thinks it’s silly to study
When it’s so much easier to bluff —

Why worry your head o'er English,
History, Math, and such stuff?

And this is Jeanne, a bright little lass,
She takes her books to every class,
And never lets a question pass—
She always knows the answer.

Of all the students of history
There are none, I'm sure, so bright
As scholarly Ray Hardin—
The teacher's chief delight.

When you've business to transact
We know the one for you,
'Cause when it comes to things like that,
There's nothing Shef can't do.

'Tis said he eats just like a—well
1 guess you know, so I won't tell;
He fills his tray with salads, pie,
And all else that money can buy,
Then on the rest casts a longing eye;
This lusty lad I’m very sure
Is Withrow's greatest epicure.

“Why is the game so crowded
That we can't find a seat?"
“Oh, that’s 'cause Joe is playing;
He's our best athlete."

Whenever you enter Withrow’s halls
The first one you will find
Is Lucy Martin— walker—
Most persistent of her kind.
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PROPHECY
Calcutta, India, June 22, 1946

My Dear Mr. Lyon:

I have had an experience in the past six months which I think will
be of great interest to .you.

My husband, who is interested in scientific research work, took me
with him on a trip to India. No one can really appreciate the romance and
great mystery of this strange country, unless he has come in contact with its
natives. India, you know, is one of the most unique countries of the world,
and also one of the most picturesque. Here the traveler gets the first glimpse
of Indian life, the bazaar, rows and rows of narrow streets filled with shops and

colortul crowds. fhe crowds are stranger than the shops. Here you may see Hindus, Parsees, Burmese,
Tartar, and many from scores of other countries. Above the confusion of the passing throngs we hear
the everlasting babble of tongues which is as astonishing as the mingling of costumes and people. Where
there is an open space the snake charmer squats beside his cobras, playing on his strange pipe and putting
his venomous pets through their tricks; or a conjurer is causing a mango plant to spring up and put forth
its fruit from an apparently barren heap of earth.

E\'erywhere this cabalistic atmosphere prevails, and one can hardly travel through India without
having someone unfold his future for him. Naturally, being a woman I desired this very much, so my
husband took me to Zakka Khels, the most renowned crystal gazer in all India.

After patiently polishing the huge crystal ball, he asked me what I wished to see. I thought a while,
and being rather lonesome for my old friends, I finally asked Zakka Khels to show me what my friends of
the class of '26 were doing.

He gazed steadfastly into the sphere, and after twisting it into various positions his face registered
satisfaction, and he requested me to look into the globe. The scene that met my eyes was indeed a very

surprising one.

The scene depicted was that of the riotous Belgrade, the capital of Jugo-Slavia. His Royal Highness,
Paul Hoon, king of the Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes, was being besieged bv his rebellious subjects, led by
the arrogant Sylvester Johns, with his henchmen, Bob Fagin, Bob Crone, Charles Brown, and Carl Baum¬
gartner. King Hoon, tearing his blond beard in rage, ordered his brave general, Johnny Jewett, to call
out the militia, captained by Cliff Patten and his four friends, Bill Ross, Henry Wurster, John Laub, and
Ross Metzger. The fainting queen was cared for by Anne Price, Helen Dunn, Sarah Hebble, and Pauline
Richey; her ladies in waiting. Viewing the turbulent mob from the castle walls was the Countess Olivia
Perin frantically clutching the hand of Duke Pinsky, Master of the Royal Dining Tables. Nearby stood
Lord Weinstein, Chief Mechanician of the Royal Packard, and Don Michael, Regulator of the Royal Radio
Set, and Viscount Tschan, Minister of the Royal Complexion Cream. The winsome Princess Florence
Lindahl was weeping bitterly, for in the mob she beheld Tom Jones, brandishing a huge broomstick, set
upon by the Royalists, Bob Wagner, Joe Alice McClain, Elmer Reiman, Ray Lance, Sarah Hamilton, and
Elmira Grassman, whose chief weapons were Ferger's Fancy Fire Tongs. Carl Cramer, Harold Gardner,
David Kidd, and Carl Grey, as large as ever, had just succeeded in shattering the castle door and Bozo
Snyder, George Lutz, Dusty Sharp, Frank Vine, and Erwin Pfingstag had just rushed in. My heart stood
still, wondering whether or not these huge figures would harm the person of his Royal Highness, King
Hoon. But I failed to see the rest of the scene for to my deep disappointment, the crystal dimmed and
I could see no more.

I picked up a newspaper the next day and found that after the revolution, the monarchy was over¬
thrown, and a republic, governed entirely by women, had been established. Dot Gillette had been unanim¬
ously elected president, and Helen Beall, Dot Rutterer, and Florence Stoecklin were her chief advisers
and state executives.
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I might add that the climate here does not agree with me at all and I am leaving very shortly, for a
brief stay in Europe. If I should meet any of our mutual friends, or have any interesting experiences, I
shall be glad to avail myself of the excuse of writing to you again.

Yours truly,
Virginia Ernst Rockingham

Rome, Italy, September 9, 1946
My Dear Mr. Lyon:

You may remember that in my letter I promised myself the pleasure
of writing to you again should I come across any interesting news. Since
that time I have met many of my former classmates in Egypt and in Italy.

In a Cairo coffee house the proprietor, Fred Tower, directed me to
Bill Hoover of the Harvard Archaeological Association which is conducting
the new excavation. Bill arranged with John Sparling for his caravan to
carry us to the newly-opened tomb of Nema-Kan-Tut, now quite as famous
as Tut-ank-amen, of our high school days. There we found Don Winget,
Harold Russell, Perry Donnelly, and Bill Grupenhoff industriously removing
the dust of ages from the embalmed monarch. Their excavating tools
lookedsuspiciously like the forks we used to use in the Withrow lunch room.

Here in Italy I have greeted an unusual number of my Withrow friends.
In Florence, Minerva Clephane and Torre Atkinson were studying the

works of Raphael and da Vinci. Marvin Weissman, Ed. Daly and Harry Kirschner were also there
endeavoring to copy Michelangelo's “David”.

In Venice the woman suffrage movement had resulted in the licensing of female chauffeurs for the
gondolas. The most skillful of these gondoliers, I found, were Regina Engel, Ruth Grossman, Ruth
Whitacre, Ruby Smith, Mary Baker, and Sylvia Estell. Cupid, Director-General of Canal Traffic, in
Venice, directed my gaze to George Staley, the Chewing Gum King, who was blissfully gliding through
his honeymoon in his self-propelling gondola, which Bill Jackson had recently invented for honevmooners.
Bill explained that he used in the gondola the concentrated energy which gum chewers were constantly
wasting.

Yesterday in the papers here I discovered that Bernard West, the successor of Mussolini had recently
drawn up a permanent peace treaty with the United States Minister, John Brunner.

On Board Ship, September 15, 1946
I now hasten to complete my letter. Thursday last, I was fortunate enough to obtain passage on the

S. S. Withronian, owned by Chuck Heekin and Johnny Herron. The captain is John Herschede, and
Leonard Harding has been engaged as first mate. The decks are daily swabbed by the following husky
gobs: Art Irwin, David Allen, George Linser, Ray McCarty, Joe Neubauer, and Charlie Leopold.

I have had the unusual good fortune of having here with me my old friend Jimmy Bing, who is return¬
ing from Spain where he is the head of the English department in the University of Madrid. Jimmy says
that Violet Wirwille, Elsie Mae Reynolds, and Virginia Updegrove were there, too, still obtaining further
knowledge of Spanish. It is interesting to learn that Dixie Brant is in diplomatic service in Madrid, and
that Francis Piates, Stanley Rhine, and Clyde Rahe are the Queen's favorite bull fighters.

Madame Mary Elizabeth Wallace and her co-star, Corrine Fuller, are returning from Italy to New
York for their winter engagement with the Metropolitan Opera Company. Here, too, are Betty Smeth-
hurst, Mary Gillette, Betty Hernstein, and Jessie Bingham, all of whom won great laurels as participants
in the Olympic Games in Switzerland last summer.

Professors Eleanor Hatton, Helen Hughes, and Ruth Grimm, who have been spending their sab¬
batical years traveling in Europe, have been entertaining us with their exploits. Eleanor Hatton said that
she found Melba Phillips in the Poet's Corner of Westminster Abbey striving to gain inspiration from
the well-known statues there. Ruth Grimm said that she had seen Mabel Gnoeth, la premiere danseuse,
in a theatre in Paris with all the beau monde at her feet, and that Bernice Trosky was the best dressed
woman in Paris.
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On Board Ship, September 17, 1946
My other attempt to finish my letter was interrupted by the appearance of Dot Denkamp, Catherine

Frazee, and Virginia Bell, who are, as you know, teachers in East High School of Columbus. They told
me of your fine position as Superintendent of Ohio High Schools. We all offer our sincere congratulations.

Yesterday we experienced our first unpleasant weather. A terrific storm arose, and the decks were
rendered uninhabitable. As I was playing bridge in the lounge with the bridge sharks, Helen Stocker,
Mary Reeves, and Gwendolyn Lockard, a cry came from somewhere, that the captain had sighted a hydro¬
plane above our ship, battling with the raging wind and waves. Despite the rain, we rushed to the deck
just in time to see the huge plane fall into the angry sea beside our liner. Confusion reigned; a lifeboat was
lowered, and the unconscious aviators were brought upon deck. I had to look twice before I recognized
Joe Biondi as the captain, and Fred Busch, Dwight Short, and David Peet as the subordinate officers.
The surviving passengers of the crippled plane, were Jean Hill, Florence Ingram, Hilda Eberle, and Lorna
McClain.

The boat is docking now, so I must hasten to seal this letter in order that I may mail it as soon as I
enter New York.

Yours sincerely,
Virginia Ernst Rockingham

New York City, Thursday, September 21, 1926
My Dear Mr. Lyon:

It surely feels good to be back in the big city. Everything seems just
as busy as ever. The same people are hustling for the same things. But
here at the Castillian, things are quiet and homelike. Perhaps you know
that Hallowe’en Doherty and Corrine West are the successful proprietors of
this hotel, which replaces the Waldorf Astoria. I was very fortunate in
obtaining a room, for New York is very crowded due to the annual Elks’
Convention. Here in this hotel are John Jurgenson, the Grand Master, and
Lloyd Grant, Gordon Rich, Bill Harris, Osborn Grever, Herschel Cohn,
Russel Mayer, and Ralph Crawford, other big men in this organization.

We all spent a jolly time last evening talking over old times.

Friday Evening, September 22, 1946
This morning I called a taxi to carry me to the hospital where Joe Biondi had been taken. On

the way many times 1 thought that my life was endangered, which fear you will understand when I tell
you that the driver was Ed. Read. One time we would have been arrested had not the traffic officer
been Bob Vosmer, who let us off for old times' sake.

The hospital is the famous one which Bob Stegner, the modern Henry Ford, has heavily endowed.
I found Joe much better, due perhaps to the capable doctors, Howard Wade and Stanton Brock, and the
nursing staff, of which Neva Gordon, Alberta Davis, Virginia Boian and Miriam Grad were members.
As I passed through the accident ward I came upon Bill Hammond, who had almost killed himself trying
to invent an artificial gasoline. c , , ^ • o , i o? ,0^Saturday Evening, September Z6, 1946

This morning I motored into the city to purchase a new fall outfit before my return to Cincinnati.
On my way to Hazel Rahn's exclusive French dress shoppe, I saw in the ranks of the Elk parade, Paul
Kuhn, Lawrence Schwartz, Bill Kinder, Edwin Kircher, Henry Andres, Carl Kisker, and Edwin Rose.

Among the patrons of Hazel's dress shoppe were John Cosby, now preparing to sing the part of
Mephistopheles in Faust, and his wife, whose many purchases were throwing John into despair. Three
of the famous buyers of the Marshall Meadows Company, of Chicago, Laura Peddicord, Margaret Hadden,
and Gladys Luckey, were selecting their latest fall fashions. Ethel Jackson, Billy Fox, and Judy Cooper
the beautiful mannequins, displayed the latest bathing suit models for the year 1946, which had been
designed by Virginia Rankin and Betty Foy.

I had planned to go last night to Thelma Thaubald’s dance given in honor of Charlie Stevenson,
whose recent novel, "The Blue Bird's Whisper", was last year's best seller, so in preparation I went to
Jinny Foy's beauty parlor which makes a specialty of the Nora Shannon wave.
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The dance was the last of the summer frivolities and the gayest among the merry guests were, Admiral
Clair Hall, General Glenn Sleight, and Senator George Brossart of South Dakota. The Aldermen, Bill
Haggerty, Lester Lakamp, and Walter Ziegler were the most popular bachelors present. Little Betty
Church, following in her mother's, Betty Hezlep’s footsteps, was the belle of the evening.

The music was provided by Dorothy Storch's noted women's jazz band, consisting of Lucy Martin,
Maxine Mains, Ruth Lutz, Eleanor Dibble, and Margaret Stanley. The Dudley twins gave an exhibition
of the “Boston Bounce ", every bit as popular and difficult as our school days’ “Charleston '.

September 25, 1946
Yesterday we paid a visit to the Long Island factory of the Merkle and Douglas Company, which

puts out the collapsible airplane for the convenience of college boys who have long outgrown the collegiate
Ford. They had the following high grade stenographers in their employ: Ruth Keagy, Mary Alice Mc¬
Carthy, Ruth Moore, Helen Nast and Eunice Taylor, who are all quite indispensable to the Company.
Bob Douglas said that Ed Krieger was one of the most efficient salesmen that he has ever employed, although
Georgia Waite, Virginia Seaman, Bessie Fowler, and Pauline McBeth are furnishing Ed. great competition.

On our way home a huge limousine whizzed by us, carrying Bud Porter, the famous Wall Street
broker and his private secretary, Edna Kay, to his suite of offices in the Lunsford Sky-Scraper Building.

I've always wanted a glimpse of Bohemian life, so I arranged with my old friend Betty Cook and her
husband to go sight-seeing in Greenwich Village in the afternoon. After arriving in this curious section
we sought out a tea room. Our choice was the “Cabbage Leaf Tea-Room", owned by Dot Gerdsen, Ada
Wilson, and Irene Arend. Among those enjoying this free and unconventional life were: Dot Swick, a
prosperous commercial artist, and Marie Brown, whose portraits of Virginia Shattuck have made her famous.
Jack Meyer, the well known bass, and composer of popular music, seemed quite at home there with his
friend Walter Rehm. It took me some time to recognize Ed. Gomien, the world-renowned impersonator.
The famous play-wright Lee Destler, and her co-worker Jean Foster, have a table permanently reserved
there, we heard. They were not there then, but had kindly left word that we might use their table. Emily
Fussinger occupied a conspicuous place there surrounded by Alma Hoffmeister, Virginia Bruce, Helen
Lammers, and Florence Stansbury, her fellow novelists.

On our way back to the city Betty and I noticed the name of Jean Johns flashing among the bright
lights of Broadway, so straightway we bought out tickets and entered this theater.

The curtain went up, and when the gayly bedecked chorus appeared we recognized the well known
features of Margaret Peterson, Marie Forbus, Olive Williams, Mary Mygatt, and Elvera Wholwender.
Art Stollmaier played with great ease a difficult role opposite Jean. During the intermission wc learned
that John Hall was the producer and that Art Kisker had recently bought out the company. In a private
box we saw Dot Granger, the owner of the famous Granger Kennels, holding in her lap a tiny canine not
unlike a Pekinese. This dog is quite a fad among such society leaders as Luella Barnes, Eloise Kloak,
Marie Wilson, and Marie Rodenberg.

This is all that I can now think of which might be of interest to you, but I hope soon to tell you in
person more of my adventures, for I leave in a few days for Cincinnati.

Yours sincerely,
Virginia Ernst Rockingham

Cincinnati, Ohio, September 28, 1946
Friend Husband:

Well, here I am back in the old home of my childhood. I have been
so busy renewing old associations, greeting old friends, and visiting the dear
old scenes that I am hardly able to settle down long enough to write to
you. But I shall at least make a brave beginning.

I had a lovely time in New York and enjoyed the trip home immensely.
I came by way of the L. and A. line which is owned by Vance Lang and Bill
Ammerman. Alfred Blickensderfer engineered the train and Merrill Leach
was the conductor.

In the Pennsylvania Station I recognized the lusty voice of Jack
Douglas living true to his old Withrow cheer-leading form as a train
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caller. At a little town, called Rogers Ford, where we stopped for water, I looked out the window onlyto see Constable Owen Phillips leaning, sound asleep, against the door of Ed. Morrison's general store.Among my fellow passengers were Eunice Meakin, Florence Smith, Mildred Jones, and Dot Horman,who were returning from business trips, and E. G. Botts who was coming to Cincinnati, to start practisingfor the position of department store perennial Santa Claus.
I am being entertained in Louise Kennedy's delightful home, which is quite near my old school,Withrow.
The other day we paid a visit to the school and lunched with Dot Nichols, who has replaced MissAgerter as student adviser. Roslyn Grimme is now head of the Spanish department and Norma Grimmis quite a success as a teacher of Latin. The class of '26 is well represented in other lines of teaching also.Joe Nebolsky is now football coach there, and Nancy Neal is the girls gym teacher. Bill Lindeman enjoysteaching chemistry, and John Undercoffer is an excellent teacher of history.Louise's Civic Club met Tuesday last and City Manager Bob Schwartz gave us an interesting addresson the subject of civic pride. Mayor Henderson and Councilmen Zimmerman, Struble, and Stillman alsotook part in the program. I learned there that Ruth Nash was chief librarian in the Library of Congress,and that Ethel Miller was now secretary to Albert Bollinger, President of our country. Perhaps, Clarence,you did not know that Albert was a member of my class. Isn't it remarkable to what the training of asenior high school president can lead?

Evening,
My letter was interrupted by the arrival of the members of the bridge club. We spent a very en¬joyable afternoon playing cards. Josephine Farrel won the first prize with her usual luck, and MildredEberhard won the second prize. The other bridge sharks present were: Eva Jung, Genevieve Harper,Bernice Keegan, Ellen Kingston, and Mary Kelley. As we gossiped over our tea cups I learned that DickRoe was captain of the life guards at Coney Island, and George Strauser was posing for Arrow collar ads.Tom Bingham has accepted the office of Postmaster General of the United States for which he is well fittedbecause ot his experience during the Christmas holidays at Withrow. Richard Steves, Erwin Schaen,and Elsie Thompson have taken over the Zoo management, and they contend they couldn't possibly getalong without Sheff Richey, who runs the merry-go-round. A special feature at the Zoo this week is theteam of Clemons and Cordes, the world renowned ice skating stars. I'm sleepy now, old darling, so nighty,night until morning.

Morning, September 29, 1946
Such excitement! Another big boom—but not in Florida, in Arkansas! But best of all, StanleyWhitehouse and Blanche Cook are promoting the scheme. Emily Brooks, the editor of the Times Starreports it to be well founded, because Bill Kleiman, professor in Economics at the University of Cincinnati,has invested heavily in it. The skies are darkened with airplanes of eager enthusiasts headed in thatdirection to make a fortune. Dot Fisher is on her way there by rail hoping to make her fortune sellingevening slippers to Indians. Marvin Meerse and George Fetick hold the record for transporting twohundred and fifty people to and from Arkansas in less than twenty-four hours in their swift aero-bus. StevenTheil is carrying his famous circus to Arkansas to amuse some of the disheartened inhabitants. Some ofthe talented performers in this band are, Ray Harding, the tall man, Virginia Engelken and Eunice Casey,unexcelled lion tamers, Pearl Miles, Virginia McDonough, and Ruth Krehnbrink, fearless bare back riders,and Harriet Smith and Naomi Rekart, weird snake charmers, Donald McFarland and Herman Teichmanswallow swords in each performance to whet their appetites, and last but not least, George Heffernon isgrand ring master.
Clarence, doesn't it seem strange how many of our friends can be accounted for when we travel. I

was making a list the other day of all those, I had seen during my trip to and from India and only sevenfrom my class were unaccounted for. I made further inquiry about them and found out that Dot Tiemanand Flora Mae Hoff were missionaries in the Samoan Isles, and that Helen Winkler, Kate Stewart, andElizabeth Lauder were instructors in Scheuman and Seal's exclusive school for teaching young girls themarts of flapperism.
I hope this detailed account of the doings and fortunes of our friends will make you long to see themagain, and that you will become so homesick you will hasten home to your loving wife,

Jeanne
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David Allen, 3739 Woodland Ave.
William Ammerman, 1534 Gilpin Ave.
Henry Andres, Mt. Carmel
Irene Arend, 2602 May St.
Torre Atkinson, 1730 Kinney Ave.
Mary Kathryn Baker, 6117 Roe St.
Luella Barnes, 3526 Raymar Blvd.
Carl Baumgartner, 2810 Losantiville Ave.
Helen Elizabeth Beall, 3656 Saybrook Ave.
Virginia Bell, 605 Crown St.
Carl Bernges, Milford, Ohio
James A. Bing, 1909 Clarion Ave.
Jessie Bingham, 3313 Observatory Rd.
Thomas Bingham, 3313 Observatory Rd.
Joseph Biondi, 5714 Madison Rd.
Alfred Blickensderfer, 4726 Glenshade Ave.
Virginia Boian, 4114 34th St.
Albert E. Bollinger, 1342 Edwards Rd.
Edward G. Bott, 3644 Herschel Ave.
Dixie Brant, 6634 Roe St.
Stanton Brock, Loveland, Ohio
Emily Brookes, Glade & Beacon St., Mt. Wash¬

ington
George Brossart, 4437 Plainville Rd.
Charles Brown, 3301 Westside Ave.
Marie Brown, 817 Oak St.
Myra Brown, 3284 Beresford Ave.
Virginia Bruce, 983 Windsor St.
John Brunner, 6837 Kenton Ave., Silverton
Fred Busch, 3836 Mt. Vernon Ave.
Eunice Casey, 1614 Taft Rd.
Mildred Clemons, 6203 Erie Ave.
Minerva Clephane, 4409 Homer Ave.
Herschel Cohn, 1514 Taft Rd.
Blanche Cook, 4125 34th St.
Elizabeth Cook, 3137 Mapleleaf Ave.
Judith Cooper, 2891 Erie Ave.
Mildred Cordes, 5119 Stewart PI.

DIRECTORY

John W. Cosby, 3720 Edwards Rd.
Carl Cramer, 2208 Madison Rd.
Ralph Crawford, 2309 Columbia Ave.
Robert F. Crone, 3788 Ault Park Rd.
Edw. A. Daly, 2028 Pogue Ave.
Alberta Davis, 902 Scott St., Covington, Ky.
Dorothy Denkamp, 3265 Brotherton Rd.
Louise Destler, 4806 Stewart PI.
Eleanor Dibble, Loveland, Ohio
Mary Louise Doherty, Montgomery, Ohio
Perry Donnelly, 3506 Trimble Ave.
John F. Douglas, 3556 Monteith Ave.
Robert Douglas, 3444 St. Johns PI.
Marian Dudley, 3121 Auten Ave.
Muriel Dudley, 3121 Auten Ave.
Helen Dunn, 5753 Whitney Ave.
Mildred Eberhard, 1307 Morton St.
Hilda Eberle, 2624 Columbia Ave.
Regina Engel, 2495 Madison Rd.
Virginia Engelken, 1847 Fairfax Ave.
Virginia Ernst, 6109 Roe St.
Yvonne Essman, 1927 Kinney Ave.
Sylvia Estell, 421 Strafer St.
Robert Fagin, 4211 Whetsel Ave.
Josephine Farrell, 4456 Eastern Ave.
Paul Ferger, 1800 Fairfax Ave.
George Fetick, 1852 Clarion Ave.
Dorothy Fischer, 6220 Tyne Ave.
Mariemae Forbes, 3331 Monteith PI.
Jean Foster, 3565 Raymar Blvd.
Bessie Fowler, 3837 Standish Ave.
Virginia Foy, 2581 Madison Rd.
Stanley L. Franz, 6201 Plainfield Pk.
Katherine Frazee, 334 Donham Ave.
Corinne Fuller, 2020 Hewitt Ave.
Emilie Fussinger, 5820 Kinall Ave.
Harold Gardner, 4203 28th St.
Dorothy Gerdsen, 6225 Tyne Ave.
Dorothy Gillette, 3584 Monteith Ave.
Mary Gillette, 1885 Taft Rd.
Mabel Gnoeth, 4109 29th St.
Neva Gordon, 3526 St. Charles PI.
Miriam Grad, 727 South Crescent
Dorothy Granger, 4411 Erie Ave.
Lloyd Grant, 3618 Woodford Rd.
Elmira Grassman, R. R. 10, Madisonville
Osbern Grever, 5514 Chandler St.
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Carl Grey, 6140 Grand Vista Ave.
Norma Grimm, 3514 Michigan Ave.
Ruth Grimm, 3206 Gilbert Ave.
Roslyn Grimme, 1710 Fern wood Ave.
Ruth Grossman, 3421 Duncan Ave.
William Grupenhoff, 4940 Bouton St.
Margaret Hadden, 6008 Prentice St.
J. Clair Hall, 2715 Griffith Ave.
John W. Hall, 3101 Auten Ave.
Sara Hamilton, 4603 Glenshade Ave.
William Hammond, 2459 Madison Rd.
Ray Hardin, 6277 Grand Vista Ave.
Leonard Harding, Milford, Ohio
Genevieve Harper, 3832 Drake Ave.
Eleanor Hatton, 2925 Cleinview Ave.
Sarah Hebble, Terrace Park, Ohio
Charles Heekin, Madison and Vista
George Heffernon, 3247 Bach Ave.
William Heggarty, California, Ohio
Minto Henderson, 690 Clinton Springs Ave.
Paul Herget, 4220 31st St.
Elizabeth Herrnstein, 3738 Hyde Park Ave.
John Herron, 2722 Cleinview Ave.
John Herschede, 2320 East Hill Ave.
Betty Hezlep, 3637 Zumstein Ave.
Jean Hill, 3448 Wellston PI.
Flora May Hoff, 3561 Edwards Rd.
Gertrude Hoffman, 3103 Linwood Rd.
Alma Hoffmeister, 4327 Verne Ave.
Paul Hoon, 3560 Montieth Ave.
Wm. Farrin Hoover, 2402 Ashland Ave.
Dorothy Horman, 4714 Glenshade Ave.
Helen Hughes, California, Ohio
Violet Huls, 6339 Coffey St.
Florence Ingram, 5336 Weltner Ave.
Arthur Irwin, 6405 Roe St.
Ethel Jackson, Al'aise Bldg. Erie Ave.
William Jackson, 5800 Peabody Ave.
John Jewett, Newtown, Ohio
Jean Johns, 3098 Losantiville Ave.
Sylvester Johns, California, Ohio
Buean Johnson, 3052 Kerper Ave.
Mildred Jones, 2362 St. James Ave.
Thomas Jones, 3645 Burch Ave.
Eva Jung, 2850 Erie Ave.
John Jurgenson, Mt. Washington
Edna Kay, 4615 Erie Ave.
Ruth Keagy, 631 Lincoln Ave.
Bernice Keegan, 2055 Oxford Ave., Mt. Washington
Marie Kellerman, 3646 Woodford Rd.
Mary Kelley, 3945 Briggs PI.
Louise Kennedy, 6432 Grand Vista Ave.
David Kidd, 3222 Observatory Ave.
Ruth Kidd, 2934 Portsmouth Ave.

William Kinder, 2054 Hewitt Ave.
Ellen Kingston, 4314 33rd St.
Edwin Kircher, Mt. Washington
Harry Kirschner, 1258 Grace Ave.
Arthur Kisker, 6229 Kincaid Ave.
Carl Kisker, 3738 Woodland Ave.
William Kleiman, 3725 Maple Park
Ruth Klein, 3512 Trimble Ave.
Eloise Kloak, Salem Pike, Mt. Washington
Ruth Krehnbrink, 1871 Fairfax Ave.
Edward Krieger, 3145 Lookout Circle
Paul Kuhn, California, Ohio
Lester Lakamp, 3206 Hackberrv St.
Helen Lammers, 6012 Madison Rd.
Roy Lance, 3759 Drake Ave.
Vance Lang, 1330 Locust St.
John Laub, Newtown, Ohio, R. R. 2
Elizabeth Lauder, 3022 Paxton Rd.
Merrill Leach, 2829 Linwood Rd.
Charles Leopold, Milford, Ohio
Florence Lindahl, 3147 Mapleleaf Ave.
William Lindeman, 3244 Wold Ave.
George Linser, 228 Strader Ave.
Gwendolyn Lockard, 3630 Bevis Ave.
Gladys Luckey, 2381 Kemper Lane
Carlton Lunsford, 3446 Boudinot Ave.
George Lutz, 4219 Bollard Ave.
Ruth Lutz, 5635 Ridge Ave.
Pauline McBeth, 2710 Markbreit Ave.
Mary Alice McCartney, 1707 Kinney Ave.
Raymond McCarty, 42 St. Leger Apt.
Joe Alice McClain, 3612 Burch Ave.
Lorna McClain, 3612 Burch Ave.
Virginia McDonough, 1321 Cryer Ave.
Douglas McFarland, 6315 Beechmont Ave., Mt.

Washington
Earl Macklin, 959 Nassau St.
Russell Maddux, Newtown, O., R. R. 2
Maxine Mains, 636 Delta Ave., Mt. Lookout
Lucy Martin, 3638 Sunrise Ave.
Russell Mayer, 44 St. Leger Apt.
Eunice Meakin, 3316 Fairfield Ave.
Marvin Meerse, 3250 Beredith PI.
Howard Merkle, 3522 Stettinius Ave.
Robert Metzger, 3865 Mt. Vernon
Jack Meyer, 3141 Willis Ave.
Donald Michael, 5751 Adelphi St.
Pearl Miles, 3117 Troy Ave.
Ethel Miller, 3115 Mapleleaf Ave.
Ruth Moore, 2886 Victoria Ave.
Edwin Morrison, 3549 Burch Ave.
Mary Mygatt, 5725 Whitney Ave.
Rodney Nash, Mt Washington
Ruth Nash, 5014 Mathis St.
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Helen Nast, 4229 Floral Ave., Norwood
Nancy Neal, 3655 Besuden Court
Joseph Nebolsky, 3133 Durrell Ave.
Carl Neubauer, 4336 Normandy Ave.
Dorothy Nichols, 3295 Linwood Ave.
Clifford Patten, 4919 Roanoke St.
Laura Peddicord, 4833 Eastern Ave.
David Peet, 3506 Woodburn Ave.
Olive Perin, 5110 Stewart Place

Margaret Petersen, 3114 Cinnamon Ave.
Erwin Pfingstag, 3442 Golden Ave.
Melba Phillips, 5640 Montgomery Rd.
Owen Phillips, Mt. Washington
Francis Piates, 3755 Pennsylvania Ave.
Nathan Pinsky, 6324 Madison Rd.
Richard Pochat, 4228 Floral Ave., Norwood
Harry L. Porter, 3632 Evanston Ave.
Anne Price, 2936 Minot Ave.
Clyde Rahe, 2961 Cadillac Ave.
Hazel Rahn, 6377 Grand Vista
Virginia Rankin, 2805 Observatory
Edgar Read, 3643 Shaw Ave.
Mary Reeves, 3728 Beechmont Ave.
Walter Rehm, 35 Arcadia Place
Elmer Reiman, 3335 Wabash Ave.
Naomi Rekart, 3237 Berwyn Place
Elsie Reynolds, 1282 Morton St.
Stanley Rhine, 5730 Bramble Ave.
Pauline Richey, 247 Robb Ave.
Sheffield Richey, 3571 Mooney Ave.
Marie Rodenberg, 4910 Eastern Ave.
Richard Roe, 3542 Burch Ave.
Edwin Rose, 1240 Delta Ave.
Russell Rose, 2907 Burnett Ave.
William Ross, 1958 Cleneay Ave., Norwood
Harold Russell, 3140 Markbreit Ave.
Dorothy Rutterer, 3628 Morris Place
Irvin Schaen, 3042 Hackberry Ave.
Eleanor Scheuman, 3126 Durrell Ave.
Clara Schneider, 3566 Glenwood PI.
Robert Schwarz, 3618 Edwards Rd.
Vera Seal, 1810 Hewitt Ave.
Virginia Seaman, 3704 Edwards Rd.
Nora Shannon, 2718 Hampshire Ave.
Howard Sharp, 2709 Cleinview Ave.
Virginia Shattuck, 5465 Lester Rd.
Ida Sillman, 3094 Markbreit Ave.
Glenn Sleight, 3211 Berwyn Place
Betty Smethurst, 5028 Stewart PI.
Florence Smith, 4501 Plainville Rd.
Harriet Smith, N. Observatory Place
Ruby Smith, 3151 Madison Rd.

Louis Snyder, Loveland, Ohio
John Sparling, 2979 Observatory
George Staley, 6264 Robinson Rd.
Margaret Stanley, 4746 Eastern Ave.
Florence Stansbury, 3763 Mt. Vernon Ave.
Robert Stegner, 3623 Amberson Ave.
Charles Stevenson, 2925 Observatory Ave.
Richard Steves, 1604 Jonathan Ave.
Kathryn Stewart, Madisonville, R. R. 1
Helen Stocker, 6691 Kennedy Ave.
Florence Stoecklin, 3825 Drake Ave.
Arthur Stollmaier, 1507 Blair Ave.
Dorothy Storch, 4320 34th St.
George Strawser, Blue Ash, Ohio
Dorothy Struble, 3519 Parkline Ave.
Lawrence Swartz, 3518 Evanston Ave.
Dorothy Swick, 8453 Burns Ave.
Eunice Taylor, 4850 Sheffield Ave.
Herman Teichman, 2101 Grandin Rd.
Margaret Eveline Terry, 2234 Highland Ave.
Thelma Thaubald, 7022 Van Kirk Ave.
Stephen Thiel, 4 Walsh Place
Elsie Thompson, 5979 Lester Rd.
Dorothy Tieman, 3742 Edwards Rd.
Fred Tower, 2324 Grandview Ave.
Bernice Trosky, 2754 Erie Ave.
Wesley Tschan, 3318 Evanston Ave.
George N. Tuttle, 2926 Van Dyke Drive
John Undercoffer, Loveland, Ohio
Virginia Updegrove, 3648 Zinsle Ave.
Frank Vine, Johnson Rd., nr. Woodford, K. H.
Robert Vosmer, Drake Rd., Indian Hill
Howard Wade, 4306 29th St.
Robert Wagner, 3139 Troy Ave.
Georgiana Waite, 1605 Madison Rd.
Mary Elizabeth Wallace, 3427 Trimble Ave.
Stanley Weinstein, 3578 Burch Ave.
Marvin Weissman, 3807 Zinsle Ave.
Bernard West, 2336 May St.
Corinne West, 2850 Observatory Rd.
Ruth Whitacre, Madisonville, R. R. 1
Stanley Whitehouse, 3573 Mooney Ave.
Catherine Wicks, 23 Arcadia Place
Olive Williams, 6432 Kennedy Ave.
Ada Wilson, 2200 Dana Ave.
Marie Wilson, 3616 Heekin Ave.
Donald Winget, 3353 Wabash Ave.
Helen Winkler, 3122 Harvard Ave.
Violet Wirwille, 1949 Hewitt Ave.
Elvera Wohlwender, 1562 Jonathan Ave.
Henry Wurster, 716 Wayne St.
Walter Ziegler, 3648 Brooks Ave.
Helen Zimmerman, 3732 Morris Place
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In Memoriam

EDWARD BERESFORD,
Editor-elect of the Annual,

Class of 1926

LOUIS GAZZOLA,
Class of 1926

LANGDON HADLEY,
Class of 1926

MISS LUELLA WEBB,
Instructor in Mathematics

“CThe stars shall fade arcai],
But rje shall flourish in immortal ijouth."
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JUNIORS
■ FOURSCORE and seven years ago—no it wasn't quite that long,
§ \ about three to be exact, a horde of fearful freshmen entered the

mysterious portals of Withrow High. That group, potent in numbers,
but showing no marked signs of future success in our dear Alma Mater, is
today the powerful and strong junior class, the most important in the whole
school. A clamor arises from interested partisans of other classes, but let us
see. We may liken our high school existence to human life, the freshie
year to those of childhood, the sophomore year to those of adolescence, the
junior year to those of vigorous manhood and womanhood, and the senior year
to those of brooding and saddening decay that usually accompanies old age.

Everybody of any reasoning whatsoever concedes the fact that the frosh, or in vulgar terminology,
the freshies, are extremely childish. Their thin, piping voices raised in wonder and amazement during
the first few months of school are sufficient warrant for that. So let it be sufficient.

The sophomores, personifying youthful ambition, as a rule cover this with a thick and heavy coat of
cynicism and contempt, the latter being mostly for the freshies, whom they naturally despise, being but
one short year removed from the same humiliating state themselves. The sophomore boys, however, lay
bare their inexperience by attempting to vie with the seniors in the sartorial magnificence of their haber¬
dashery. The girls of this class are widely noted for the wonderful trick of widening the eyes, and of emit¬
ting shrill cheerful yelps in the stadium, especially during a long end run for goal in the Hughes game.

The seniors, you will remember, are noted for the somewhat proud and mournful effects they produce
while attempting to conceal their natural handsomeness and beauty from onlookers. I believe this is
caused by their martyrlike feelings, which are in turn occasioned by associating with those of inferior powers,

physical, mental, moral, and social. One realizes that they would never, no, never remain a moment with
the vulgar crowd if it wasn't for the sake of the dear old school.

But the JUNIORS, ah! the grandeur of the thought almost takes one's breath away. The glorious
juniors possess none of these obnoxious attributes. They are far beyond the childishness of the freshies,
and the snobbishness habitually displayed by the sophomores. They are sophisticated, of course, but
not to the degree of being made mournful by it. But the JUNIORS! Everybody agrees that the junior
girls are fairest and most chic in the whole school, and the junior boys, for their part, can do more in a
week than the rest of the school can in a month. More juniors are on basket ball, football, track, swim¬
ming, and every other team than members of any other class.

Now you know why the junior class is above the childishness of the freshies, the snobbishness of the
sophomores, and the decrepitude of our reverend seniors.

Wm. Biondi, Dorothy Neal, Roger Drackett,
President Vice President Secretary-Treasurer
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Helen Adams
Helen Appleton

Henry Babbs
Katherine Bachman

John Bacon

Harold Ballman

John W. Barrett
Katherine B. Bartlett

Anna M. Bartruff
William E. Bates

Nellie Mae Beam
Elmer G. Beamer

Betty Beatty
Alfred Bennett

Stewart Bennett

Robert Berl
Doris Berman

Alice Mae Berning '

Irvin M. Bettman
Ruth Beyer

Charles William Biondi
Dale Bogart

Daniel Bonbright
Esther Bosse

Virginia Mae Botley

1

Dorothy Bradford
Thelma Bray

Allene Breuer
Wesley Broadhurst

James A. Broadston

Evelyn Brock
Ged Brown

Roy Brown

Gertrude Brunner
Maratta Burkhardt

Howard Edward Callahan
Dorothy Chambers

Florence Cholmondeley
Bernard Christopher

Norma Clark
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Everett Clawson
Norbett L. Cochrane

Dorothy Coleman
Lillian Condon

Florence Conners

Robert Courtney
Lester W. Covert

Mary Elizabeth Cramer
William H. Crawford

John T. Crone

Ruth Cunningham
Martha Davis

. Helen* Dean

James W. Dodd

Roger Drackett
Oliver Dresback

Margie Dunn
Evelyn Duvall

William Eggers

Stella M. Ehrhardt
Malcolm Elam

Albert H. Elfneii
Murray Elstun

Margaret Estell

James R. Evans
Lloyd Everhard

Mary E. Evers
Mary Fagin

Alma Feldhaus

Emily L. Ferger fs ^

Edward Fern

Blanche Flinn

Marie Foertmeyer

Marjorie Belle Ford

Wilma Fox
George J. Fromhold

Margaret Fry

Philip Gain

John A. Galloway
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Mary Harrison Games
Eva Garnette

Frances Rae Gibbons
Dorothy' Giesen

Hazel Graf

Ruth Granger
Marie Grauten

Miriam Green
Walter Greife

William Groppenbacher

Charles Hagen

Jack Halsey
Ruth Hammond

Jean Tay'lor Handy
Ed. Harper

Hermine Harte
Miriam Hatton

Dorothy E. C. Haubrock
Clara Luella Hawkins

Don Haynes

Elbert Hecker
Pierpont Helwig

Jane Heryveh
Parry Hill

Robert HirstR CT

Gest Hodge
By'ron Hohnstine

Clara Holden
Merle Hopper

Dorothy' Horton

Frank Horton, Jr.
Margaret Hunt

Dorothy Hutchinson
Ralph Johansmann

Dorothea Johnson

Eloyse A. Johnson
Isabel Johnson

Elizabeth Jones
Alice Kellerman

< Lillian Kerr
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Dorothy Kerschner

Robert Kerschner
Nedra L. Kestel

Florence E. Kirkpatrick
Frank Konnersman

Katherine Kouschuetzsky
Louise Kyle

Ross Lance

Ellen Lashbrook
Ilse \)&hman

Mina Belle LeVK^
Francis Lilie

Paul Litkowski '

Anna E. Long
Melzin Lorenz

Edward R. Lotz
Victor Lowe

William T. McCord
Dorothy R. McCrone

Jeanne L. Mahl

Myra D. Maxner
Robert O. Mayer

Edna H. Meier

Thyrza Hunt Metzner

Janet Meyer

Marie A. Mieth
Margaret Thompson Miller

Charlotte Milligan
Mildred Molloy

Betty Moncrief

William Monro
Brooks Moore

J. Robert Moore
Virginia Morse

Betty- Morton

Margaret Morton
Sidney A. Mullikin

Walter B. Mussman

Dorothy- Neal
Eleanor A. Neukirch
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George Newstedt
Grace Nichols

Mildred Nichols
Herman Niedermeyer

Marjorie Ann Noe

Frederick Ott
Edith M. Otte

Robert Otto
Edith Parry

Eleanor Patten

Fred Pelzer
Eunice B. Pendleton

Elizabeth Peoples
Gertrude Pinsky

Leanore Piper

Jack Pressler
Robert M. Putman

Marvin Ralston
Tom Read

William Reuter

Sam Richey

William Rippey

James Roberts
Esther Rogers

Arlington Rose

George William Rose
Carl Roush

Ralph C. Sargent
Fred Scharringhausen

Florence Schmalhorst

William L. Schmidt
Alice E. Schulte

Carl Schwenkmeyer
Vera L. Sherwood

Marjorie Short

Ruth Sickenger
Virginia Lee Slingluff

Birdie K. Small
Mary E. Smith

Kenneth Snowden

r
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Alice Virginia Stone
Paul Stoner

Blair Strawser
Esther Stritmatter

Ralph Taurman

Nat. Walker
Clifford Ward

Ernst Weier
Dorothy White

Gladys Widman

Juniors did not have their pictures taken.

Edna Sponseller
Ruth Staley

Lillian Stayton
Eleanor Claire Stickel

Denham A. Stiers

Sadie Taylor
Carl Tummler

Carl Ulrich <5.
Laurine Vp^ Ni

Marjorie R. Vincent

Helen A. Von Otte
Roger Vordenberg

Carl Wagner

Dolores Wagner
Ellis W. Walker

Lucille Wiese

John R. Williams
Grace Williamson

Robert A. Wilson
Florence Wiot

Mary Wottring
Dorothy Wulfhorst

Dick Yates
Mabel Young

Robert J. Za
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Each morning as 1 moue mith countless others,
To daihj tasks,
1 step apart.

And slomhj moue mith eyes fixed far aboue
That hurraing throng

That 1 mai] euer see the shaft 1 loue
In morning light.

Form “Everyday Poems" by George Elliston
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SOPHOMORES

HE freshman laugh at us; the seniors stare at us; the juniors pat our

our quiet, unobtrusive ways through the halls, knocking down what¬
ever lies in our path. No gathering is complete without us. We are faith¬
fully represented at the eighth bell congress, and no assembly could be a

howling success if we were not there. Our research work in the gastronomical
laboratory is profound, as are our slumbers in study-hall. Our keen intellects

are directed toward the greatest problem of the day, and when we learn to dance it we have no peers. We
favor a World Court, for we are ardent players of tennis and believe that it should be an international
pastime. Nevertheless, we are 100% Americans, six-fourths of us having visited California, and the other
three-fourths are going to Florida. Our analysis of the Florida land boom is unique, inasmuch as we know
nothing about it. In fact we may say without vanity that we know very little about anything. Our only
worry is that we are like the juniors, seniors, and freshmen in so many respects.

But seriously speaking, the sophomore class is one to be reckoned with. In his second year the
student begins to take an active interest in the various opportunities the school offers him—the clubs, the
organizations, the arrangements for supplementing his course with additional studies, and the many activi¬
ties which are directly or indirectly associated with Withrow. The second year determines whether the
student will be willing to work for the advancement of the school in the several fields of interscholastic
endeavor, whether he will strive to make it a living, human Alma Mater, or let it become a mere mechanical
thing. Therefore when a class CAN feel that its members are responding to these calls there is surely
room for a little healthy pride, such a pride as will forbid any slackening of effort and only spur us on to
greater achievements. In our senior group we have a worthy object for emulation, a startling and un¬

precedented confession, but a very true one nevertheless. Association with the upper class-men, as offered
by the several organizations, has given us some idea of the ideals and traditions which we must live up to.
We are brought into close contact with our teachers through the same medium, and thus come to realize
the value of education by coming to know as friends the type of people that education develops.

It is difficult to realize that our high school career is half over. As we grow older time goes far more

quickly than was once his wont, and although we are not of a very advanced age, two years is by no means
the infinity which once it seemed. We have but two years to prepare ourselves for commencement; we
must work to keep our beloved school in the place which is rightfully hers; we must endeavor to fit ourselves
for the tasks we shall be called upon to accomplish; and finally, to use the hackneyed but adequate metaphor,
we must pass on the torch to those who will in time face the same problems and demands that confront us
now.

James Golden
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The Bell m Withrow Tower
(The bell in Withrow tower was presented to the school by the Civic and

Vocational League in January, 192i. It had been salvagedfrom an Ohio river
boat which had burned.)

Down near the bridge at the avenue.
Slender and graceful, but firm and true.

Rises a stately tower;
Hid in its dark and stony throat
The gong of an ancient river boat

Clangs for each new-born hour.

Sometimes at night, when the breezes drop
Carelessly down through the pillared top

Into the sounding well,
I think that the lonely, exiled gong

Sings to itself a plaintive ^song.
Tuned to the river's swell.

Tuned to the laugh of the lapping waves
Over the old stern-wheeler’s graves,

Deep in the golden silt;
Keyed to a note it shall hear no more,
The beat of the flood on a sandy shore,

Where the planters’ wharves were built.

It sings of a thousand sights it saw;
The wild, gay scenes of the Mardi Gras,

In the town near the river’s mouth;
Of boats held fast by the clutching mud,
And sunsets that turned the stream to blood

And the cotton fields of the South.

It tells of the Creoles’ frail canoes

That darted out from the dank bayous,
To roll in the steamer’s wake;

Of gray moss, studded with crystal beads.
And the rustle of rice birds in the reeds

As the day began to break.

It sings of the Northern waters, too,
And the hills the Ohio wanders through.

And the ports it used to know;
Of barges, loaded with coal and sand;
Of wee, white towns on the great, green land.

Like patches of sheltered snow.

Whatever is loved must have a soul;
Old gong, when the rust devours your bowl,

When your voice is memory
You’ll find a vessel that churns a stream
Which rises out where the far stars gleam

And flows through eternity.
Jim Golden, '28

(Dedicated to Miss Bertha Livezy, of Hyde Park Library.)
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FRESHMEN

H Y did we, as incoming freshmen, walk gingerly, hesitatingly
across that bridge of joys, not of sighs, on our first pilgrimage to
this great and awe-inspiring building, Withrow High School.

However, we should not be blamed for our timidity, for we could not
be expected to understand the ways of a school so entirely new and strange
to us.

It was not very long before we ceased to be so humble and fearful. In
a few days we adapted ourselves to our new surroundings, and took up our new work as true Withrowites.
We smiled bravely at the dignified upper classmen when they passed us, although down in our hearts we
were secretly overcome with awe.

New and unlooked-for difficulties confronted us every place we turned. It was extremely perplexing
to find our way around the building. Many a freshman became so bewildered in his futile attempt to
find a certain classroom, that he was forced to bury his pride and call on an upper classman for aid. It was

equally hard to get acquainted with our new teachers, and as soon as these difficulties were overcome new

ones faced us. Probably the most disturbing of these were examinations, which after all, proved to be
less of an ordeal than we had anticipated.

On the whole, however, we freshies are as interested in, and as contented with our life here as we could
ever expect to be. We not only excel in our studies, but we take great interest and pride in athletics and
the other activities of the school. For the first time in the history of this institution, the freshman home¬
rooms organized football teams and played many interesting and exciting games for the championship of
the D grade.

The girls, too, are doing their part in athletics. They have taken part in all of the games and events,
and we guarantee that the upper-classmen will have to watch their step in order to keep ahead of us. In
fact, one of the cherished desires of Withrow Freshmen, both boys and girls, is so to develop and excel in an
athletic way, as to be able effectively and with marked distinction to close whatever gaps graduation may
make in our school teams, and by our participation aid in maintaining the enviable prestige of Withrow's
athletic endeavors.

We are truly unhappy when we think of the time when the seniors must leave us and depart from the
school to which we have all become so attached. We shall miss their familiar, happy faces, and the thought
of a new class coming next year does not compensate our loss in the senior's graduation. We hope, however,
that Withrow will always be loved and honored by these graduates, despite the fact that they may become
active and faithful workers in other schools.

Carolyn White
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The Never-Old
{Dedicated to the teachers oj America by the author, Edwin JIarkham.)

They who can smile when others hate,
Nor bind the heart with frosts of fate,
Their feet will go with laughter bold
The green roads of the Never-Old.

I hey who can let the spirit shine
And keep the heart a lighted shrine,
Their feet will glide with fire-of-gold
The bright roads of the Never-Old.

They who can put the self aside
And in Love’s saddle leap and ride,
Their eyes will see the gates unfold
To glad roads of the Never-Old.

FACULTY
Edmund D. Lyon . Principal Alice Cox .

Walter Peoples . Assistant Principal Wm. S. Cushing . Science
Rose E. Agerter Student Adviser Emma Dann. Tjatin
Olive F. Marshall Secretary Adra Dickinson History
Louise Heisel . Assistant Secretary Alice Donnelly Latin
C. C. Abrams Physical Education Dorothy Duncan . Latin, English
Grace Anschutz English Carl Duning Physical Education
Dorothy Atkins . Science, English Mildred Fennekohl . Physical Education
Bertha Baehr . French Clyde Fieger Commercial
Edward Baker Chemistry Royal Fliehman . Science
Fred Becker Electricity I. R. Garbutt . Director oj Commercial Education
Alice Bell English Stella Green. Art
Alice Betts Botany Ruth Grove Lyalin
Elberta Bigler Spanish J. M. Hamilton History
Estelle Borreson . Latin Idoletta Hardisty . History
Elizabeth Braunecker English J. P. Herdtner Industrial

C. I- Brubaker Chemistry Mary Hildebrandt . English
Bertha Bruckman Physical Education Alice Hirst . Harmony
A. H. Carlson . Industrial Arts Grace Hopson . .11. II. Science
May Conner JIathematics F. 0. Horton History
Louise Cook Art C. M. Hunt History
Effie Corcoran . Commercial Catherine James . . French
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Bertram Jenkins English Nellie Seay Commercial
Effie Jones .... . English Paul Seay . Commercial
Mamie Keller . History Martha Shumard II. II. Arts

Grace Kiess . . . . Arts and Crafts Jessie Sibcy . Special
Anne King .... . . . English Pauline Crumb Smith Music
Ludwig Lang .... Printing Mrs. Margaret Jordan Snider . Librarian
Walter Leach . Industrial Mabel Spellmire Science
Ruth Lewis .... English Louise Spilman English
A. 0. Mathias . Math., Agriculture Flora Stoehr English
Ellis Meredith English Jessie Strate Science
Edith Morrison History Catherine Sturwold Botany
Rosalie Mudge Spanish Joseph Surdo Music
Ada Murphy- English Helen Swineford . . . Mathematics
Kate Perin .... Science Helen Taylor Physica l Educa tion
Mary Perkins . Spanish Bertha Topp Commercial
Charlotte Pichel. . . Spanish Elizabeth Tucker Spanish
Mary Helen Pooley Librarian Marjorie Vance II. II. Science
R. A. Ralston IIistory E. C. Van Winkle Mathematics
Carrie Raney .. English Florine Vatter H. II. Arts
Katherine Ratterman English Stella Wagner English
Clara Raum . Mathematics Nelson Walke . Physical Education
Matthew Regan . Science C. R. Walker Industrial
F. L. Reuter Physical Education Nelson Walker Latin
Mrs. Evelyn Richardson . Oral English Arthur Webster . Mathematics
Charlotte Roedter Science William C. Wilson . Mathematics
Mary Rowell Mathematics A. M. Wonnell Penmanship
Ruth Schmidt Botany Winifred Zettel Science
Ruth Schneider . . . Commercia l T. H. Ziegler Commercial

TEACHERS ON THE RETIRED LIST

L. E. Aldrich Oral English
Laura O’Neill Commercial
Belle Woods .... Mathematics
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Mr. Peoples Mr. Lyon Miss Marshall

Miss Agerter Miss Heisel

A Toast to Our Teachers

BEFORE we make our final bow to Withrow, we seniors wish to propose a toast to the teachers, tothose men and women who have encouraged us along the intricate paths of knowledge and the
many vicissitudes of the past four years. We wish them all the happiness and success which they

so richly deserve. They have so endeared themselves to us that, in the dim future, when th'6 seeds of
learning and greater understanding which they have planted in us have sprouted and borne fruit, we can¬
not fail to remember with grateful hearts those who planted them. Of necessity, we must give up our

daily contact and intercourse with them, but we hcpe to have the privilege of visiting them from time to
time so as to keep up an association which we value and esteem.

And so we bid only a temporary farewell to the teachers, and as we do so we take this opportunity
to express our deep appreciation for all they have managed to inculcate in our hearts and minds. We
desire to pay tribute to their patience, interest, perseverance, and learning. We thank them for their
always gracious manner, for their impartial judgment, and above all, for their friendship.

Class of 1926
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Mr. Abrams
Miss Anschutz

Miss Atkins
Miss Baehr

Mr. Baker
Mr. Becker

Miss Bell
Miss Betts

Miss Bigler
Miss Borreson

Miss Braunnecker
Mr. Brubaker

Miss Bruckman
Mr. Carlson

Miss Conner
Miss Cook

Miss Cox
Mr. Cushing

Miss Dann
Miss Dickinson

Miss Donnelly
Miss Duncan

, Mr. Duning
Miss Fennekohl

Mr. Fieger
Mr. FliehmaS

Miss Green
Miss Grove

Tf
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Mr.- Hamilton
Miss Hardisty

Mr. Herdtner

Miss Hildebrandt

Miss Hopson
Mr. Horton

Mr. Hunt

Miss James
Mr. Jenkins/,.
Ajf V Miss Kiess *"*•

Miss King

Mr. Lang

Mr. Leach
Miss Lewis

’athMs

Miss Meredith

Miss Morrison

Miss Mudge
Miss Pichel

Miss Pooley
Mr. Ralston

Miss Raney
Miss Ratterman

Mr. Regan
Mr. Reuter

Mrs. Richardson
Miss Roedter
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Miss Rowell
Miss Schmidt

Miss Schneider
Miss Seay

Mr. Seay
Miss Shumard

Miss Sibcy
Mrs. Smith

Mrs. Jordan Snider
Miss Spellmire

Miss Spilman
Miss Strate

Miss Sturwold
Mr. Surdo

Miss Swineford
Miss Taylor

Miss Tucker
Miss Vance

Mr. Van Winkle
Miss Vatter

i

Mr. Walke
Mr. C. R. Walker

Mr. N. Walker

Mr. Webster

Mr. Wilson
Mr. Wonnell

Miss Zettel
Mr. Ziegler
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ALUMNI

Wm. Grosse

William Grosse, '21
Marna Brady, '21
Frances Hanauer, '24 .

Elizabeth Peters, '22
Charles Winterhalter, '22
Miss Strate .

. President

Vice-President

. Corresponding Secretary
Recording Secretary

. Treasurer

Faculty Adviser

ON Friday, March 19, the Alumnal Association held its sixth annual reunion at which about fivehundred were present. An informal get-together was held in the front corridor, followed by a
banquet at which the high spirit of the grads was evidenced by class yells and Withrow's favorite

songs.

Class meetings next occupied a half hour, after which all adjourned to the auditorium for a program.
<fThe Reverie of an Old Grad," in which Charles Duncan, '24, took the lead, was the surprise part of the
program. Leonard Dempsey as Mr. Surdo, Bill Keck as Mr. Peoples, Miss Marshall as Mr. Lyon, and
Frank Wedig as Mr. Brubaker, were especially successful. Two solos by John Cosby, speeches by Principal
Lyon and President Grosse, the playing of the organ by Donald Winget, and clog-dancing by Misses Brady,
Fennekohl, Philippi, and Hubbell completed the auditorium program.

Dancing in the girls' gymnasium completed the program of one of the most delightful reunions ever
held at Withrow.

CLASS OF '20

Mildred Fennekohl is now instructor in Physical Education in Withrow High School.
R. von Hazmburg is assistant instructor in Chemistry at Cornell, and was elected to Sigma Psi,

honorary science fraternity in his senior year, an honor usually bestowed upon graduates only.
Mabel Kuntz is teaching in the Windsor School. She was elected to membership in the national

honorary fraternity Phi Beta Kappa during her senior year at U. C.
Francis Gillette completed his course at West Point in 1924. Since that time he has been stationed

at San Francisco, but leaves in June for his new appointment in Hawaii.
Alma Foertmeyer is teaching in the Morgan School.
Maxwell Whitacre, graduate of the University of Michigan, was one of the engineers who created and

put into operation the Synthetic Ammonia plant at Belle, W. Va., and is now Assistant Superintendent of
the Diamond Crystal Salt Co., St. Clair, Mich.

Hazel Bowen won the Neukom Trophy at Miami in 1923. She is now teaching in the High School
at Troy, Ohio.

CLASS OF '21

"Bill" Kennedy was a scholarship pupil at the Louis C. Tiffany Foundation. He has now returned
to Cincinnati, and in December held a one-man exhibit at Otte's which attracted considerable attention
and most favorable comment. The Annual Staff is very grateful to him for the drawing he has made for
the frontispiece to this volume.
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Marna Brady is instructor in Physical Education in the University of Cincinnati.
Chester Destler is Professor of History and Economics in the College of the Ozarks, Clarkesville,

Arkansas.

Christine Harper has been chosen Senior Class poet at Ohio State University.
Alma Siewers took second prize in an original costume contest sponsored by the Times-Star.

CLASS OF '22

Ernest Daulton, after a very successful tour on the Keith Circuit as a concert pianist, is now teaching
in the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music. He is quite frequently heard on the concert programs of this
city and those near-by, and is a great favorite in radio circles.

Lawrence Aichholz was the composer and director of four musical numbers of the HAILIX FROLIC
given in Cincinnati the past winter.

Ethan Allen has signed up with the Reds for next season.

Katherine Burkel has been honored at Vassar College by being elected to Phi Beta Kappa. Vera
Mae Nash has recently received the same distinction at Ohio Wesleyan University.

CLASS OF '23

West Tozzer received a $1000.00 scholarship and has been appointed fellow at the Kansas State
Agricultural College.

CLASS OF '24

Louise Heisel is assistant secretary at Withrow.
Betty McLaran is studying in Florence, Italy.
Leonard Dempsey was a member of this year's winning debating

team at the University of Cincinnati.
Walter Laufer (ex '24) who was one of Withrow's leading swim¬

mers in the spring of '23, has been winning world-wide attention be¬
cause of his marvelous swimming, and the fact that he holds twenty
world-records. He has recently been invited to Europe to compete
with their most famous swimming stars, and will probably leave for
abroad sometime in June.

CLASS OF '25

Norma Shekels is assistant secretary at Walnut Hills High
School.
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The Library
“ That place thal does contain my books, the best companions, is to me a glorious court!’

IN this age of opportunity, books are taken as a matter of course. They are so common that few highschool students stop to consider the long chain of events that has brought the book within the reach
of all and made the library a part of the public high school. Considered as members of a great family

books can show a noble lineage, traced back to the dim past, with a splendid record for service in every age.
If the members of this celebrated Book family were to form a pageant, the figures in the first episode

would be the papyrus rolls ot the ancient Egyptians, closely followed by the distinguished company of
Greek and Latin manuscripts. As the procession moves slowly along, forming the episode of the middle
ages, the group is very small indeed. A few beautifully illustrated manuscripts in heavy board covers
are to be seen, dragging their chains as they pass by. In this period, when the lamp of learning was very
dim, the Book family had a hard struggle to maintain an existence. Those who survived the hardships
of the times were copied, cherished and carefully guarded by the monks. For safe-keeping they were
chained to the lecterns in many instances.

The next generation ot the Book family, forming the episode of the Renaissance, seem a happier lot.
Though still in manuscript form, their numbers have greatly increased and they are all treated with great
consideration and respect. As the next episode comes into view, the Book family appears to be very large
and flourishing and much more cosmopolitan in appearance, due to the invention of printing from moveable
types, a discovery of almost incalculable service to man.

In the last episode, that of modern times, the Book family has become a great orderly procession,
depicting the development of public libraries. This goodly company, in great numbers, ministers to the
needs of all kinds of people; old and young, craftsmen, merchants, and scholars. The members of the
Book family are no longer merely the associates of the privileged few, the nobles and clergy, but are seen
to be friends and companions of all the people.

As the pageant draws to a close, the high school student sees his own school library with new appre¬
ciation. He realizes that although the high school library is one of the youngest branches of the line old
Book family, it is making a large contribution to the education of the young people. The beautiful With¬
row library and others of its kind are striving to be of service in developing reading tastes, enriching the
text-book work and inculcating and fostering appreciation for line and worth-while things. Only as a
school library performs such service can it be worthy of its fine heritage and really appear to those who
use it as a "Glorious Court."
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“CThe Spirit of Ifouth"
"Horn beautiful is l]outhl Horn bright it gleams
lPith its illusions, aspirations, dreams 1”



 



Albert Bollinger
Jean Foster
Alma Hoffmeister
William Ammerman

CALENDAR
SEPTEMBER

September #—School opens. Great excitement and
comparison of programs. The freshmen are
excused after having absorbed as little knowledge
as possible of the plan of the building.

September 9—Scribblers have first handbook for sale.
These little books give information concerning
clubs, courses of study, and all activities of the
school. The Scribblers are prepared to publish
a handbook each year.

September il—The Lunch Room opens. We starve
no more, but the Chocolate Shop's trade takes
an awful slump.

September 12—The Detention room has its opening
day. Same old faithful crowd.

September 15—The Library is now open. It's all
dressed up with new shelves, new books, and
everything.

September 18—Who’s the sophomore we see with a black
eye? Sh! ’Tis said a Freshie made him a present
of it.

September 23—First assembly. In the words of Hank
Martin, “same people downstairs, same kind of
people upstairs." We have to teach the fresh¬
men how to salute the flag. Several alumni speak
to us.

September 25—First Tower News out today. This is
the earliest date at which Tower News has ever

been published. Congratulations to the editors
and their staff!
Senior officers elected. Long may they rule!

President
Vice-President

Secretary
Treasurer

OCTOBER

October 3—First football game of the season, with Piqua, there. Score 26-6, in favor of Piqua. Too bad—
but, as one of the freshmen put it, “We had the muddy half of the field."

October 5—Seniors order their class rings and pins. Much excitement.
October 6—The Hi Y presents the school members with individual programs for the year. Thank you.

October 7-— Jean V. Johns gives a reading for the school. She flirted
terribly with one of the freshman boys during the reading of
"Marcheta."

October 9—Game with Hamilton. Score: Withrow 12—Hamilton 0. And
they thought we couldn't do it!

October 12—Big Holiday. Three cheers for Columbus. We're awfully
glad he discovered us.

October lk—Assembly. Honorable Martin L. Davey gives an address on
forest preservation.

October 16—First reports out. Our parents begin to insist upon our
studying.

October 23—Teachers go to school today while we rest from our arduous
labors. We hate to be nasty, but we hope they have lots of night-
work.

October 27—The seniors are having their pictures taken for the Annual
this week. Some are good and some look just like the original.
Blame it on the photographer.
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NOVEMBER

November 6—Seniors get their rings and pins today. One grand scramble for
the Dutch Door. Dignity, where art thou? This is Parents" Day. Our
long-suffering parents are dizzy after seeing all the things we can do.
The whole day is a grand success, from the Dramatic Club play and the
lab experiments all the way down—or up—to the eats.

November 1 1—Armistice Day. An inspiring address is given by Rabbi Heller.
School closes at noon and the band has a grand parade through Hyde
Park. We're all pepped up for the Hughes game.

November 13— FRIDAY. HUGHES-WITHROW GAME. Withrow 13;
Hughes 6. Who dares to say 13 is an unlucky number—except
Hughes?

November 16—Miss Jordan has left us for a short time to return as Mrs. G.
A. Snider. Miss Pooley is considering starting a matrimonial bureau.
We hear there are many applications from both teachers and students.

November 20—Seniors have a short assembly. Big secret! The juniors are
dying to know what happened!

November 23—Assembly. Miss Newton presented the school with a copy of the Mayflower Compact.
Owen Phillips gave an address on the Pilgrims. My, isn't Owen getting eloquent. Aeneadae vs.
Circulus Classicus! Big football game. The loyal rooters of the two Latin clubs call "Pugna!
Pugnate!" to their brave teams. C. C. won 6-2.

"Pugna! Pugnate!"
November 24—Victory dinner at Elks Temple is given for the football team,

decorates our front hall.
The big "W" made of flowers

November 26—-Thanksgiving holidays begin. Miss Swineford
reminds us to "count our blessings".

November 30—Those of us who have recovered from Thanksgiv"
ing turkey are back at school.

DECEMBER
December 2—Philologia entertains Scrib¬

blers at an open meeting. The
Philologians' parliamentary law is
quite amusing to the girls. Frank

J A \ Konnersman is fined for being late
despite his excuse of having to go

\ 1 I out to the sticks for Melba.
December 4—First basket ball game of the

season. Highlands 26—Withrow 17.
Not so bad, considering.

December 15—Game with Ludlow. We won, 19-17. Johnny Herron plays although
his nose has been severely injured in practice.

December 18—Dramatic Club gives a public evening performance of the English
comedy, "Green Stockings". George Brossart and Emily Ferger were the
star comedians. And isn't A1 a thrilling lover?

December 18—Swimming meet. Bobbie Vosmer is the only member left from last
year’s team. Hughes wins the meet.
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December 23—Kalidasa party,
horns and harmonicas.

Junior girls are invited. Grab bag b ngs forth everything from mice to

December 24—Ghristmas Assembly. The Glee Clubs and the Special Chorus sing Christmas Carols.
Dot Nichols recites the old poem, "Ring Out the Old, Ring in the New," and the Girls" Glee Club
sings it. The Dramatic Club gives a play, "Why the Chimes Rang/" The altar piece painted in
our own art department, the subdued lighting, the organ music by Miss Scharringhausen, and the
choral antiphonies by a group of Withrow singers all combine to make this the most beautiful and
impressive Christmas service ever held at Withrow.

JANUARY
January 5—Back at school. Ever see such a bunch of sleepy heads? We all

worked too hard during vacation. We need a rest.
January 6—The English teachers form a club.
January 7—Basket ball game with Covington, there. Guess who won?
January 9—Mr. Regan says they made the Tower to hold the clock up. Maybe

he"s right.
January 11—Senior girls defeat the juniors in basket ball.
January 12—Hughes wins basket ball game with Withrow, 23-18.
January 15—Assembly. Rev. C. E. Hoon gives a talk on prohibition. We

liked his statistics. Woodward wins game with Withrow. Painful score.

January 19—Alumni Game. Victory for Alumni. They still know how to play.
January 25—We are all trembling in anxious expectation of exams—dread word.

Question:—To cram or not to cram?
January 26—They begin. Lots of fun—for teachers. We are just beginning

to find out how dumb we all are. Our "dear teachers"" are finding it out
too. Math, today. 2 and 3 equal four seems to be the limit of our
mathematical knowledge.

January 27—English exams today. Any senior can give at least seventeen reasons why Hamlet was not
mad, and what the juniors don’t know about Roger de Coverley isn’t worth knowing.

January 28 — Languages and history today. Mr. Walker’s classes are all recit¬
ing "bo, bis, bit"" to themselves. Caesar show's what nasty constructions
he can put together.

January 29—Worse and more of it. But at least this is the end. We’re all
making New Year’s resolutions to study harder next time.

January 30—Saturday at last! What a relief. No more exams, no more school,
nothin" but sleep.

FEBRUARY

February 2—The length of the absence list today shows what a really bad effect
exams have on us. The ground hog sees his shadow. More winter.

February 4—Teachers are giving out exam grades. Miss Meredith had so many
blue books around her that we couldn’t find her.

February 10—Three young ladies from the Conservatory of Music sing Old
Scotch Ballads. The young ladies and Mr. Lyon seemed to be playing the
old game of "Musical Chairs".

February 11— Lincoln Assembly. Bob Kirschner recites "0 Captain, My
Captain", most effectively. We all recite the "Gettysburg Address".

Won’t they ever consider that we know it? Tower Y holds
"Cupid’s Bazaar" at the Chocolate Shop. Lots of pretty
things in the grab bag, but we think the girls are profiteers.

February 12—Lincoln’s birthday. We need a rest—and get it.
February 13—-Moving picture show in Mr. Jenkins’ room. Latest

styles in Withrow trousers and slickers. And did you know
we have a human skeleton of our own?

February 17—Bring your baby pictures for the Annual, Seniors!
All interested in a very novel rogues' gallery, turn to
page. 47.

February 19—Deep dark secret! Miss Jones is caught Happing
down the hall with her galoshes flapping just like any
other flapper.

February 22—Washington’s birthday—another day of rest!
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February 26—Woodward wins basket ball game here. We can’t remember
the' score.

February 27—New eligibility rule. Students not up in subjects for the half-
year are ineligible for the remainder ot the year. Somebody is always
taking the joy out of life.

MARCH
March 4—Musical Program.

Whispering Flowers
Piano Solos .

Violin Solos
Monastery Bells \
Hero's Return /

Orchestra
Albert Bollinger

Leslie Ihldenbrandt

Orchestra

Leslie Hildenbrandt gives us an exhibition of how to Charleston and play
the violin at the same time. 1 he audience wanted encores for the whole
program, but Mr. Surdo promised us more at the Annual Concert.

March 8—A meeting of Alumni has been announced. Let’s give them a
rare time!

March 10—The wrestling matches that are being held in the boys’ gym may account for the number of
crutches we see the boys carrying around now.

March 15—Girls receive athletic letters. The boys look a little less important when they see what the
girls can do. Johnny Cosby, accompanied by Rodney Nash, sings for us.

March 16—Short assembly for seniors. We’re going to have a party! Senior girls win inter-class swim¬
ming championship. Hurrah for our side!

March 17—How green we are! It's St. Patrick’s Day. Assembly. Middletown sends the wrong team
to debate, so the battle is postponed till to-morrow. Victor Lowe has confessed his failing and fond¬
ness for poor literature—to wit, “Peck's Bad Bov’’.

March 18—Middletown Debate. Resolved, “That the United States Should Adopt a Separate Depart¬
ment of Aviation’’.

The girl from Middletown hypnotized our
team for a while, but they rallied sufficiently to win
the debate. Congress is sure to appoint a separate
department for air service now. Paul Hoon, Bill
Ammerman, and John Laub, have a plan all worked
out. The judges ot the debate were, Mr. John
Malick, Mr. Starbuck Smith, and Prof. Wm. A.
Justice. The teams were:

Affirmative, Withrow

Negative, Middletown

March 19—Alumnal Association holds annual meeting.
They said that they had a grand time. It won't
be long until we, too, will be coming back.

March 21—Spring is here according to the calendar,
but we are still wearing our winter coats.

March 22—Mr. A. C. Pillsbury shows us a motion
picture of the life of wild flowers. He said it
wasn’t a temperance lecture he gave, but he showed
what happens to flowers when they drink alcohol.

APRIL

April 1—The Dancing Club gives its annual program,
assisted by the Latin Clubs. Paul Hoon shows
himself to be a second Julian Eltinge.

April 2—Tower News has announced a new contest.
See how many teachers you can recognize from
their baby pictures. “Where did you come from,
babv dear?’’

fPaul Hoon
^ William Ammerman
{.John Laub
Clara Showers
Paul Masoner

[ Horner Weikel

Mr. Pillsbury photographing the intoxicated wild
Jlowers
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April 6—Scribblers entertain Philologia after school in the apartment. The boys threaten libel suits on
account of the personal comments made in Scribblers' Original Newspaper. Mr. Firestone gives a
talk on the mistakes of young writers. The boys said they had a good time. Maybe it was the
punch they liked.

April 7—Colonel Sherrill asks us in assembly to boost the new city govern¬
ment. We'll boost the new manager, anyway!

April 8—Rain, rain, rain! The controversy as to whether our bridge is a real
bridge or not because it hasn't any water beneath it, has been settled.
There is a deep river in the hollow today.

April 9—Miss Ruth Bridge speaks to the senior girls on nursing.
April 12—Seniors undergo the awful strain of U. C. English Exam. At least

we're glad it's over.

April 13—Half the school leave at the end of the fourth bell for the opening
game of the Reds. The other half bewails its bad luck. Mr. Surdo is
absent this week. We hear sounds suspiciously like jazz coming from the
direction of the Music Room. Mr. Van Winkle teaches one class to sing
a round, but he thinks that we are poor singers.

April lk—We try a new experiment in Assembly, singing from music thrown
on a screen. Mr. Lyon takes Mr. Surdo's place as director. Mr. E. B.
Haswell, a sculptor of our own city, gives an address illustrated with slides,
showing many features of the Cincinnati Art Museum.

April 15—The senior girls spend most of their time now-a-days talking about clothes for commencement.
Some would like to have a rainbow graduation, and others favor white dresses with a yellow rose,
and a black band in their hair. Sounds rather Spanish, doesn't it?

April 16—Baseball game with Hughes.
April 17—Track meet, here. How many records did

we break?

April 19—U. C. sends us entrance applications. We
think they want to know too much about us.

April 20—Elocution plays begin. “Much Ado About
Nothing."

April 21—Assembly. Program on Cincinnati. Our
seniors can't resist being philosophical. Louise
Kennedy tells us that, “At lastwe arrive at the
cemetery." But we learn a lot about our city.

April 23—Reports close. Just six weeks more. Tower
News. This number is edited by the journalism
class. They make quite a success of it.

April 2k—Track meet today, here Bernie West works
so hard putting weights in the hurdles that he
savs he wishes he had run.

April 26—Assembly. Rev. Herget speaks on the Community Chest.
Melba Phillips and Joe Biondi give short talks on phases of work of
the Community Chest that are especially interesting.

April 27—Eighth graders have been visiting us lately. To think that we
used to be like them!

April 28—The Business Womans' Club entertains the senior girls today.
April 29—Seniors have an assembly. Talk about the party.
April 30—Reports out today. More new resolutions—we mean it this

time. Arbor Day Program. Prof. Wm. Cramer addresses us.
Miss Grove sings several bird songs composed by her mother, Mrs.
Harriet Pine Grove. We are presented with a bird feeding station
by the Ohio Audubon Society.

MAY

May 3—More rain. It must still be April.
May 5—A class party, scheduled for today, has been postponed for two

weeks. This suspense is terrible.
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Spring Hats and Dresses, Made in Household Arts Classes

Alay 7—Tower Y gives a Mothers and Daughters banquet in the teachers’ lunch room.

Alay 10—We have an exhibition of flower paintings in the teachers’ lunch room. Mobs of students pour
in to see the pictures, and incidentally to watch the teachers.

Alay 12—Kalidasa Karnival, Musical Comedy, "My Perfect Man” written by Louise Destler. "Keener,
Kuter, Klassier” than ever.

Alay lb—The Art League plans to beautify the Music Room in some original manner.

Alay 18—A Class Party. We don’t dance, but you ought to see what amusing entertainment the seniors
give themselves.

Alay 20—Future freshmen are still parading our halls. They certainly are curious, in more ways than one.
Alay 28—Last day of classes for seniors. We’re a little sorry—especially with

exams in view.

Alay 31—Next month comes tomorrow, and June means exams. Those who are
exempted begin to crow over the rest of us. Good luck, everybody.

June

June
June

JUNE
are sick.

em. We are worse.

We’re all dead—or nearly so.
What a relief!

June 1—Exams. Wt
June 2—More of ’3—Still more. We’re all dead—or nearly so. No

know for a short while.4—Reports close.
7—Juniors, sophs, and freshies prepare for the long dreaded finals.

ve can forget all we

We
wish them better luck than we had.

June 8—Exams.
June 9—Exams.
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This Quartet Sang at the A Grade Party, Band Concert, and
Several Other Occasions During the Year.

June 10—The seniors practice their commencement music while the rest of the students put down on paper
what little they haven't forgotten. The unfortunate ones can’t imagine singing at such a time.

June 11—The great day arrives. Seniors become Alumni.

“Remain, 0 moment, thou art so sweet.”

Mr. Hoon Col. Sherrill Judge Darby Miss Newton Mr. Carpenter Judge Yeatman

ASSEMBLY SPEAKERS DURING THE YEAR
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Made in the Arts and Crafts Department
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The Spirit of l]outh Expressed in

^CTIDITIES
“llnth your radiant lines adorning all the tnorld in hues of gold."

'X*”*-Oil-.
.
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TOP ROW (Left to right): Tom Bingham, Jean Johns, Jack Douglas.
SECOND ROW: Mr. Jenkins, Krieger, Konnersman, Morrison, Brossart, Kidd,

Hammond, Porter, Sharp, Mr. Fieger, Louise Kennedy.
THIRD ROW: Jean Foster, Miss Cook, Minerva Clephane, Kisker, West, Kirschner,

Robt. Douglas.
FOURTH ROW: Undercoffer, Hoover, Crone, Hoon, Bollinger, Laura Peddicord,

Ethel Miller, Betty Hezlep, Betty Cook.
FRONT ROW: Torre Atkinson, Dot Swick, Miss Green, Mary Louise Doherty, Jeanne

Ernst, Eleanora Scheuman, Elsie Thompson, Mildred Cordes, Louise Destler.

ANNUAL STAFF

William Hammond, Louise Destler, Editors; Torre Atkinson, Art Editor-, Howard Sharp,
Business Manager-, Mr. Fieger, Adviser-, Miss Morrison, Associate Adviser-, Mr. Jenkins,
Photography Adviser; Miss Cook, Miss Green, Art Advisers-, Miss Corcoran, In Charge
oj Typing.

The Annual Staff takes this opportunity to thank the following for their assistance: Mr. Wm‘
Kennedy, '21, for the drawing used as a frontispiece; Miss Jean Collow, of the Art Academy, for the draw¬
ing facing page 126; Miss George Elliston, and her publishers, the Stewart Kidd Co., for permission to use
the quotation from her poem, “My Skyscraper"; Miss Elizabeth Kellogg, of the Art Museum, for permission
to use quotations from "The Town of the Beautiful River”; Mr. Webb, of the Webb Studio, for contributing
the very beautiful pictures which compose the scenic section; the advertisers, whose financial support has
been invaluable; and Mr. Lyon, and the many teachers and pupils who have assisted the staff.

The Annual Staff
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TOP ROW {left to right)-. Torre Atkinson, Ed. Fern, Jack Douglas, Stephen Thiel, Alma
Hoffmeister, Thelma Thaubald, Ruth Keagy, Ray Hardin, Robt. Crone, Frank Vine,
James Golden.

SECOND ROW: Wm. Hammond, Harry Porter, Ed. Morrison, Betty Smethurst, Norma
Grimm, Dorothy Nichols, Jean Johns, Mildred Eberhard, Minerva Clephane,
Dorothy Storch.

FRONT ROW: Sheffield Richey, Chas. Stevenson, Melba Phillips, Virginia Mc¬
Donough, Virginia Morse, Florence Schmalhorst, Owen Phillips, Ed. Daly.

TOWER NEWS
Charles Stevenson \ Editors
Melba Phillips /
Frank Vine News Editor
Miss Stoehr Faculty Adviser

The Tower News is the school newspaper. It is published bi-weekly, with an occasional extra. The
price is five cents a copy, and “Tower News out Friday” is good news to all the students.
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ThisgroupiscomposedofthoseSeniorswhoduringtheirhighschoolcoursehavemaintainedanaverageot85orabove.



The Art League
f " HE ART LEAGUE during the present school year has made progress. In the summer the frieze
^ J connecting the mural paintings in the main dining room was completed by Mr. Louis Endres and

it adds greatly to the beauty of the room. A painting by the famous artist, Elizabeth Nourse,
was purchased by the Art League as well as a painting of the Suspension Bridge by Mr. Endres.

The League acknowledges with appreciation the gift to the school of a painting called "The Rainy
Day”, presented by the Tower News. We wish, also, to express to the Art Museum of our city our grati¬
tude for the loan of the beautiful prints which have been exhibited in one of the corridors.

We are debtors to the students and teachers for their encouragement.
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The Astronomy Club
Clyde Rahe
Betty Cook
Florence Lindahl
George Strauser
Anne Price
Miss Strate

President

Vice-President

Secretary
Treasurer

Critic

Faculty Adviser

*7^ HE ASTRONOMY CLUB was organized in February, after the mid-year examinations, by the
^ Jf members of the Astronomy Class, under the direction of Miss Strate. The meetings were held

every week on Friday during the seventh period. The programs were arranged so as to stimulate
interest in astronomy beyond that of classroom study.

Besides these programs there were trips to the Observatory where opportunity was given to study
the stars through the telescope. The different constellations of the heavens were studied on similar trips.

The last, but not the least feature of the club, was the much anticipated picnic which was held at
the end of the year. Florence Lindahl

Kalidasa
Peggy Clemons .

Laura Peddicord
Dorothy Fisher .

Mildred Cordes
Miss Duncan

President
J icc-Presidenl

Secretary
Treasurer

Faculty Adviser

ALIDASA is composed of a hundred senior girls who are interested in drama, music, and literature,
y The club was organized four years ago when there were no dramatic, musical or literary clubs for

girls. Once a year Kalidasa gives a carnival, and these carnivals have become a school tradition.
This year the club gave a musical comedA’, “Her Perfect Man”, written by one of the members. The
entire cast consisted of members of the organization.

We seniors have done our very utmost to make Kalidasa not only successful, but more successful!
than ever before. We feel that with the cooperation of our advisor, Miss Duncan, we have succeeded ini
our aims. Dorothy Fisher

The French Club
Dorothy Swick
Dorothy Nichols
Alice Kellerman
Louise Kennedy

Miss James

President
Vice-President

Secretary
. Treasurer

Faculty Adviser
f H E purpose of this organization is to give the pupils an opportunity to hear and speak French in
j well-planned and well-carried out programs. The meetings are held once a month in room 325

and are open to any pupil who has studied French more than one year. The membership varies
from 75 to 100. The business sessions and the interesting programs, of sketches, short plays, songs, dia¬
logues and short talks, are conducted in French. These selections which are memorized before they are
presented, require considerable time and effort on the part of the pupils and the teacher who supervises them.

Alice Kellerman
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Scribblers
Louise Destler President
Dorothy Neal Vice-President
Ruth Keagy Secretary
Thyrza Metzner Treasurer
Miss Hildebrandt Faculty Adviser

LTHOUGH still a new organization. Scribblers bas firmly established itself among the various
clubs and societies of Withrow. It is a society which was organized for the purpose of developing
the literary talent of junior and senior girls. A meeting of this club is held twice every month.

The program committee arranges a program and chooses different members to write stories, poems,
or essays to read to the rest of the club. The “W” book was published last year and revised this year by
the club members. Ruth Keagy

v

r

Aeneaedae
John Sparling
Judith Cooper
John Brunner
Miss Dann

President

Vice-President

Secretary
Faculty Adviser

ON the second Friday of each month, the Aeneadae Club enjoys an interesting meeting held in theBrown Club Room. At the meetings, programs dealing with such topics as “Roman Customs”,
“Life of Virgil”, and such subjects are discussed. The talks are both interesting and beneficial.

Miss Dann has been very patient and helpful at our meetings and we all greatly appreciate her, not
only as a teacher, but as a fellow club member.

Tr»u\T NDAormf

Circulus
Paul Hoon
Ray Hardin
Norma Grimm ....

Miss Donnelly

Classicus
.... President

Vice-President

Secretary and Treasurer
Faculty Adviser

HE CIRCULUS CLASSICUS, as the name implies, is a purely cultural club. The club was organ¬

ized early in the year by the fourth year Latin students, under the supervision of Miss Donnelly.
The meetings take place during the regular recitation period, the first Wednesday in each month.

The club has several times during the year brought itself into the lime light in a quite unusual manner.
In the fall, the football team of the Circulus Classicus met and brought to defeat the team of the Aenaedae.
Again, when the Dancing Club gave its program in the spring, members of the Circulus Classicus assisted
in the act, “A Festival to Apollo”.

Norma Grimm
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Law Club
Lillian Condon President
Virginia Arata Vice-President
Marie Grauten Secretary
Dorothy Wolfhurst * Treasurer
Mr. Seay Faculty Adviser

?HIS year the pupils studying commercial law returned to the former custom of organizing a club
^ J under the able supervision of Mr. Seay to study those interesting outside things about law for

which there is not time in class. With the hind help of a few of the seniors who studied law last
year, the acting program committees have given the organization pantomimes, plays and talks on both
foreign and domestic law. Besides these educational programs there have been many delightfully enter¬
taining ones.

Lillian Condon
■IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItl

Garden Club
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER

William Kinder
Mabel Gardner
Helen Nast

Jane Bertenshaw
Miss Betts

. President .

Vice-President .

Secretary .

Treasurer

Faculty Adviser

. Ross Pattullo

Mabel Bauer
Ruth Fredriks

. Jane Bertenshaw
Miss Betts

f^ ' HE GARDEN CLUB was organized March 15, 1923. Its purpose is to beautify the grounds of
^ J the school, and to help the members to plant their gardens at home. Money for the maintenance

of the school gardens is provided by sales of flowers and bulbs held annually by the club. With
this money seeds, plants, and fertilizer are bought for the gardens. Most of the plants in the window
boxes on each floor of the west wing of the house have been purchased by the club. It is responsible for
the hardy garden in the rear of the main building, and also for the wild flower garden.

Ross Pattullo

The Spanish Club
William Ross President
Florence StoeCKLIN Vice-President
Dorothy Denkamp Secretary
Elsie Thompson . Treasurer

r ^ 11K SPANISH CLUB holds regular meetings which are conducted by student officers with the
assistance of the faculty adviser. The minutes and parliamentary procedure are in Spanish,
which is, as far as possible, the only language spoken. Sometimes a Spanish play is given; some¬

times the program consists of Spanish games and songs; and Sometimes a talk is given on some Spanish
country. Dorothy Denkamp
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The Euclidean Mathematics Club
Lloyd Grant President
Howard Sharp. Vice-President
Paul Herget Secretary
George Brossart Treasurer
Miss Swineford Faculty Adviser

r^ HE EUCLIDEAN MATHEMATICS CLUB, composed solely of students studying trigonometry
^ J and college algehra, holds a meeting the last Friday of each month during the regular class period.

It is the purpose of this organization to instill in its members a deeper appreciation of mathematics.
In the meetings the classroom routine is dispensed with, and a program is rendered by some of the mem¬
bers. This usually consists of interesting talks on such subjects as the lives and discoveries of prominent
mathematicians, the duo-decimal system, the evolution of Pi, the fourth dimension, etc.

Paul Herget

Pythagoreans
Ed. Daly ............. President
Bob Douglas Vice-President
Harry Porter Secretary
Betty Hezlep Treasurer
Miss Swineford . . . Faculty Adviser

r^ HE PYTHAGOREAN MATHEMATICS CLUB is composed of students who are taking trigonom-
^ f etry and college algebra. The Pythagoreans hold their meetings during class time on the last

Friday of each month. At these meetings members of the club gave interesting talks concerning
the great mathematicians of by-gone days; mathematical puzzles were discussed, and in general the topics
selected were chosen with the idea that they would furnish a deeper interest in higher mathematics.

Harry Porter

The Periclean Club
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER

Victor Lowe
Martha Davis
Virginia Botley

John Undercoffer
Carl Roush

Miss Ratterman

President
Vice-President

Secretary
Treasurer

Program Committee
Faculty Adviser

Virginia Botley
John Undercoffer

Martha Davis
Theodore McCarthy

Farrin Hoover
Miss Ratterman

.^''VlNETEEN twenty-six has marked the renaming of Withrow’s debating club. Heretofore it has
V been known merely as “The Debating Club.” The new name, “Periclean” was chosen as appro¬

priate by the members, since it is a derivative from the name of Pericles, the greatest of Athenian
statesmen and orators.

The aims of the organization are to encourage public speaking, to provide a source for practical cul¬
ture, to afford a means for practice in extemporaneous speaking, and to develop poise. The topics used
for the weekly debate are such that they prove to be incentives to the study and investigation of subjects
of scholastic or general interest. Virginia Mae Botley
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Girl Scouts
Miss Schneider Captain
Ruth Grimm Treasurer
Betty Herrnstein Scribe
Katherine Kouschuetzky Patrol Leader
Mabel Young Patrol Leader

fLTHOUGH Troop 60 of Withrow was only a year old March 24, 1926, it has become a very definite
y B part of the school life. During the past year, the girls have been busily occupied with the usual

Scout activities. The girls have passed numerous merit badge tests with high averages, their
efforts indicating a willingness to do more in Scouting than merely attending meetings and hikes.

The Troop is playing an interesting part in the development of the newly-organized Citizen Scout
Program, recently inaugurated in Cincinnati and Hamilton County for the older girls.

The Withrow Club
William Ammerman . . . President

John Crone Vice-President
Robert Stegner Secretary-Treasurer
Mr. Hunt Faculty Adviser

^ HE WITHROW CLUB although being the most recently organized club of the school has bright
^ J prospects of being one of the most active school organizations. The club was organized by the

consolidation of the Hi-E and Hi-Y and its charter members are composed of the former members
of these two clubs.

The purpose ef the club is to keep up the “old Withrow fighting spirit", to aid Mr. Lyon in keeping
the school clean and orderly, and to raise and maintain the general morale.

William Ammerman, "26

The Philologia Literary Society
FIRST SEMESTER

T. Bingham .

J. Coughlin
S. Johns
W. Ammerman .

E. Kreiger .

W. Hammond . .

Mr. Hamilton

SECOND SEMESTER

President .... W. BlONDI
Vice-President G. Brossart

Secretary .... R. Crone
. Treasurer P. Hoon

. Critic .... J. Coughlin
. Censor . . . . S. Johns
Faculty Adviser . . . Mr. Hamilton

r F* " HE PHILOLOGIA LITERARY SOCIETY, formed in the school year 1919-1920, is a society for
^ 3 the advancement of public speaking. At a regular business session there are the usual reports of

the officers, music, prepared talks, extemporaneous speaking, and debates on topics of current
interest. A debate held with Middletown High School was one of the high lights on the program for the
year. A handsome and useful set of reference books was also presented to the school library by the society.

Robert Crone
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Jean Foster

Dancing Club
President

Clara Schneider Secretary
Eunice Pendleton Treasurer

Miss Taylor . Faculty Adviser

■ ^OR s*x years this club has existed for the purpose of developing in the school the right appreciation
§ "V of dancing in its best interpretation. This year the natural dances, which were studied by the

girls, were thoroughly enjoyed.
The club's annual program, given April first, was rather unusual and very interesting. In the first

part of the program a festival to Hvacinthia, and the other Greek customs, were presented. The Latin
Clubs of the school co-operated with the Dancing Club in this work. An original number, “Fantasy of
Autumn," which was composed by the club, was also given. Miss Taylor and Martha Strauss, the accom¬

panist, gave valuable assistance.
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Thalian Dramatic Club
Jean Johns President
Owen Phillips Vice-President
Betty Cook Secretary
Jeanne Ernst Treasurer
Mrs. Richardson Faculty Adviser

J \ the beginning of the school year 1925-1926, considerable interest was aroused in dramatics through
the efforts of several seniors. There was a general feeling among them that an organization
which would stimulate interest in good plays would be of great value. A try-out was held at

which twenty-three students from the junior and senior classes were chosen. They were chosen on the
basis of their character, merit, voice qualities, expression, and poise. On October 7th, the first meeting
was held for the purpose of electing officers. It was decided to name the organization the THALIAN
DRAMATIC CLUB.

Within the first semester, three plays were given: THE KLEPTOMANIAC, a little skit given on
Parents' Day for their entertainment; GREEN STOCKINGS, played before a public audience; and WHY
THE CHIMES RANG, a Christmas play given before the school.

Before the second semester was hardly a week old, a call for new members was sent out. A try-out
was held at which fifteen new aspirants were chosen.

The chief work of the club during the second semester consisted in the staging of LIMA BEANS,
THE NEIGHBORS, and TWO CROOKS AND A LADY. These plays were given before various au¬
diences.

The club extends its sincere appreciation to Mrs. Richardson for her untiring efforts and guidance
as faculty adviser. The club wishes continued success to the THALIAN DRAMATIC CLUB of Withrow
High School. Betty Cook, '26
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Camera Club
James Golden President
Mildred Jones Vice-President
Roslyn Grimme . . Secretary-Treasurer
Mr. Jenkins Faculty Adviser

Last year the Camera Club was small, but now—why it's gigantic!
One room's too small to hold it all, the treasurer is frantic;
The dues look like a payroll now, our members are a legion;
We've camera shots of all spots around this lovely region.

Our dark-room's very nearly done, and soon we'll start to use it;
Our movie show went big, you know, and no one can abuse it.
The speakers whom we heard were great, their hints were gladly taken;
The faith w'e laid on what they said is still firm and unshaken.

We've visited around a lot and learned some useful things.
Our girls and boys have found what joys an oft-used camera brings;
And now our members must disband to mountain, camp, and shore.
But never mind—next year you'll find them back, with snaps galore.

James Golden
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Lunch Room

OUR fifteen hundred students who come up to the Lunch Room at 11:42 and find everything readyand waiting for them, little realize the time spent preparing the food for our cafeteria. The kitchen
employs eleven full time women, four part time women, and four boys. The first women arrive

at 6:40 A. M. and by 7:30 A. M. all full time women are on the floor and the day's work has begun. Each
employee has certain definite work allotted to her and it is only by such a system that the lunch can be
put out on time. During the lunch period, 32 students are used at the bread counters, for scraping, and
on the cash registers. Our Mr. Mathias has charge of the student help and he is assisted during the
lunch period by Mr. Horton and Mr. Hunt.

When the bell rings at 2:25 P. M. and the students leave the building, the Lunch Room employes
are still hard at work. All the dishes, silver and trays used by the fifteen hundred students must be washed
and everything about the Lunch Room left spotless for the work of a new day. Beside the cleaning in the
afternoon, many things are prepared for the next day; cakes are baked, fruit prepared and potatoes peeled;
and the employes of the Lunch Room may be seen leaving between four and five P. M.
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HOME ROOM PRESIDENTS

HOME ROOM ATHLETIC REPRESENTATIVES
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T.cjl to right-. Scharringhausen, Virginia Seaman, Mr. Ziegler (Faculty Adviser), Vera Seal,
Undercoffer, Lucy Martin, Meerse.

The Bank
< HE Withrow High School Savings Bank started on its second year in February. The past year
^ J has been more than successful in comparison with the preceding year. There are three times as

many depositors, and the deposits are much greater. The Savings Bank is a wonderful opportunity
for the pupils, giving them a chance to form the habit of saving early in life. Three mornings of each
week the bank is open to receive any amount which the pupil and teachers may care to deposit.

One of America's foremost financiers said, “If you cannot save, you will never succeed." The Savings
Bank is endeavoring to teach the pupils of Withrow to save in order that they may succeed in future \’ears.

The idea of saving is to put aside the amount one wants to save, and to live on the remainder, not to
save what is left, for many times there will be nothing to save. With this in mind one can determine to
save whatever amount he may wish.

Many of the students of the school are saving with a definite purpose in mind; for graduation expenses,
a vacation, college, or university fund. The scholar who wisely saves his money is. building for future
years. High school years are years in which the best habits should be formed—thrift is one of the very
best habits any student could form in his high school course.

Virginia Seaman
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"^The leafless trees make arabesques of beautrj ouer the snouu] background."
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CThe Spirit of Ifouth Expressed in

music

"IDith pipe and flute the rustic Pan
Of old made music srneet for man."
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The Special Chorus
s^ * HE Special Chorus, in the five years of its existence, has grown from forty to two hundred members
^ j who love music and care enough for the success of the club to meet faithfully at the hour of 7:55

every Wednesday morning. During the last few months of the school year, the boys and girls
alternately meet on Friday morning at 7:45 to add the finishing touches to the most difficult passages in
preparation for the concert. In these extra rehearsals they accomplish much toward the perfecting of a

composition.
As everyone knows, however, any undertaking must have a leader, and the Special Chorus could

wish no better one than our efficient and painstaking Mr. Surdo. It is under his direction that we have
achieved such great success, as the concerts given in the past have proved to all who heard them. Our
friends who heard the number, “Ring Out, Wild Bells," at Christmas time were ready to admit that it was

both wonderful and thrilling. To us, who had a part in its rendition, it was more than thrilling.
The compositions which Mr. Surdo selects are such as to create in us a desire to render them with all

the beauty and feeling possible, thus accomplishing the purpose Mr. Surdo has in mind in choosing them.
Therefore we say in all truth and sincerity that the Special Chorus is highly beneficial to every mem¬

ber, and we trust that next year's chorus will exceed the present one in both numbers and accomplishments.
Martha Straus, '28
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VIOLINS Moeller,Chas. Kirkpatrick,Florence Moonitz,Maurice Brock,Evelyn Kerns,Ruth Jacob,Andrew Hildenbrandt,Leslie Abling,Glenn Apking,Louise Buehren,Ruth Crawford,Lester Heffernon,George Hackmann,Otto Ohr,Kenneth Russell,Francis Foertmeyer,Marie Harte,Hermine Parvin,Jeannette
Paul,Mildred Widman,Gladys Widman,Flora Kratzer,Dorothy Rose,Clark Abel,Louise Bacon,Roberta Norton,Harold VIOLAS

Moore,Ruth Handy,Jean Oetjen,Edward CELLOS Tatman,Mabelle Foerster,Wanda Ginn,Peggy

BASSES
Hall,Clair Scott,Phillip Kerschner,Dorothy FLUTES

Dunn,Helen Lutz,Ruth Lewin,Luthea CLARINETS Reiman,Elmer Wood,William Wunker,Howard Gloss,Robert Bloss,Dean

BASSOONS Clawson,Everett Halsey,Robert HORNS
Halsey,Jack Stanley,Margaret Cox,Reynolds' CORNETS

Todd,Hawley Molloy,Richard Short,iMarjorie Kihm,Gertrude

TROMBONES Walker,Ellis Erbacher,William TUBA
Scott,Phillip PIANO

Beck,Hilda Ginn,Betty Hutchinson,Dorothy Straus,Martha Tracy,Virginia PERCUSSION
Fern,Edward Scharringhausen,Fred Broadston,James



Senior Orchestra
OUNDING out its seventh year, the Senior Orchestra has kept up its traditional march of progress—

l/m each year achieving more than in the preceding one. Aside from several incidental trips and
engagements, the orchestra directs its school year endeavors toward the annual June Concert.

Last year we played successfully several big numbers, but we feel that in the school year just past
the orchestra reached heights beyond its past work. During the year the orchestra played Chabrier's
"Spanish Rhapsody", Thomas’ "Raymond Overture", "The Song of Victory" by Percy Fletcher, and
"The Viking", bv our own Mr. Surdo. The numbers are all of particular depth and beauty.

We have, at present, the personnel of a symphony orchestra. The oboe, weird but effective, adds
much to the blend of quality; the tuba is another unusual instrument of which the orchestra boasts; the
bassoon also is an instrument which we are proud to possess; besides these are the flutes, whose soft trills
and runs make beautiful our many difficult pieces, the clarinets and cornets, and the stringed instruments
—consisting of the bass viol, 'cello, viola, and violin.

Our beloved leader, Joseph Surdo, is the one who makes our successes possible. It is he who strives
to maintain our high reputation; it is he who makes us strive for the good and the beautiful in music. We
are proud to claim Mr. Surdo as our leader, for he is known to all the musical world as a genius in directing
orchestras and choirs, and also in composing music.

Jean Handy

Junior Orchestra

T5
0 what is the wonderful success of the Withrow High School

Senior Orchestra due? Certainly it is due, in no small measure,
to the thorough training received by its members in the Junior

Orchestra, for it is in this orchestra that they learn the fundamental
principles of orchestral work. The value of this training cannot be
overestimated.

Although the J umor Orchestra is similar to a preparatory school
in its relation to the Senior Orchestra, it is also an active organization
in itself. It has one rehearsal each week under the direction of Mr.

Surdo, whose ability cannot be questioned. At present the Junior
Orchestra numbers about twenty members. The training received
in this orchestra . is very complete and thorough. Each member

receives careful instruction in every phase of the work,— both individually and as a group. Thus the
pupils who are promoted to the Senior Orchestra are more advanced and better equipped to uphold the
high standard already attained by that orchestra.

The Junior Orchestra collaborates with the Senior Orchestra for the annual concert. This combined
orchestra of seventy-five members opens the concert with two well-chosen selections. At the end of the
year each member is presented with a pin in recognition of his services.

Francis Russell, '27
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The Band

H LITTLE more than two years ago the Withrow High School Band was organized, and began acareer of untiring labor for the benefit of the school. From a membership of about twenty-five
it has grown to practically twice that number. However, quantity is not the only measure of

its development, for at present the band is playing compositions heretofore thought to be beyond the
ability of high school talent.

The first year was rather difficult, for throughout the entire football season the band was without
uniforms, without sufficient music, and without a permanent meeting place for rehearsals. However, as
the basketball season drew near, the students, realizing the worth of a good band, dug deeply into their
pockets, or purses, and extracted a goodly sum which went for the purchase of uniforms and music. In
appreciation of this splendid generosity the band gave a free concert in the auditorium. Another and
finer concert was planned, but owing to the illness of Mr. Horton, the able director, this project had to be
postponed.

The second year started off with a bang. The band was a whirlwind of pep and enthusiasm from
start to finish. The boys were present at almost every game, and gave the teams a hearty backing. A
concert was given at the close of the season, which not only delighted greatly everyone present, but also
provided sufficient funds to supply the band with uniforms and music for the ensuing year.

This year, as everyone well knows, the band has far surpassed all expectations. No football team
ever had a more loyal bunch of supporters than the members of the band, and a great deal of credit is due
this faithful group of fellows, who regardless of the weather were present at every game. The basketball
team, although not quite so successful as the football team, was equally well supported by the same old
band. In addition* to these activities the band played at several assemblies, and gave its annual concert
to a large and appreciative audience.

At the close of each year honorary letters are given to all members of the band who have not missed
more than three rehearsals, and who have performed their work faithfully and to the best of their ability.

To Mr. Horton, the leader of the band, is due the greatest measure of gratitude for whatever degree
of success the band has attained. He was responsible for its organization, and throughout the three years
of its existence he has given freely of his time and talent for its welfare. All students and friends of Withrow
are deeply indebted to him for his faithful and efficient service.

Robert Kerschner
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Girls' Glee Club

ONE of the most inspiring, pleasure-affording, as well as beneficial, groups in our school, is the Girls'Glee Club. On holidays, and days noted in the activities of the school, the clear, treble tones of
the girls can be heard resounding from the platform. In celebrations of sacred events the group

renders selections in a manner which stirs the soul with their profound reverence. On gay holidays the
girls sing their melodies in a light, ethereal fashion which makes one's heart beat faster, and his spirits rise.
The club takes an active and effective part in the annual June concert.

This club not only animates and inspires the school as a whole, but it benefits the individual girl.
This is accomplished not only by increasing her knowledge of the diatonic scale, and by developing her
voice, but bv developing her soul; she learns to interpret music, to use it as a means of expressing her emo¬
tions. Above all, she is made to feel the Divine Power which inspires all music-lovers.-

To our competent director, Mr. Joseph Surdo, who, by selecting excellent music, by training the
girls, by illuminating their understanding of music, and by opening their hearts to that which is beautiful,
has done all in his power to make the organization a success, we wish to express our thanks and appreciation.

Pearl Miles
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Boys' Glee Club
HE Boys’ Glee Club, of which our school is justly proud, is composed of fifty-one voices and is a

^ J great asset to the physical and spiritual life of the school, for it not only develops the respiratory
organs, thereby giving new vigor to the body, but its effect on the mind is uplifting and inspiring.

The crash of the brass band, the delightful harmonies of the great orchestra, and the appealing chords of
the pipe organ are all soul-stirring, but the power of the human voice surpasses them all in its effect on the
emotions - for it is divine.

It is a delightful privilege to be a member of this fine musical organization, to know that one’s voice
is a human pipe in this great vocal organ, and to experience the satisfying enjoyment of cooperating with
congenial spirits to produce beautiful results.

Under the efficient and painstaking efforts of our gifted director, Mr. Surdo, the Glee Club has attained
a high degree of excellence—so much so that the lovers of music look forward with anticipation to the
annual May concert in which the Glee Club always takes a prominent part. George Heffernon
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Girls’ Select Chorus
< " HE fifth successful year of the Girls’ Select Chorus has drawn
^ J to a close. This is made up of a group of girls who love and

appreciate the higher grades of music enough to stay and
practice after the regular rehearsal of the Girls’ Glee Club each Wed¬
nesday evening.

These girls have been very faithful in their attendance throughout
the year, and all feel that they have been amply repaid for the time and
effort spent by the splendid instruction they have received through
Mr. Surdo, our most efficient leader.

The chorus had the good fortune to have a string quartet accom¬

pany them at the June concert which went far toward enhancing the
beauty of the numbers.

The Girls’ Select Chorus, while small in numbers, has more than
contributed its part in maintaining the high musical standards for
which Withrow is reputed.

Dorothy Kershner
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"In youth's sublime audacity of faith
‘be thou remouedl' it to the mountain saith,
And rnith ambitious feet, secure and proud
Ascends the ladder leaning on the cloud."

Drawn bij Miss Jean Collou?
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The Spirit of Ifouth Expressed in

ATHLETICS

'CThere shall be practice tilts and tournaments;
And be in eije of euerq exercise,
IPortht] his youth.”
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TOPROW(lejttoright):Cohn,Snyder,J.Biondi,CoachWalke,Sparling,Thompson,Magly,Cholmondeley. SECONDROW:Bing,Staley,Lind,Wm.Biondi,Kingery,Trechter,Clauder,Wilson,Nebolsky,Taurman. THIRDROW:Bates,Schulz,Ibold,Bush,Miller,Moreton,Dillencourt,Seta,King. FOURTHROW(jitting-i):Hodge,Curry,Wurster,Leopold,Broadwell,J.Barrett,West,T.Barrett.



FOOTBALL
^THEN practice began in the fall, three weeks before school

started, there were many new men out for the team. Coach
Walke, with six letter men left from last year, started to

mould into shape one of the best teams Withrow High School has
ever turned out. This team won six games and lost two.

The team traveled to Piqua and was beaten 25-6. Piqua's
crack team afterwards turned out to be South-Western Champions.

The team, learning much from their defeat by Piqua, beat Hamil¬
ton in the game played the following week. Sparling's wonderful
judgment and Biondi's off-tackle smashes won the game. This is
the first time Hamilton has lost to Withrow since 1922.

Newport came next with a crash and smashed over a victory.
In this game a Newport player ran seventy yards, but only to his dismay, because it was the wrong way.
Lind brought him down behind his own goal.

Then came the game with Walnut Hills. The Tigers were too fast and heavy for them, and over¬
whelmed them by the score of 31-0.

After a week's rest the Tigers tackled their old rivals, Hughes. It was the game which would decide
the ownership of the Cornell Cup. The one idea of the school was “Beat Hughes'' and beat Hughes we did,
13-6. The day was bright and the air invigorating. The game was to begin at 3:00 P. M. and by 2:45 P. M.
the crowds were packed into the stadium. The two schools made their cheers resound against the Indus¬
trial Arts building. Bands played and pennants were waved. Then the Hughes team came on the field
and were given a big welcome by the Hughes students. After they had had their practice, Withrow Tigers
came dashing out amid the shouts of their loyal supporters. Cheer after cheer went up for the Tigers.

Tommy Barrett was making the Hughes team take notice of his practice kicks and punts, some of
which were sixty-five and seventy yards. The Withrow Band played the Star Spangled Banner and the
game was on.

Such a game! Never will a student who witnessed this fray forget it. In the first few minutes,
Hughes, who received the ball on the kickoff, marched down the field and scored a touchdown, but missed
the try for goal. The score was 6-0 favor Hughes at the end of the first quarter. Hughes kicked off then
to Withrow, and by passes and line plays in which Big Joe Biondi showed himself a real captain and star,
Withrow crossed the goal. Barrett kicked goal. Hughes 6, Withrow 7. Alter the kick-off they exchanged
punts in which Barrett lead the advantage. With about four minutes to go in the first half, Big Joe again
broke loose and ran twenty-five yards for the last score of the game. Barrett missed the try for goal.
During the second half Hughes threatened many times, but the Tigers held, and Tommy with his educated
toe would kick out of danger. A wonderful game and a great victory (score 13-6) for Coach Walke's Tigers.
Big Joe Biondi and Tommy Barrett were stars for Withrow, while Lee starred for Hughes.

Next came the game with the Bulldogs of Woodward and the Withrow boys took them into camp
with ease. Score 32-6.

The final game of the season was with Norwood. Again Tommy Barrett's toe made six points for
Withrow. Tommy kicked two field goals, one from the forty-seven yard line, and the other from the
forty-nine yard line. Wurster intercepted a pass and raced thirty-five yards for a touchdown. Score 12-0.

This year's football team has had a very good year. Coach Walke is entitled to much credit for the
team's success, and hopes to turn out another championship team next year.

John Douglas, '26
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West—Whose vigorous
bucking gained many a
yard.

Sparling — rl q u i c k
thinker and a good
Jield general.

Wi lson—Always
up tine play.

broke Tadrman — His jirst
year and he made good.
Next year’s captain.

LINE-UP FOR WALNUT HILLS GAME

WITHROW WALNUT HILLS

WITHROW: 6-0-0-25—31.

WALNUT HILLS: 0-0-0- 0— 0.

Staley, Treckter
Magly, Thompson . . . .

Nebolsky, Cholmondeley
W. Biondi, Curry . . . .

Snyder, Wilson, Hodge .

Taurman, Schultz .

Lind
Sparling, Barrett
J. Biondi, West ....
Wurster, Leopold, Broadwell .

Bing, Clauder ....

Steve, Becker
. Eggers

Ba RON

Herold
Garber

Segal
Muth

N. Reis
. W. Reis

Schloss

L. E.
L. T.
L. G.

R. G.
R. T.
R. E.
Q. B.
L. H.
R. H.

F.

Leopold — Fast and Thompson — Hits hard Cholmondeley— /Made Bing—The bigger they
hard to stop. and tow. a tetter in his Fresh- come, the Jarther JIra¬

nian year. tme tosses them back.
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Staley — Waited two W. Biondi—Hits them Nebolsky—AU-Cincin- Barrett—His kicking
gears to beat Hughes. bejorc they get started. nati guard. A brick is supreme.

in the line.

LINE-UP FOR HUGHES GAME
WITHROW HUGHES

Staley, Trechter . L. E. . Lewis
Magly L. T.
Thompson .... . L. G. . Schulte
Curry, Biondi W. . . C. .

Nebolsky .... R. G. . Thaman
Taurman R. T. . . Nieman
Lind, Sparling R. E. .

Haxel
Barrett, Sparling . . Q. B. . . Apkins
J. Biondi ....

. L. E. . Eble, Diesller
Wurster, West R. H. .

Bing F. .

WITHROW: 0-13-0-0— 13.

HUGHES: 6- 0-0-0— 6.

Lind—Ever dependable Magly—Fierce tackier
to break up end pi. gs. in Withrow line.

Curry — Invaluable to Treckter—Drops them
Withrow tine. in their tracks.



Kingery Snyder Thumann Schultz Clotter Cohn

Numeral Men
The numeral men are those, fellows who were faithful in

their practice thruout the season, but who did not have the
opportunity to play in enough quarters to win a letter.

Hodge Broadwell
LINE UP FOR WOODWARD GAME

WITHROW WOODWARD

Treckter, Sparling . L. E. Finkiiopn, Brauner
Magly, Thumann . . L. T. .

Thompson, Wilson, Hodge . . L. G.

Curry C. .

Nebolsky, Snyder .... . R. G. .

Taurman, Schulz . . . . R. T. .

Lind, Colin R. E.

T. Barrett, Sparling, Leopold . Q. . Dorfman

J. Biondi L. H.

West, Wurster . R. H. .

Bing, Clauder ....
F. H. Bohl

Reuter Walke Abrams Duning
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1925-26 has shown greater accomplishments in intra-school
athletics at Withrow than any previous year. This type of ath¬
letic work has been fostered in a measure ever since the school
was founded, but this is the first year that we have had enough
instructors to extend the work. This year some of the time that
might have been given to developing what might be called a varsity
team has been given to encouraging the formation of teams in the
various home rooms of the boys.

To give some idea of the number of boys who have taken part in the various activities the following
list is given:

Home Room Sports

Football— 11 teams
Basketball— 23 teams

Cross Country
Intra-school track

Wrestling
Boxing

165 boys taking part
175 boys taking part

50 boys taking part
100 boys taking part
112 boys taking part
150 boys taking part

Perhaps we may come to believe that the success of a school in athletics should be measured by the
number of pupils taking part and not by the number who watch from the stands.

This extension of athletics has done much to give an opportunity for competitive sports to a group-
of boys who may never have the chance under the scheme of inter-school contests. Aside from the athletic
feature these contests have been the means of providing an opportunity for the boys to form a larger ac¬

quaintanceship in the school, and very frequently bringing to the front the bo\rs who will be leaders.
Walter Peoples
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TOPROW: Kisker Eckhart Burdette
Marsh

CoachAbrams Rabinowitz Blackburn SECONDROW: Munson BirdO.Marsh„ Harding,Cap/. Bates Bauer FRONTROW: Mullikin Macklin



Basket Ball

Wwi VITH only one man left from last year's squad, and many of the best basket ball men on the football
team, Coach Abrams started early in the fall to build up a basket ball team. After six weeks of
fundamental training, the Tigers played their first game against the strong Highlands team

from Kentucky. Although the Tigers lost, they gained much from the game.

Next they played the Ludlow High School, also from Kentucky, winning 18-14.
The Tigers were made up of small but fast men, and when they played the Alumni they went down

in defeat only because of the superior size and strength of the graduates.
On January 9 our team traveled to the U. C. gym to play the strong Hughes team. Hughes had the

better team, and there are no excuses to give for the loss of the game. The Tigers fought and played hard
throughout the game.

The Woodward Bulldogs, on their own floor took revenge for football by running up the score of
49-14. After the end of the first quarter the score was 5-6 Woodward, but after Welsh, Seegars, and Bur-
wanger started dropping the ball through the hoop there was no hope for victory.

Walnut Hills was defeated in a close game 21-20. Harding as guard in the last thirty seconds dribbled
the length of the floor after getting the ball off the back board and made a field goal and saved
the game.

Hamilton, one of the strongest quintets in southwestern Ohio, beat the Tigers on their own floor.
Bird Marsh starred in this game bringing a roar of applause from the Hamilton rooters by his sensational
floor work and basket shooting.

The second game with Hughes was played on our own court, but Hughes was too good and fast for
the Tigers. Hughes won 30-10. Although the score was poor, the Tigers put up a good fight.

The mid-year exams helped to strengthen the Tiger's court team. Diz Marsh, and Munson, the
red-headed flash, were regulars as soon as their grades were up.

Although the Tigers fought hard against the Bulldogs, they were again unsuccessful. Fast Red
Munson was by far the best player on the court at that time.

Covington High won the game played at Covington. The Tigers were not up to form, or this game
would have been better.

By losing their first game in the Dayton (State) tournament, the Tigers were eliminated from the
contest.

Walnut Hills pulled the greatest surprise of the season by beating the Tigers on their own floor.
Munson and the Marsh brothers played a bang-up game, in spite of the fact that Munson had a bad ankle.

Everybody saw the Faculty game in which the Tigers won 28-24. Youth told its tale in that game
for in last quarter the lads forged ahead of the worn-out teachers. Tiny Pfeiffer, last year's coach, played
a good game for the faculty.

Norwood won in their own gym. Norwood beat Woodward and that's enough said about any basket
ball team.

Without much material Coach Abrams has developed a good team. This team does not lose a man

by graduation, so watch their smoke next year.

John Douglas, '26
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Leonard Harding (Capt.), Burdette Marsh, Sidney Mullikin, Earl Macklin,
Harry Rabinowitz, Jay Eckhart, William Kisker

Richard Blackburn, Bird 0. Marsh, Robert Bauer, George Munson
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Leji to right-. Roe {Captain), Brown, Vosmer, Ballman, Groppenbacker, Firestone

The Swimming Team
« /• ■" HE Swimming Team this year was defeated twice and consequently could not carry on the victor¬
ia ^ ious performances of the preceding years. In two meets, both of which were held at the Y. M. C. A.,

we were defeated, a result which was both surprising and unusual to us. A call for candidates
was issued in September and a large squad turned out to try for the team. The “weeding-out” of the
less skillful men narrowed the squad down to the several who made up the team—Roe (captain), Vosmer,

Brown, Ballman, Bolder, Groppenbacker, Firestone, and
Drackett.

With only two letter-men, Roe and Vosmer, and
mostly new material in the others to work with, Coach
Duning had a difficult task to develop a team to beat the
veterans of the other inter-scholastic teams. Coach Duning
deserves much credit for his efforts with the team.

The fact that we were beaten this year means that
we will only fight harder next year. Next season the team,
strengthened by experience, will climb to its true form
and duplicate the flashing feats of our former victorious
teams.

Ed. Morrison, '26
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TOpROW:CoachReuter,Pollard,Shannon,W.West,Moreton,Schepman,R.Taurman,Herron,Sullivan,McGugin,Cox,Leist,Siebenthai.er. MIDDLEROW:Crone,Grant,Kendall,Elam,W.Biondi,Harper,B.West(Capt.),Laub,Reuter,Harrison,Kidd,Callahan,Mussman. BOTTOMROW:Raquet,Hohenstine,Porter,Rose,Patten,Thuman,Lunsford,Edwards,Moeller,Fleming,Lilie,Wilkening. Track

teamof1926,undertheleadershipofBernieWest,wenttoworkwithdeterminationandwontheIndoorMeetattheArmory.Grantbrokethepole
vaultrecord,vaulting10ft.5%in.andBillReutertherecordforjuniorhurdles,seconds.Aftergettingawaytoapoorstartduetocoldweatherour nextopponents,RooseveltHighofDayton,defeatedus60to52.ThefollowingSaturdayHamiltonwasdefeated72to48,andaweeklaterNorwoodwent

down89to33.BillBiondi,LilieandKendallscoredheavilyforWithrowinthe100and200yd.dashesasdidBernieWest,JohnLaub,andGallahaninthe440. MalcolmElamandMussmanrepresentedusinthe880,whileKiddranthemile.Ourhurdlers,HarperandReuter,couldalwaysbedependeduponforpointsin everymeet.GrantandCronewereconsistentmeninthepolevault.



TOP ROW: Coach Walke, Sparling, Coach Duning.
SECOND ROW: Taurman, Rose, Fortwangler, Daly, (Capt.), Andres, Leopold, Marsh,

Thompson.

FRONT ROW: Neubauer, McCarty, Eckhart, Askren, Herron, Thie.

Baseball
" HE usual early spring work-out of the team was seriously retarded because of the slow spring, while

^ J the new eligibility rules played havoc among the ranks of the aspirants. Cautiously and judiciously
our new coach, Mr. Duning, moulded an excellent team — first baseman Andres, shortstop Ed.

Daly, and pitchers Sparling and Thompson—the only remnants of last year's letter men.

The team was off to a bad start, losing the first game to the Bulldogs of Woodward by the close score
of 5-3. Quickly reviving from their previous defeat, the Tigers pounced upon the Walnut Hills Eagles,
sweeping them away by a 19-1 victory due to our exceedingly heavy stick-work and the air-tight twirling
of Thompson. With the same impetus, the Orange and Black wiped up the universe with their ancient
enemy, Hughes, in a lop-sided game, 15-1.

Again the renovated Withrowites assailed Woodward determinedly, seeking to retrieve their loss.
The Tiger boys maintained a considerable edge on the Blue and Whites until the ninth inning, when three
errors spilled the game into Woodward's yearning lap, score, 9-8. The next day, the Tigers instituted a
new march of victory, overwhelming Miami Military, 5-2, by the excellent brand of hurling proffered by
Sparling.

We have suffered two defeats which, altho seriously endangering our hope of the championship, do
not totally eliminate us from the winning.
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Left to Right: Thelma Tiiaubald, Laura Peddicord, Judith Cooper, Peggy Clemons,
Elizabeth Herrnstein, Mary Gillette, Jean Foster, Ruth Grimm, Betty Smethurst,
Louise Kennedy, Eunice Meakin.

Hockey
■ YGR the first time in the history of our school, hockey games were participated in by all four classes
I \ this year. This made competition very keen, and many interesting games were played. The

field was generally rather muddy, but the girls soon grew accustomed to this hindrance. The
seniors and sophomores were the chief contestants for the championship. The thrilling game between
them was played on Parents' Day, and the seniors were victorious with the score 7 to 0.

The Seniors should get special mention as they have never lost a game in their two years of hockey.
The following girls who played at least six quarters received letters:

Marie Kellerman
Thelma Tiiaubald

Mildred Cordes
Betty Smethurst
Eunice Meakin

Mildred Clemons

Jean Foster
Louise Kennedy
Laura Peddicord
Ruth Grimm

Jessie Bingham
Elizabeth Herrnstein

Judith Cooper ..

Mary Gillette

The teams had the following girls as captains:
FRESHMAN
SOPHOMORE

JUNIOR
SENIOR

Carolyn Carlson
Estelle Hellmund

Margaret Fry
. Jean Foster
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BACK ROW: Mary Gillette, Dorothy Storch, Ruth Krehnbrink.
FRONT ROW: Elsie Mae Reynolds, Judith Cooper, Betty Smetiiurst,

Mary Louise Doherty, Mildred Jones.

Basket Ball

BASKET BALL started off unusually well this year as there were enough girls out from each classto make a couple of teams. The freshies were out in great numbers, and as a consequence had a

very strong team. Basket ball is really our major sport as several months are given to it. More
time is also given to practice before the final games are played, than in most of our sports. This year all
the teams were fine, and it was only after a struggle that the seniors beat the freshies 18 to 9, thus winning
the championship.

The winning team did not have a chance to play the faculty, as was done last year, because baseball
had to be started. For the first time the girls were awarded letters.

The Captains of the teams were:

FRESHMAN . Marjorie Snodgras JUNIOR .
Virginia Landen

SOPHOMORE . . Clover Hoy SENIOR Betty Smethurst
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BACK ROW: Irma Bense, Mary Donnelly, Marjorie Snodgrass, Helen Ramage, Kather¬
ine Pollard, Eleanor Jefferies.

FRONT ROW: Clotilda Klein, Helen Good, Ruth Webster, Marjorie Snook, Carolyn
White.

Baseball
HIS year the baseball season went through with a lot of pep. The freshies and
sophomores had the best teams, but the seniors were not very far below
them. Many exciting plays were seen by the rooters.

The captains are:

FRESHMAN .... Ruth Webster JUNIOR . . Virginia Langdon
SOPHOMORE . . Dorothy Behymer SENIOR . . Betty Smethurst

The Freshmen won the championship and are seen in the group above.
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All-round “W”
LL-ROUND “W” is a letter given to girls who are all-round athletes. To receive one it is neces¬

sary to swim, run, climb, throw the hurl ball and basket ball, and do all kinds of apparatus work.
There are a possible 180 points, out of which 150 must be made to win the letter.

The Wednesdays of the first few months of school are given over to trying for points for this letter.
Practice is stopped from December to May and then renewed.

This year the girls who won their “W” are:

Florence Schmalhorst
Laura Saunders

Jean Johns

Ruth Heeb

Jean Foster
Dorothy Behymer

Swimming
This year the girls swimming team was abolished. It was believed better to spend more time on

inter-class meets so that more girls would be benefited.
The first inter-class meet was held on December 16. The sophomores won with the score of 35 •

points. In the second meet the sophomores again won by acquiring 48« points. The big surprise came
when the seniors won the third meet with 34 -i points. The fourth meet consisted of different kinds of
stunts thought of by the different classes. There was also a water pageant on HOW SWIMMING GREW
UP.

Track
This year we held our seventh annual girls’ inter-class track meet on Thursday, May 13.
The different events were:

(1) 50 yard dash.
(2) 75 yard dash.
(3) 60 yard low hurdles.
(4) broad-jump relay.
(5) individual broad-jump.

(6) high jump.
(7) basket ball throw.

(8) hurl ball throw.
(9) baseball throw.(10)500 yard relay.
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Girls' Athletics
TOP ROW (tejt to right): Katherine Vordenfels, '28, who tied with Dorothy

Coleman for running high jump—4 It. 5J^j in., Withrow record; Senior All-Round
W winners, Mary Gillette, Judith Cooper, Jean Foster.

MIDDLE ROW: Dorothy Neal, '27, individual point winner of Inter-class Swim¬
ming Meet; Judith Cooper, '26, winner Athletic Honor Medal, 1924-25; Mary
Gillette, '26, winner Mileage Swim, 1924-25, hurdles 1924-25.

BOTTOM ROW: Ethel Miller, '26, tied 50 yd. dash record—6 4-5 seconds, With¬
row record; Dorothy Coleman, '27, tied with Katherine Vordenfels for running
high jump; Bertha Herskins, '28, baseball record, 200 feet, Withrow record.
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CThe Spirit of Ifouth Expressed in

RUIIIOR

"Laugh and be merry;

Laugh and be proud to belong to the old proud pageant of man.

Be you merry, my friends."
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HUMOR
I’ve often wished that I could know,
What makes me love my teachers so;
Perhaps it is detention slips.
Or Mr. Peoples’ funny quips.

My home-work fills me with delight,
By keeping me at home at night;
Surely it has helped my sight—
This reading by electric light.
And music charms the savage beast,
(The pet says it does, at least,)
But from its charms I am exempt—
Familiarity breeds contempt.
The proper way to close this verse (?)
Is with some witty saying,—terse,
But since I’ve done the best I could,
I’ll quote to 37ou, “ 'Tis for your good.”

Stanley Whitehouse

GUESS WHO SAID: 9
“Dilatorj7 tactics.”
“You are now excused for the first period.”
“Feet together, knees straight, hips back, chest up,
“Special fiddlesticks.”
“Subside.”
“Only back up as far as the ice cream.
“We will now sing America’s most inspiring song.”
“Here! here, boys, where are you coming from/
“He ain’t chere today.”
“Me tui pudet.”

Depechez-vous.”
“Come now, class.”
“Nonsense.”
“Allez aux tableau noir.”
“Is that your opinion?”
“Honest, I did.”
“Yes,—no,—but mostly no.”

Puer ex Cincinnati
Venit ad Withrow,
Non students lessons,
Occidit in disgrace;
Bonus pro nothing
Non long did he stay.
Princeps constituit
Abeundum away.

chins in, crown of the head high.”

'

NAUGtlTON QEUTEQ_~

"WHAT KINO OF CIGAR
IS THAT, OLD TOP?'
••ITS A'SOlDItR SOI"
•h-m*i!i thought it

mONGEDTOTW^,

SING NOT TO ME OF FALLING DEW
UPON THE PUR.PLE HILLS,
~~

I AM WORRIED FAC TGD/MUOl
BY FAILING DUE OF BILLS '*

HE'S QUITE A STAR AS AN-
AFTER DINNER SPEAKER/'

'STAR?HE'S A MODN.'hE BE¬
COMES BRIGHTER,THE FULL¬
ER HE GETS.''

THERE'S A GREAT CLIMAX
THE LAST ACT. JUST AS
TWO 0URGLAQ.S
CLIMB IN THE KIT¬
CHEN WINDOW. THE
CLOCK STRIKES ONE
THEN
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FATHER BENEDICT’S PRECEPTS FOR CRAVEN CELIBATES

These following admonishments constitute the duly and legally established constitution ol the Cin¬
cinnati Chapter of the Inimical Brothers of Womankind, which has been duly approved and accepted by
the International Advisory Committee on Ways and Means of the Society for the Protection of Brawny
Bachelors.

I. Thou shalt not violate thy vows of bachelorhood but if thou hast been already unfortunately lured into
marriage, make the worst of it.

II. Let no false, prevaricating adage, such as the following, influence your decision in regard to matrimony:
“Two can live cheaper than one/’ This adage is veracious only when the following substitution is made:
“She can live cheaper on you.’’

III. Exercise a wise, cautious judgment and solicitous regard lor your future welfare when selecting a
wife. Avoid all biconjugate women indiscriminately as you value your life. A widow always makes a
termagent for husband number two. Beware of all ultra-effeminate women who practice the subtle ruses
of deceit, flattery, acquiescence, rouge and lipsticks. Evade all aspiring females who display verbose or
pugnacious tendencies. Choose thou no hulking, bulky, brute or bulgy muscles and Juno-esque propor¬
tions—remember the woeful lot of Jupiter! Take exceeding care that the lady of thy favor is phlegmatic,
not vivacious; reticent, not loquacious; veracious, not prevaricative; timid, not obtrusive; pretty, not
ugly; and above all, of a kindly and sympathetic nature. Take heed that she be not bicephalous, so that
while fawning upon you with one head, she may not knock you with the other.

IV. Never allow your emotions to gain control of your will-power—many a strong man has become in¬
extricably entangled in the enfolding meshes of the demon marriage when unduly influenced by the subtle,
persuasive charms of the fickle sex.

V. Always select a homely woman when “stepping out’’ that her bulldog cast features may emphatically
eradicate all traces of emotion from thy throbbing heart when thou, in an unguarded moment, art too in¬
tensely actuated by the charm of the stellar firmament.

VI. Never remain in close proximity to a beautiful or charming woman for more than thirty seconds—
nine-tenths of all cases of heart failure in a young man are directly traceable to the tempting allurements
of woman.

VII. Abhor all things bearing the slightest resemblance to orange blossoms; many a good man owes his
downfall to the seductive properties of these evil harbingers of marriage.

VIII. Always maintain a discreet distance between yourself and moonshine, especially it a young member,
of the feminine genus be present. This admonishment is meant both literally and spirituously. The
dazing effects of natural moonshine are well known—but consider well the additional peril when the moon
and that obnoxious concoction vulgarly, but truly, named moon-shine, unite in their pernicious efforts
against the ease, peace, and security7 of man.

IX. Heed and beware: “That’s the insidious thing about love—one never knows when one has been bitten
until too late to flee or extricate oneself from foreign entanglements.”

X. This is the last and most potent commandment; violate it but once, and the author will be irresponsible
for the results: Eternal vigilance is the exacting price paid by the masculine race for its security, happiness,
and liberty.
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DIANA'S ADJURATIONS TO SINUOUS SIRENS

The following admonishments constitute the laws of the Protective Society for Incipient Spinsters.
1. Thou shalt not violate thy vows of spinterhood, but if thou hast been already ensnared by strategy

into the uncertain state of matrimony— get the most out of thy spouse in the shortest space of time.
2. Before thou art joined in holy wedlock remember the paradoxical assertion: “All that glitters is not

gold." Conduct an intensive examination into the financial resources of your prospective Benedict.
Frat pins do not a living make, nor jazzy cars a millionaire.

3. Avoid the lounge-lizzard type of young man, forever haunting your dreams. Discard the slender
sheik with dreamy eyes, for he will make his consort do all the work.

4. Insist that your spouse be able to swing a wicked foot in dancing the Charleston, so that when babv
cries he’ll be able to lull her to sleep.

5. Never ride in an auto where the seats are joined. Your mental balance might be disturbed.
6. Always select a man with a pocketful of currency regardless of how empty his head is of sense.

7. Practice refrigeration when in the company of a handsome bachelor whose mother thinks that his
every demand must be fulfilled,—because you might be one of his phenomenal whims.

8. Demand that your husband furnish his own initialed hand towels so that they will not be mixed up
with the guest towels needed tor weekly session of the bridge club.

9. Give your husband-to-be some chance to demonstrate his culinary achievements, and therebv lessen
the prospects of an immediate visit to a lawyer's office.10.Lastly, my sisters, if you have found a man who measures up to all these requirements, he is the “Per¬
fect Man," so spike him to the floor, and send for the minister, caterer, and florist.

What's become of Trilby, of the fairy-like feet?
Where is Cinderella, so dainty and so sweet?
Alas, we cannot find them; we don’t know where or how;
They're just like any other girls—they wear galoshes now!

Where is lovely Lettice, with the locks two stories long?
Where is Dame Godiva, famed in story and in song?
We tell the old, old story, with voices choked by sobs;
They're ;ust like any other girls—they,now have boyish bobs!

James Golden, 28
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HAVEN'T YOU HEARD

THAT Charlie Stevenson is going to speak to every one he meets?
THAT Bill Ammerman is advertising Arrow Collars?
THAT Peg Clemons thinks she is tall?
THAT Miss Baehr thinks that the people of the world are morons?
THAT Ray Hardin expects to flunk in Physics?
THAT Al. Bollinger gets special rates from Miller’s Jewelery store?
THAT Mabel Gnoeth can't dance?
THAT Jack Douglas doesn't like to talk?
THAT Gene Ernst never gets excited?
THAT Jean Johns never has anything to do?
THAT Miss Agerter is a pessimist?
THAT Dot Swick isn't clever?
THAT Virginia Foy never has a date?
THAT Billie Reynolds can't throw a ball straight?
THAT Paul Hoon is dreadfully rude?
THAT Minerva Clephane can't draw?
THAT Miss Meredith doesn't like Hamlet?
THAT Mr. Surdo craves jazz?
THAT there will be no bobbed hair at Withrow next year?
THAT Jean Foster loses her temper easily?
THAT Miss Dann advises the use of a pony for crippled students?
THAT Ethel Jackson always looks a fright?
THAT Ed. Read is a student?
THAT freshies enjoy being laughed at?
THAT Miss Shumard is too easy in study hall?
THAT Pud Kellerman never has a new dress?
THAT Judy Cooper can't dive?

CAN YOU IMAGINE:

Halloween Doherty curling her hair?
Joe Biondi without his harem?
Johnny Herron with his hair combed?
Eddie Bott in a track meet?
Virginia Rankin with a “Boots Bob '?
Betty Smethurst playing a violin?
Ed. Krieger with the blues?
Melba Phillips playing football?
Norma Grimm flunking a test?
Norma Shannon with straight black hair?
Peg Clemons without her noon-day bottle of milk?
Judy Cooper with long hair?
Mary Alice McCartney not shaking her head?
Stanley Whitehouse not arguing?
Mr. Lyon in a collegiate Ford?
John Cosby with a soprano voice?
Howard Wade in knickers?
Miss Meredith giving a hundred in a test?
Ray Hardin with a seventy on his report?
Mr. Surdo in Mr. Regan's clothes?

Mr. Brubaker “If this test tube slips we will all be blown up through the roof. Now step closer
fellows, so you can follow me."

Teacher: Why do they have negative numbers?
Freshman: So that the thermometer can fall below zero.

I had my lesson down pretty cold today.
Almost zero, I should say.

What does P. M. stand for?
Past morning.

Translating lesson: Caesar drawing up four veterinary legions.
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A TREATISE ON THE GRAPEFRUIT, AND HOW TO SUBDUE IT

The kinds of food accessible to mankind are varied and numerous, and our most noted dieticians
and etiquetticians have solemnly averred that there are always two ways in which to masticate any food.
A few of us have mastered, with laborious effort, the secret of wielding our dangerous cutlery, quietly,
adeptly, and efficiently; fewer of us are cognizant of the first rudiments of the art of eating certain articles
listed as food. Of all the most deceitful articles for internal consumption, the most egregious conscientious
objector, by far, is grapefuit—No one can veraciously dictate the proper manner of eating this malicious
fruit; the more voracious consume it in vast quantities; the more audacious devour it; the ignorant eat it;
the foolish masticate it; the polished absorb it; the topers imbibe it, and the wise—allow it to remain em¬
phatically alone and undisturbed. Illustrating the versatility of the grapefruit we notice that some grape¬
fruit assume an aqueous state, some turn to the solid state, and are acetous in the extreme. One, if in¬
experienced with this deadly fruit, might think from the misleading name that it bears some resemblance
to the grape, but that theory is wrong; grapes are harmless, at least in their original form. The utmost
discretion must be exercised in handling the grapefruit, no matter in what manner one advances to the
attack. While speaking of manners, it might be appropriate to state that the manners of the grapefruit
are absolutely negligible; it has been the direct cause of more mortification and embarrassment that any
other fruit or vegetable, except soup. All needless vulgarity should be dispensed with, because vulgarity
in tackling objects requiring delicate tactics, is not amusing, but nauseating. The grapefruit is a most
pugnacious and loquacious fruit addicted to retaliating in a watery fashion when attacked by man. It
is also very epicene in character, for it will often prolong a tantalizing encounter for hours in the approved
feminine fashion, and then abruptly put a stop to the conflict by deluging its hapless opponent with a vicious
straight-to-the-eye in the accredited masculine manner. The reputation of the grapefruit has now assumed
such alarming proportions that only the most mundane and cosmopolitan will dare to challenge its social
position. When a mere amateur has the audacity to attempt to eat one of these deadly boomerangs, it
would be well for him to remember the following cursory conjurations; that the attempted conquest of
grapefruit is not yet an acceptable excuse for tardiness at school; that the aqueous tendencies of a grape¬
fruit dispense with the need of a shower and render the bath-tub an ideal spot for controversy; that the
grapefruit has violent propensity for ejecting stinging streams of smarting, bitter, irritating juice at the
noncombatants surveying the titancic struggles, and which renders it imperative that all on-lookers be
adequately provided with durable slickers, hip-length boots, and especially with glasses, as the eyes are
most attractive to the vindictiveness of the grapefruit. Many an excellent man's tranquility has been
disturbed by the terrorizing aspect of a grapefruit, huge in structure, and alarming in its saffron hue, pur¬
suing him relentlessly—with the most modern and effective juice-squirting apparatus. Indeed, often
when I meditate upon the irritating properties of that most retrograde of fruits my mind instinctively
reverts to that apt definition by Webster. Unabridged of the word “edible" something that can be eaten
by the human race.

“I ;ust burned up a hundred dollar bill."
“You must be a millionaire."
“No. It’s easier to burn them, than to pay them."

“Tell all you know; it won’t take long."
“I’ll tell what you know too, it won’t take any longer."

I know a guy who’s so lazy he gets up at five o’clock so he’ll have more time to loaf.

Dum: “Why do you call your car the Regulator?"
Dummer: “All other cars go by it."

Ma: “Son, how did you get that black eye?"
Bud: “1 was protectin’ a little boy."
Ma: “That was noble, son. Who was he?"
Bud: “Me."

Con: “What were you doing at the accident."
Clave: “Scraping up an acquaintance."

Consider the fish; he never gets caught, as long as he keeps his mouth shut.
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The Oakley Lumber
Company

Appleton Avenue, Oakley

Phone, Norwood 4500

I
!
j

LUMBER

MILLWORK

ROOFING

H. C. STANFORTH, President R. RUZICKA, Vice-President
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I

Service and Courtesy
the Motto of

“The Drug Store
In the Bolce Block

at Observatory and Edwards Roads, Hyde Park

Owned and Operated by

STANLEY LINDEMAN

Prescription Expert

"WE DELIVER"

Phones: East 3706 and 3707

+■
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The H. C. Stanforth Co.
Oakley Bank Building

'W'

Real Estate and Building

H. C. Stanforth, President

Phones: Norwood 3249 and 871

Phone: East 404 1

GEO. H. ROHDE
FUNERAL HOME

Linwood and Delta Avenues
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Congratulations to You
Graduates

YOU who come from school and college
this month we would like to extend cordial

congratulations.

And we want you to know that in your new
career these banks are always glad to give you
a helping hand. The experience and judg¬
ment of our officers are yours for the asking.

Cincinnati Ajjiliated Banks

"FifthThird
National Bank°'Cincinnati

14 West Fourth St. 415 Vine St.

t4Jnion TrustCO.
Main Office, N. W. Cor. 4th and Walnut St.

and Eleven Conveniently Located Branches
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stage and for the home.

In any Baldwin you will find a new reve¬
lation of your musical dreams.

The Baldwin Piano Company
142 West Fourth Street

— — — 4-

STEWART KIDD
BOOKSELLERS : STATIONERS : ENGRAVERS

ENGRAVED ANNOUNCEMENTS
for Graduation Commencements, Fraternity and
Sorority Affairs, Novelty Dance Invitations, Programs,
Coat-of-Arms, Crests, School Pins, Seals, Calling
Cards, Personal Stationery, Book Plates, Diplomas, etc.

High Quality—Moderate Cost
The most distinctive effects, finished in form and
correct in detail, hand engraved by masters of the
craft. Samples and prices furnished on request.

Keeping alive to Ike Newer and Better Books means at
least a Weekly Visit to The Stewart Kidd Book Store

19 East Fourth Street Hotel Sinton Building
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LeBLOND
Machine Shop Equipment for Manual Training, Trade

and Technical Schools

We manufacture a complete line of lathes, milling machines arid cutter grinders that
are now accepted as the standard for this field of work. They embody the highest de¬
velopments in machine tool building practice, besides having numerous features not found
in competitive designs.

LeBlond machine tools are the ultimate in design and construction, together with a

care in selection of materials, enabling them to establish production records in the large
manufacturing plants of the country.

Our new plant, recently completed, is the most modern plant of this type that has
come under our observation. Visitors are always welcome, and every facility w'ill be
afforded them to inspect our product in the course of construction, as well as to study
designs and methods of manufacture.

The

R.K. LeBlond Machine Tool Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio
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GOOD-BYE ICE MAN

See Our Home Refrigeration System

— THE —

Devere Electric Co.
418 MAIN STREET

I I
— — ■—4

——.—— —,——„— —.—4.
1 1

“WE’RE DYEING TO PLEASE YOU”

the LUCKEY co.

DRY CLEANERS
DYERS

HYDE PARK WALNUT HILLS NORWOOD
East 1414-165 Woodburn 544 Norwood 3153

*
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The

Fisher-DeVore Construction
Company

Engineers and Contractors

Dixie Terminal Bldg. Cincinnati

IP e built your Stadium and Gymnasium

rxx: :xjc zxxz :xsc

The Miller Jewelry Company
In appreciation of the courtesies of the

CLASS of 1926

and the Clubs and Societies of

WITHROW HIGH SCHOOL

We sincerely trust we may continue to serve you thru the
coming years as designers and makers of fine Platinum and
Gold Diamond Jewelry, Scholastic and Fraternal Emblems

Greenwood Bldg.

K XX KtC rsic IXiC IHiC :xsc

6th at Vine

w- »
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Compliments of

R. C. COOPER .

DELICATESSEN

Phone: East 1553 3437 Michigan Ave.

Phones: Ridge 596-607

Tingley’s Pharmacy
Pleasant Ridge :: Cincinnati, Ohio

Like Sunshine on a Rainy Day

Kxcelsior

Laundry

Company
Canal 2084
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We carry a
full line of

‘'Buescher” Band
Instruments and

Saxophones

Ludwig Tenor Banjos,
Drums, Violins, etc.

so that it will be an easy
matter for you to select
the instrument you have
always wanted.

Fillmore Vlusic House

528 Elm St., Cincinnati
I

I

Phone, Norwood 2812-L

Rekart
The Jeweler

“Gifts That Last’’

Expert Watch and
Auto Clock Repairing

3061 Madison Road

Oakley

4 4

I WholesaleMarket

u
T
T
E
N

B

BEEF

VEAL

LAMB

PORK
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‘PLACE FOR SATISFACTION”

/L CANDIE
SHOPPE

Ice Cream, Candies and Light Lunches

FRENCH-BAUER

— Always the “Best ’ =====

ICE CREAM
R i c h e s t — P u rest — S a jest

Order from Dealers—Everywhere

The French Bros.-Bauer Co.
T

—•—■——*—>—> — ——«—■>—<—»—*
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Mrs. Porter’s Cafeteria
Big Four R. R. Building Ninth and Sycamore

V |
i

I

Phones: Norwood 3352, 3353, 3354

Lawrence Hegner
...GROCER...

Fine Meats, Groceries, Fruits, legetabtes, Home Dressed Poultry, Condiments

3057-3059 Madison Road

!
—, —.—.n_u——„—„—

—*—. ■■ „ —„— —„—„—«—*
i

The Store for the Entire Family

V. & V. Dry Goods Co.
Formerly John Schultz & Co.

DRY GOODS :: MEN’S FURNISHINGS

LADIES’, MISSES’, BOY’S AND CHILDREN'S WEAR

3049 Madison Road
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Kat^y^

DeHAVEN

Quality Ice Cream
“

Tip- Top Food and Always Good”

FANCY ICE CREAM MADE UP IN SPECIAL FORMS, CAKES,
BASKETS, MELON MOULDS, ETC. SOMETHING

SUITABLE FOR ANY OCCASION

Order through our dealer in your community—or

Phone Woodburn 5910

+

Phones: East 415 and 456

I
!
i

We Serve DeHaven Ice Cream

Your Community Drug Store
Cosmopolitan in Prices

Hermann s Drug Store
Erie and Michigan Avenues

Hyde Park Square

Whitman’s Candies

Eastman Kodaks : : Thermos Bottles

Exquisite Toilet Articles

“Shop Here for Your Vacation Needs”
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'DjpP'Y
Powdered

Toamoline
Prepared Expressly For

ICE CREAM
FRUIT FROSTS
and WATER ICES

Send for Recipes

WILLIAM RIPPEY
126 E.SECOND ST CINCINNATI,OHIO.

- +

i

Compliments oj

JANZEN
Grocery Co.

-+ +

Walnut and Second Streets

Cincinnati

-+

i

PEAK OF PERFECTION”

In Candies and Ice Cream

METROPOLITAN
Oakley

Norwood 1203

*-
I

The Hyde Park Dairy Co.
PERFECTLY PASTEURIZED DAIRY PRODUCTS

“Good as any and better than some”
Norwood 1305
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QUALITY SERVICE

Yours for practical equipment and attractive uniforms
for all sports at reasonable rates

Lowe & Campbell
Athletic Goods Co.

717-719 Sycamore St.

“The House That Service Built”

VARIETY PRICE

Phone: Norwood 3120

The Oakley Hardware Co.
Klemm & Schoenebaum

Hardware, Paints and Poultry Supplies

3098 Madison Road Oakley, Cincinnati, Ohio

"f
1

Phones: East 355, 356, 2191

ED. RUTTERER
GROCER

Meats :: Poultry :: Vegetables
S. E. Cor. Delta and Linwood Aves.—Mt. Lookout Square

CINCINNATI
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A Triumph of
Concentrated Study

Millions of hours of concentrated study by some of the
best minds in the world have gone into the building of
the telephone system. It is a triumph of education, of
the focusing of many first class intellects on a single
problem. Even now thousands of University graduates
are giving all their working time to the further develop¬
ment of the system. Telephone work is an attractive
field for high grade men and women.

The Cincinnati & Suburban
Bell Telephone Company

^s4RJ-GRAFTS
ENGR4VING GD.

- Superior Printing Plates -
Perfection ofDepth and Color

Main 2046 1*20 Opera,
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Safe Deposit Boxes $2 per Year
Loans on Real Estate

THE

OAKLEY BANK
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Transacts a General Banking Business
Allows 4 per cent on Savings Deposits

R. RUZICKA, President
AUG. H. TUECHTER, Vice-President
WM. BORCHERDING, Cashier
G. J. NORTMANN, Cashier
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Homes of Quality
Myers Y. Cooper-built homes are outstanding because of their
uniform attainment of complete desirability. The culmination
of more than a quarter of a century of successful home building-
experience, they embody the most in modern architecture, appoint¬
ments and utility.
Kilgour Park, in Hyde Park, conceded to be the finest real estate
development in Cincinnati, is an imposing contribution towards
a Better City. We invite your inspection of this subdivision as
well as our popular Country Club Heights, adjoining the Hyde
Park Country Club.
Remember—in buying a Myers Y. Cooper-built home, you are
buying the best.

MYERS Y. COOPER
THE HOME BUILDER

408-16 Union Trust Bldg. Main 2213

4., —.—— .—. >«—>+
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Compliments of

A FRIEND

*•—
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HE editors of this Annual have
given to their classmates a book
of which they can well be proud,
a book that will be a pleasure for

years to come.

The printing and binding were done
by The Henderson Lithographing Co.,
owned and operated by The Strobridge
Lithographing Co., specializing m

Annuals

Catalogues
Broadsides

Cut-Outs

Booklets

Envelope Enclosures
Calendars

Street Car Cards

Advertising Blotters
Labels

All Direct-by-Mail Advertising, Etc.

Whether Offset, Four Color Process, Type
Printing, or Combination Offset and Type
Printing, we are fully equipped to produce
work of the highest quality. Ours is a complete
Lithographing and Printing Service, from twen¬
ty-four sheet posters to the smallest piece of
printing.

The Henderson Lithographing
Company

4530 Mam Avenue

Norwood, Cincinnati, O.
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SaBgREBaBagg

^/our Jfyotoyraf)Aer
{/). &aMvn $£&-,

Photographic Illustrator

Whose years of experience has
made his services invaluable to

School and College Annuals and
other beautiful publications.

THE WEBB STUDIO
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The Proof
The large number of discriminating men
and women who are customers of this bank
is the strongest proof we have that our ser¬
vice meets the most exacting banking needs
and the most varied.

You are invited to carry your account here.

THE

Hyde Park Ravings Rank
CINCINNATI

OFFICERS

Myers Y. Cooper, Pres. ' Louis F. Kispert, Cashier
A. J. Becht, Vice-Pres. R. W. Willits, Asst. Cashier
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"Ijouth with swift feet walks onward in the way;

The land of joy lies all before his eyes . . . ”
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Public Library of
Cincinnati & Hamilton

Co.


